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Foreword

With the World Development Report 1989 out of print, we have decided to reissue the text of that Report
dealing with the reform of the world's financial systems. This paper excludes the original Chapter 1
on global economic prospects and replaces it with the original overview. Chapters 2 through 9 are
reproduced as originally presented. This paper also excludes the World Development Indicators. The
continued demand suggests that the Report does provide a useful guidance to those throughout the
developing world involved with the difficult task of restructuring financial systems.

Millard F. Long
Staff Director
World Development Report 1989
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Definitions and data notes

Financial terms surance companies, and similar institutions that
collect long-term savings on a contractual basis.

Banks. Financial institutions that accept funds, * Curb market. An unofficial money and capital
principally in the form of deposits repayable on market.
demand or at short notice (such as demand, time, * Development finance institutions (DFIs). Finan-
and savings deposits). Under the general rubric cial intermediaries that emphasize the provision of
"banks" come: commercial banks, which engage capital (loans and equity) for development. DFIs
only in deposit taking and short- and medium- may specialize in particular sectors-for example,
term lending; investment banks, which handle se- industry, agriculture, or housing. Although most
curities trading and underwriting; housing banks, provide only medium- and long-term capital,
which provide housing finance; and so on. In some, particularly those that specialize in agricul-
some countries there are universal banks, which ture, also provide short-term finance.
combine commercial banking with investment * Discount. A reduction from the face value of a
banlkng and sometimes with insurance services. financial contract.

* Capital market. The market in which long-term * Equity finance. The provision of finance in a
financial instruments, such as equities and bonds, form that entitles its owner to share in the profits
are raised and traded. and net worth of the enterprise.

* Commercial bills. Short-term debt instruments * Eurocurrency market. A market in which assets
that are used mainly to finance trade. Examples are and liabilities denominated in a particular currency
promissory notes, by which debtors commit them- are held outside the country of that currency.
selves to pay to creditors or to their order a stated * Financial savings. The portion of total wealth
sum at a specified date, and bills of exchange, held in the form of financial assets.
which are drawn up by creditors and accepted by * Foreign portfolio investment. Investment by for-
debtors. Commercial bills that are also accepted by eign residents in domestic capital markets, without
banks are known as bank acceptances. Promissory the investors' provision of technology and man-
notes issued by large corporations to meet their agement services that usually occurs with foreign
general financial needs are known as commercial direct investment.
paper. * Forward contract. An agreement to purchase or

* Contractual savings institutions. Occupational sell at a future date a fixed amount of commodities
pension funds, national provident funds, life in- or securities at a preset price.

ix



o Fractional reserve banking. The practice by * Term finance. Equity or medium- and long-term
which commercial banks maintain a reserve of loan finance.
highly liquid assets (usually deposits in a central
bank) equal to only a fraction of their deposit liabil- Country groupings
ities.

* Hedging. The acquisition of a financial contract For operational and analytical purposes, the World
designed to protect the purchaser against a future Bank classifies economiies according to their per
change in the price of a commodity or security in capita GNP. Other international agencies maintain
which the purchaser has an interest. different classifications of developing countries,

* Indexation. A mechanism for periodically ad- Country classifications have been revised since
justing the noninal value of contracts in line with the -198 edition of the World Development Report
movements in a specified price index. and its statistical annex, the World Development

& Leverage. The ratio of debt to equity or of debt Indicators. The principal changes are: (a) the "de-
to total capital employed. veloping economies" group has been dropped,

o Liquid liabilities. Money plus highly liquid but references to the specific income groups low-
mnoney substitutes, such as savings deposits. and middle-income economies have been retained, (b)

* Market capitalization. The total value of out- all economies with a GNP per capita of $6,000 or
standing securities at present market prices. more are classified as high-income economies, and (c)

* Money. Currency and other liquid assets. Nar- the subgroups "oil exporters" and "exporters of
row definitions such as MI refer to money used as manufactures" under "developing economies"
a medium of exchange. Broader definitions such as have been dropped. In addition, "high-income oil
M2 or M3 add to MI money used as a store of exporters" is no longer a separate group; "indus-
value. trial economies" has been renamed OECD mem-

Ml. Currency outside banks plus demand de- bers, which is a subgroup of the new category high-
posits, excluding those held by governrment and income economies; and a new aggregate, total
banking institutions. reporting economies, and its subcategory oil exporters

M2. Ml plus time and savings deposits (other have been added. As in previous editions, this Re-
than large certificates of deposit) at commercial port uses the latest GNP per capita estimates to
banks. classify countries. The country composition of

M3. M2 plus deposits at nonbank thrift institu- each income group may therefore change from one
tions. edition to the next. Once the classification is fixed

* Money market. A market in which short-tern for any edition, all the historictl data presented are
securities such as Treasury bills, certificates of de- based on the same country grouping. The country
posit, and conmmercial bills are traded. groups used in this Report are defined below.

* Nonbank financial intermediaries. Financial insti- * Low-income economies are those with a GNP per
tutions, such as building societies and insurance capita of $480 or less in 1987.
companies, that hold less-liquid liabilities not nor- * Middle-income economies are those with a GNP
mally regarded as part of the money stock. per capita of more than $480 but less than $6,000 in

* Nonperforming loan. A loan on which contrac- 1987. A further division, at GNP per capita of
tual obligations (for example, interest or amortiza- $1,940 in 1987, is made between lower- and upper-
tion payments) are not being met. mniddle-income economies.

* Reserve money. Currency in circulation plus de- * High-income economies are those with a GNP
posits (of banks and other residents but not the per capita of $6,000 or more in 1987.
government) with the monetary authorities. The Report has always used a specific level of

* Rotating savings and credit association (ROSCA). GNP per capita as the dividing line between low-
An informal group of six to forty participants who and mniddle-income economies. In previous edi-
reguarly (for example, monthly) make a contribu- tions the line between middle- and high-income
tion into a fund that is given in rotation to each groups was ambiguous. Industrial market econo-
group member. mies and high-income oil exporters were shown

* Seigniorage. The net revenue derived from separately, but some economies remained in the
money issue. middle-income group although their GNP per cap-

e Swaps. The exchange of future streams of pay-
ment between two or more parties.
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ita was higher than that of some countries dassi- Geographic regions (low- and middle-income
fied as high income. The cutoff point of $6,000 for economies)
high-income economies in this edition removes
that anomaly. * Sub-Saharan Africa comprises all countries

Low- and middle-income economies are some- south of the Sahara except South Africa.
times referred to as "developing economies." The * Europe, Middle East, and North Africa comprises
use of the term is convenient; it is not intended to eight European countries-Cyprus, Greece, Hun-
imply that all economies in the group are experi- gary, Malta, Poland, Portugal, Romania, and
encing similar development or that other econo- Yugoslavia-all the economies of North Africa and
mies have reached a preferred or final stage of de- the Middle East, and Afghanistan.
velopment. Classification by income does not * East Asia comprises all the low- and rmiddle-
necessarily reflect development status. The use of income economies of East and Southeast Asia and
the term "countries" to refer to economies implies the Pacific east of and including China and Thai-
no judgment by the World Bank about the legal or land.
other status of any territory. * South Asia comprises Bangladesh, Bhutan,

* Nonreporting nonmembers are Albanua, Angola, Burma, India, Nepal, Pakistan, and Sri Lanka.
Bulgaria, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, German Demo- * Latin America and the Caribbean comprises all
cratic Republic, Democratic People's Republic of American and Caribbean countries south of the
Korea, Mongolia, Namibia, and Union of Soviet United States.
Socialist Republics.

For analytical purposes, other overlapping clas- Acronyms and initials
sifications based predominantly on exports or ex-
ternal debt are used in addition to geographic BDC Botswana Development Corporation
country groupings. The economies in these groups BFN Banco de Fomento Nacional
with populations of more than 1 million are listed BKK Badan Kredit Kecamatan
below. BNI Bank Negara Indonesia

CD Certificate of deposit
ulytical groupmgs COOPEC Cooperative d'Epargne et de CGedit

- Oil cxporters are countries for which exports of CPI Consumer price index
petroleum and gas, including reexports, account DFI Development finance institution
for at least 30 percent of merchandise exports. DTC Deposit-taking cooperative
They are Algeria, Cameroon, People's Republic of EC The European Conmmunity (Belgium, Den-

the Congo, Ecuador, Arab Republic of Egypt, Ga- mark, Federal Republic of Germany, France,

bon, Indonesia, Islanic Republic of Iran, Iraq, Ku- Greece, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands,
wait, Mexico, Nigeria, Norway, Oman, Saudi Ara- Portugal, Spain, and United Kingdom)
bia, Syrian Arab Republic, Trinidad and Tobago, EMBRAER Empresa Brasileira de Aeronautica
United Arab Emirates, and Venezuela. FOPINAR Fondo de Fomento para la Pequefia

* Seventwa highly indebted countries are those Industria y la Artesania
deemed to have encountered severe debt servicing FSLIC Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Cor-

difficulties: Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Co- poration
lombia, Costa Rica, C6te d'lvoire, Ecuador, Ja- GAIT General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
maica, Mexico; Morocco, Nigeria, Peru, Philip- GDP Gross domestic product
pines, Uruguay, Venezuela, and Yugoslavia. GNP Gross national product

* OECD members, a subgroup of high-income GRT Gross receipts tax
economi6s, comprises the members of the Organi- IBRD International Bank for Reconstruction and
sation for Economic Co-operation and Develop- Development (The World Bank)
ment except for Greece, Portugal, and Turkey, ICOR Incremental capital-output ratio
which are included among the middle-income IDA International Development Association
economies. IFC Intemational Finance Corporation

IFS International Financial Statistics, published
monthly by the IMF
IMF International Monetary Fund
MFA Multifibre Arrangement
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NTB Nontariff barrier * Growth rates are based on constant price data
OECD Organisation for Economic Co-operation and, unless otherwise noted, have been computed
and Development (Australia, Austria, Belgium, with the use of the least-squares method.
Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Federal Re- * The symbol . . in tables means not available.
public of Germany, Greece, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, * The symbol - in tables means not applicable.
Japan, Luxembourg, Netherlands, New Zealand, * The number 0 or 0.0 in tables means zero or less
Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, than half the unit shown and not known more
Turkey, United Kingdom, and United States) precisely.
PSBR Public sector borrowing requirement All tables and figures are based on World Bank
QR Quantitative restriction data unless otherwise specified.
ROSCA Rotating savings and credit association Data from secondary sources are not always
S&L Savings and loan association available after 1987. Historical data shown in this
SEC Securities and Exchange Commission Report may differ from those in previous editions
SOE State-owned enterprise because of continuous updating as better data be-
UMOA Union monetaire ouest africaine (West come available and because of new group aggrega-
African Monetary Union) tion techniques that use broader country coverage
VISA Valores Industriales S.A. than in previous editions.

Data notes

* Billion is 1,000 nillion.
* Trillion is 1,000 billion.
* Dollars are current U.S. dollars unless other-

wise specified.
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Financial systems and development:
an overview

The experiences of the 1980s have led many devel- years financial systems came under further stress
oping countries to reconsider their approach to de- when, as a result of the economic shocks of the
velopment. Although countries differ in the scale 1980s, many borrowers were unable to service
of govemment irtervention and in the extent to their loans. In more than twenty-five developing
which they have already stabilized and restruc- countries, governments have been forced to assist
tured their economies, most have decided to rely troubled intermediaries. The restructunng of insol-
more upon the private sector and market signals to vent intermediaries provides governments with an
diect the allocation of resources. To obtain all the opportunity to rethink and reshape their financial
benefits of greater reliance on voluntary, market- systems.
based decisionmaking, they need efficient financial Conditions that support the development of a
systems. more robust and balanced financal structure will

A financial system provides services that are es- improve the ability of domestic financial systems
sential in a modern economy. The use of a stable, to contribute to growth. By restoring macroeco-
widely accepted medium of exchange reduces the nomic stability, building better legal, accounting,
costs of transactions. It facilitates trade and, there- and regulatory systems, specifying rules for fuller
fore, specialization in production. Financial assets disclosure of information, and levying taxes that
with atractive yield, liquidity, and risk charactens- do not fall excessively on finance, governments
tics encourage saving in financial form. By evaluat- can lay the foundations for smoothly functioning
ing alternative investments and monitorng the ac- financial systems. This Report reviews the lessons
tivities of borrowers, financial intermediaries of experience in both high-income and developing
increase the efficiency of resource use. Access to a countries and tries to identify the measures that
variety of financial instruments enables economic will enable domestic financial systems to provide
agents to pool, price, and exchange risk. Trade, the the services needed in the 1990s.
efficient use of resources, saving, and risk taking
are the cornerstones of a growing economy. The economic background

In the past, governments' efforts to promote eco-
nomic development by controlling interest rates, In 1988 conditions were generally favorable for
directing credit to priorty sectors, and securing economic growth in the developing countries.
inexpensive funding for their own activities have High-income countries enjoyed steady growth
undermined financial development. In recent with low inflation for the sixth consecutive year

1



and grew even faster in 1988 than in 1987. Interest with their development strategies. Toward this
and exchange rates were less volatile than during end, they created new financial institutions to pro-
earlier phases of the recovery from the worldwide vide funding at low interest rates to the sectors
recession of 1982, and prices of the principal com- that were to be at the forefront of industrial devel-
modities exported by developing countries rose by opment, or they directed existing institutions to do
an average of 20 percent. so. The goverunents themselves borrowed heavi-

Some developing countries have taken advan- ly, both from the domestic financial system and
tage of the favorable world environment. Most from abroad, to finance budget deficits and the
countries in Asia did well; in several the gross na- needs of state-owned enterprises. In many coun-
tional product (GNP) grew at an estimated annual tries banks were also directed to open rural
rate of 10 percent. Some countries, however, con- branches in order to mobilize deposits and provide
tinued to suffer from misdirected domestic poli- credit to widely dispersed smallholders.
cies, excessive indebtedness, and the economic During the 1960s this development strategy
shocks of the 1980s. The growth rates of many Af- seemed to be working: many developing countries
rican nations remained near zero. The heavily in- grew rapidly. But economic performance during
debted economies also continued to stagnate. The the 1970s was more mixed. Despite favorable
governments of creditor countries agreed at the terms of trade and an ample supply of cheap for-
Toronto summit to grant debt relief to the poorest eign financing, growth in some countries began to
and most heavily indebted countries, such as the slow. Except in Asia, only a few developing coun-
countries of Sub-Saharan Africa, and early in 1989 tries have grown rapidly in the 1980s.
took the first official steps to sanction debt relief for The interventionist approach was much less suc-
the middle-income countries. But despite a rise in cessful in promoting financial development. Under
the disbursement of funds to the highly indebted government pressure, banks did lend to state en-
countries in 1988, net transfers to these countries terprises and priority sectors at below-market in-
continued to be negative. terest rates, but spreads were often too small to

Future growth in the developing countries will cover the banks' costs. Many of the directed loans
depend in part on the policies of high-income were not repaid. Interest rate controls discouraged
countries. By ensuring the success of the Uruguay savers from holding domestic financial assets and
Round of trade negotiations, the high-income discouraged institutions from lending longer term
countries can create a favorable environment for or to riskier borrowers. In some countries, public
the exports of developing countries. Tighter fiscal borrowing from commercial banks displaced lend-
but easier monetary policy in high-income coun- ing to the private sector; in olhers, public borrow-
tries would bring international interest rates ing financed by money creation led to rapid infla-
down, which would ease the burden of debt. This tion. Many countries developed a market for
would benefit developing and high-income coun- short-term debt, but only a few have more than a
tries alike. But far more important will be the poli- ruduientary system for long-term finance. In sum,
cies pursued by the developing countries them- the financial systems of all but a few developing
selves. They can improve their growth prospects countries remain small and undeveloped.
by continuing to seek fiscal balance and trade re- In recent years the inability or unwilingness of
forms. The decline in foreign capital flows has borrowers to repay their loans has become a seri-
placed a premnium on policies that encourage do- ous problem. Its roots lie in the shocks of the early
mestic saving and investment and direct the flow 1980s and in the industrial and finarcial policies
of resources to profitable activities-in other pursued over the past thirty years. Many countries
words, on policies that wil improve the perfor- depended on commodity exports and foreign bor-
mance of domestic financial systems. rowing to pay for the imported inputs essential to

their industrialization programs. For the highly in-
Origins of financial distress debted countries in particular, foreign borrowing

became expensive as interest rates rose in the late
When the developing countries set out to modem- 1970s; it became virtually impossible as foreign
ize their economies in the 1950s and 1960s, their commercial banks ceased voluntary lending after
financial systems comprised mainly foreign- 1982. Deteriorating terms of trade and interna-
owned commercial banks. These provided short- tional recession in the early 1980s further reduced
term commercial and trade credit. Governments countries' ability to pay for imports. Many coun-
decided to remodel their financial systems to en- tries were forced to reduce their trade deficits. To
sure that resources were allocated in accordance promote exports, they devalued their currencies

2



and lowered their tariffs and other trade barriers. are not satisfied, govenmnents may choose to con-
Firms in developing countries therefore had to face trol interest rates, but unless that control is flexible
abrupt changes m relative pices, often alongside enough to take account of inflation and market
recession at home. Many became unprofitable and pressures, it will impede financial development.
thus were unable to service their loans. Proper alignment of interest rates is particularly

Instead of foredosing on bad debts, many bank- important for economies that have open capital
ers chose to accrue unpaid interest and roll over markets.
unpaid loans. In some cases this was because the In the past, governments have allocated credit
borrowers were linked to the banks through own- extensively. In a world of rapidly changing relative
ership, in others because taking provisions for loan prices, complex economic structures, and increas-
losses would have made the banks insolvent. Col- ingly sophisticated financial markets, the risk of
lateral was often inadequate, and foreclosure pro- missmanaging such controls has increased. Many
cedures were slow and biased in favor of debtors. countries could allocate resources better by reduc-
So in mntany countries it was not thought feasible to ing the number of directed credit programs, the
start bankruptcy proceedings. The practice of roll- proportion of total credit affected, and the degree
ing over unpaid loans and making new loans to of interest rate subsidization. Governments that
cover unpaid interest has undermined the adjust- continue to direct credit should specify priorities
ment process: instead of financing new ventures narrowly. An emphasis on credit availability is
made profitable by changed relative prices, much preferable to interest rate subsidies, which under-
new lending has gone to prop up firms that are no mine the financial process.
longer viable. Liberating financial institutions from interest rate

Fmancial institutions in mnany developing coun- or credit controls cannot, by itself, ensure that fi-
tries have suffered large losses: many are insol- nancial systems will develop as intended. The le-
vent, and some have actually failed. Bank insol- gal and accounting systemis of most developig
vency is nothing new, but the scale of the countries cannot adequately support modem fi-
problem-the number of insolvent institutions, the nancial processes. Legal systems are often out-
size of their losses, and the number of countries dated, and laws concerning collateral and foreclo-
affected-is without precedent. Although more sure are poorly enforced. Because collecting debts
than twenty-five developing countries took action can be difficult, and because borrowers are hard to
during the 1980s to restructure financial institu- monitor and control, lenders have been unwflling
tions, many of them dealt with only the largest or to enter into certain types of financial contract. If
most seriously affected ones; others remain se- governments overcome such reluctance by diect-
verely impaired. Restrucuring banks is politically ing banks to make loans that the banks consider
difficult, particularly when the banks are public or too risky, losses can result. Governments can in-
the principal defaulters are public enterpnses, but crease the supply of long-term loans and other
expeience shows that delay is costly and that types of financing by reducing the risks to
losses mount with time. lenders-for instance, by requiring fuller disdo-

Reform needs to go beyond recapitalizing insol- sure of financal information and defining and en-
vent barnks. It must address the underlying causes forcing the lenders' rights. To ensure the stability
of bank insolvency as well. Governments can of the financial system and discourage lenders
strive to provide macroeconomic stability, which from fraud, it is equaly important for govern-
generally means reducing their spending. They ments to supervise financial markets and institu-
can also undertake the structural adjustments that tions. In the past, supervisors have spent too
wil lead to a more productive use of resources. much time checking banks' compliance with direc-
Restructuring or dosing insolvent firms must be tives on credit allocation and too little time inspect-
part of this process; otherwise the recapitalized in- ing the quality of their loans and the adequacy of
termediies that continue to lend to them will their capital.
once again become msolvent.

Instittttions and markets
Prerequisites for financial development

Commercial banks are likely to remain the domi-
Countries with stable economies and fairly well- nant institutions for some time. Banks can be made
developed and competitive financial markets more efficient by improving their management
would benefit from giving market forces more in- systems and inreasing the competition they face.
fluence over interest rates. Where these conditions Better management requires new lending policies,
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better loan recovery procedures, more sophisti- vere drawbacks, however. The scale of lending is
cated information systems, and better-trained small, the range of services is limited, markets are
staff. The entry of new banks, domestic or foreign, fragmented, and interest rates are sometimes usu-
can stimulate competition. rious. Nevertheless, these institutions help clients

Countries also need to develop other financial that formal institutions often find too costly or
institutions, whose services compete with and risky to serve. Some countnes have recognized
complement those of commercial banks. Nonbank this and have established programs to link infor-
financial intermediaries, such as development fi- mal markets more closely with formal markets.
nance institutions, insurance companies, and pen- The most successful formal programs for the non-
sion funds, are potentially important sources of corporate sector utilize rather than suppress midig-
long-term finance. Most of the existing develop- enous systems, take deposits as well as lend, and
ment banks are insolvent, however. Where they levy charges that cover costs.
are to be restructured, rather than closed or As the developing countries move toward more
merged with commercial banks, thought must be sophisticated financal systems, they can draw on
given to their future role and viability. Any diversi- the experience of the high-income counties in the
fication should build on the experience of their design of instruments and institutions. Some of
staffs and on their existing client relationships. As the lessons are cautionary. One lesson is that com-
more of the population becomes able to and de- petitive financial markets, although efficient at mo-
sires to make provision for retirement, contractual bilizing and allocating funds and managing risk,
savings institutions wil grow in size. Permitting can still make nistakes-witness the excessive
pension funds and insurance companies to invest lending to developing countries that took place in
in financial instruments other than low-interest the 1970s and the current savings and loan crisis in
government bonds can greatly increase the supply the United States. Another is that market-based
of long-term finance to the private sector. financial systems can be unstable and susceptible

Many developing countries have benefited from to fraud. This underlines the importance of ade-
the creation of money and capital markets. Money quate regulation and supervision. Because finance
markets can provide competition for banks, a flexi- evolves rapidly, regulators must continually strive
ble means for managing liquidity, a benchmark for for the right balance between stimulating competi-
market-based interest rates, and an instrument of tion and growth and limiting fraud and instability.
monetary policy. Capital markets can be a source
of long-term finance-both debt and equity-and The path to reform
can help to foster sounder corporate capital
structures. Many developing countres have taken steps to-

Most developing countries have a long- ward financial liberalization dunng the past de-
established informal financial sector that provides cade. In perhaps a dozen countres, interest rates
services to the noncorporate sector-households, have been fully liberalized; in many more, interest
small farmers, and small businesses. Although rates are managed more flexibly than before. Many
family and friends are usually the most important countnes have curtailed their directed credit pro-
source of credit, pawnbrokers provide a substan- grams, although few have eliminated them en-
tial amount of credit to those with maketable col- tirely. Competition among financial institutions
lateral, and moneylenders to those without. Mer- has been promoted by opening the domestic mar-
chants provide financing to their customers, and ket to foreign banks and by authorizing charters
purcasing agents advance funds to their suppli- for new banks and nonbank financial intermedi-
ers. Rotating savings and credit associations are aries. Several centrally planned econonies aim to
ubiquitous in the developing world. stimulate competition by extensively restructuring

Financial institutions have often been weakened their banlking systems.
by being forced to channel credit to small-scale In a few countries financial liberalization has
borrowers. Because such borrowers do not main- been quite comprehensive. Argentina, Chile, and
tain financial accounts, formal lenders find it diffi- Uruguay, for example, carried out extensive re-
cult to predict who is likely to repay. Moreover, if forms in the mid-1970s, including the elinination
the borrower is in a group favored by goverrmnent, of directed credit programs, interest rate controls,
formal intermediaries may find it difficult to col- and exchange controls. Several Asian countries
lect. The informal sector, m contrast, has been able have also moved toward deregulation, but the re-
to serve such borrowers. Informal lending has se- forms were introduced more gradually and were
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less comprehensive. Financial liberalization has to ensure that intermediaries are efficiently run.
sometimes proved difficult. In the Southern Cone And to avoid the destabilizing capital flows that
countries-Argentina, Chile, and Uruguay- proved so difficult to manage in several countries
liberalization ended in disarray: the govermnent of attempting deregulation, care must be taken in
Argentina had to reimpose controls, and all three opening the capital account.
governments had to deal with widespread bank The change in many countries' approach to de-
failures. Turkey's government had to restore inter- velopment implies important changes in their fi-
est rate controls when real rates rose too high. But nancial sectors. Countries that wish to rely more
in Asia, where macroeconomnic conditions were upon private decisionmaking need financial sys-
more stable and reforms were implemented more tems that operate on a more consensual basis. For
gradually, there has been no need to reintroduce that, confidence is needed-confidence that the
controls. value of financial contracts will not be eroded by

Experience suggests that financial liberalization inflation and that contracts will be honored. Get-
needs to be undertaken alongside macroeconomic ting the prices-interest rates-right is important
reform. Countries that attempted financial liberali- for financial development, but this must be com-
zation before undertaking other reforms suffered plemented by other policies as well. Countries also
destabilizing capital flows, high interest rates, and need to create appropriate financial institutions,
corporate distress. Although certain measures develop better systems of prudential regulation
should be taken at an early stage, such as the align- and supervision, improve the flow of financial in-
ment of interest rates with market forces, overall formation, develop human skills for managing
liberalization cannot succeed urness it is accompa- complex financial operations, and promote good
nied by the restructuring of insolvent banks and financial habits. None of these changes will be eas-
fms and by adequate reidueion and supervison. ily or quickly accomplished.
Domestic financial markets need to be competitive
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2 Why does finance matter?

Firancial systems provide payment services. They way to overcome these difficulties, but profitable
mobilize savings and allocate credit. And they investment opportunities may exceed the re-
limit, price, pool, and trade the risks resulting sources of the individual enterprise. Investment by
from these activities. These diverse services are the public sector is another answer; in this case
used in varying combinations by households, busi- additional savings are mobilized through the tax
nesses, and governments and are rendered system. But excessive centralization brings its own
through an array of instruments (currency, checks, difficulties, especially in gathering the information
credit cards, bonds, and stocks) and institutions needed to make sound investments. Efficien-
(banks, credit unions, insurance companies, cy therefore requires a balance among internally
pawnbrokers, and stockbrokers). A financial sys- generated resources, centrally organized saving
tem's contribution to the economy depends upon and investment, and market-based financial
the quantity and quality of its services and the effi- arrangements.
ciency with which it provides them. Market-based arrangements are voluntary. As

Financial services make it cheaper and less risky such they are driven by the desire for profit, tem-
to trade goods and services and to borrow and pered by concerns about risk. Competition ensures
lend. Without them an economy would be con- that transaction costs are held down, that risk is
fined to self-sufficiency or barter, which would in- allocated to those most willing to bear it, and that
hibit the specialization in production upon which investment is undertaken by those with the most
modern economies depend. Separating the timing promising opportunities.
of consumption from production would be possi- Such arrangements may take many forms but
ble only by first storing goods. The size of produc- tend to mirror an economy's complexity and politi-
ing units would be limited by the producers' own cal orientation. Informal finance, such as loans
capacity to save. Incomes would be lower, and within families and between friends or from pawn-
complex industrial economies would not exist. brokers and moneylenders, is still important in

Finance is the key to investment and hence to many countries. But as economies grow, these ar-
growth. Providing saved resources to others with rangements need to be augmented by the services
more productive uses for them raises the income of that only formal institutions-commercial banks,
saver and borrower alike. Without an efficient fi- collective investment institutions, and capital
nancial system, however, lending can be both markets-can supply. For example, by transform-
costly and risky. Self-financed investment is one ing the size and maturity of financial assets, formal
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Box 2.1 Life without money

"Some years since, Mademoiselle Zelie, a singer. . In some countries neighbors help one another to build
gave a concert in the Society Islands . . . in exchange their houses without payment (gotong royong in Java,
for a third part of the receipts. When counted, her barn raising in the United States).
share was found to consist of three pigs, twenty-three The econonty of ancient Egypt operated for 2,000
turkeys, forty-four chickens, five thousand cocoa nuts, years before the invention of money (although pre-
besides considerable quantities of bananas, lemons and cious metals served as a medium of exchange for some
oranges . . . as Mademoiselle could not consume any transactions). Even after several surrounding states
considerable portion of the receipts herself, it became adopted coinage, the governmnent of Egypt opposed
necessary in the meantime to feed the pigs and poultry the use of money. The Inca Empize of Peru may not
with the fruit." have used money as a medium of exchange, despite

W. S. Jevons being exceptionally rich in gold and silver. Some reli-
Money and the Mechanisrt of Exchange gious societies (including the almost self-sufficient Je-

(evons 1898, p. 1) suit Republic of Paraguay in the sixteenth and seven-
teenth centuries) and authoritarian or paternalistic

Even in modem economies many transactions do not communities (such as the large haciendas of Latin Amer-
involve money. For example, barter is used to escape ica) make little or no use of money, at least for internal
taxation and regulation. In developing countries most transactions.
exchanges within extended families are handled with- Nonmonetary transactions tend to be aspects of a
out cash. The multiple incomes of an extended famnily longstanding social compact, whose individual parts
offer a substitute for insurance, pension plans, and so- cannot be valued separately. But in advanced econo-
cial security. In many areas of the world, share- mies most exchanges are impersonal. As Mademoiselle
cropping involves a series of nornonetary transactions Zelie discovered, trade can be quite costly without a
concerning inputs, land tenure, crop sales, and so on. widely accepted medium of exchange.

institutions can mediate between the many small past three decades Hong Kong, Japan, the Repub-
depositors who prefer liquid assets and the few lic of Korea, and Singapore have had among the
large borrowers who need long-term loans to fi- world's highest per capita income growth rates de-
nance investment. They can provide other useful spite their relatively poor resource endowments.
services too: insurance, hedging (using options Resource-rich Argentina has hardly grown at all.
and futures contracts), and so on. In a diversified The biggest difference between rich and poor is
market-based system, governments retain a key the efficiency with which they have used their re-
role as prudential regulators, because experience sources. The financial system's contribution to
has shown that financial markets-essential growth lies precisely in its ability to increase
though they are-can be prone to instability and efficiency.
vulnerable to fraud.

Finance and trade
Finance and growth

The financial system makes its biggest contribution
Malthus predicted that growing populations and to growth by providing a medium of exchange. In
fixed amounts of land and other natural resources a barter economy, trade requires a "mutual coinci-
would ultimately stifle econonic growth. But natu- dence of wants." It is therefore limited by the
ral resource endowments have declined in impor- costly search for trading partners. Specialization is
tance in most high-income countries. In Great Brit- discouraged in economnies with no medium of ex-
ain, for example, the value of land and minerals change, so their productivity is low. Money facili-
was 60 percent of the value of all tangible assets in tates specialization by reducing trading costs and
1688 but only 15 percent in 1977. In fact, natural linking different markets. The adoption of a stan-
resources have not determined wealth. In 1870, dard unit of account serves the same goal (see Box
Australia, a country rich in natural resources, had 2.1).
twice the per capita income of Switzerland, which Historically, economies moved first from basic
has few; today Switzerland's per capita income ex- self-sufficiency to barter trade and then to trade
ceeds Australia's by more than half. During the against commonly accepted commodities such as
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Table 2.1 Saving and growth in developing countries, 1965 to 1987

Country goup by Grossnational Gmss Change in
GDP,gruth rate savings/GDP investmntlGDP GDPfinvestmnut M2/GDP

High growth (over 7 percent)
Seven countries 28.0 28.6 26.3 43.0&
Excluding China 23.2 26.7 33.1

Medium growth (3-7 percent)
Fifty-one countries 18.5 22.6 23.6 31.2

Low growth (less than 3 percent)
Twenty-two countries 19.0 19.0 10.1 23.8

Note: Data are weighted averages times 100 and are based on a sample of eighty developing countries. M2 is currency in circulation plus demand,
time, and savings deposits at banks. Investment is gross domestic investment.
a. Because of lack of data, average is for 1977-87 only.
Sourre: RAF, lnterutioal Financial Statistics, and World Bank data.

gold. Maintaining inventories of commodity lation, and attitudes toward thrift. The services
money was costly, and the safekeepers of gold and provided by govermnent, such as social security,
other commodity monies soon learned the advan- can affect saving, as can taxes and government
tages of allowing the direct exchange of deposit deficits. Macroeconomic and political stability af-
certificates. Such economizing on the use of com- fect expectations and thus affect saving. Whether
modity money gave birth to deposit money and financial variables affect the saving rate is still an
banking. The continuing search for cheaper means open question.
of payment led to paper money, credit cards, and Liquidity and ease of access may make financial
electronic transfers. instruments a more attractive home for savings.

Most developing countries have a widely ac- And financial services may encourage saving if
cepted medium of exchange, although they will they raise the net returns. Higher interest rates
need mose advanced payment systems as their raise the return, but they can also enable savers to
economies become larger and more complex. But, achieve a target stock of financial wealth with a
some countries, particularly in Latin America, lower saving rate. The effect of higher interest
have failed to provide a currency with a stable rates is therefore ambiguous. Empirical estimates
value. In inflationary economies local currency be- range from a large positive effect to no effect at all.
comes less acceptable as a medium of exchange. Although interest rates have an uncertain effect
Inflation also undercuts money's use as a urnt of on the amount people save, their effect on the
account: it makes financial contracts riskier, re- form in which people save is dear. High interest
duces the information imparted by relative prices, rates favor financial over nonfinancial forms of sav-
and distorts the allocation of resources. ing. A recent study using 1985 data for eighty-one

developing economnies found that the ratio of liq-
Finance and saving uid liabilities to GNP (a measure of financial depth)

rose by 0.75 percentage point in response to a 1.0
Saving determines the rate at which productive percentage point increase in the nominal interest
capacity, and hence income, can grow. On aver- rate paid on deposits. However, the ratio fell by
age, the more rapidly growing developing coun- 1.70 percentage points in response to a 1.0 percent-
tries have had higher saving rates than the slower- age point increase in the rate of inflation. (This
growing countries (see Table 2.1). These rates are asymmetry may reflect the fact that some liquid
irfluenced by many factors. In analyzing them it is liabilities-currency, for example-pay no interest
useful to distinguish between the flow of "saving" and thus cannot fully compensate savers for infla-
and the stock of "savings." In this Report, "sav- tion. It may also reflect a risk prernium that rises
ing" will always refer to the flow of real resources with the inflation rate.) Overall, higher real inter-
that are not consumed in the period under study est rates are likely to lead to financial deepening as
and that are therefore available for investment. savers switch some of their saving from real to
"Savings" will refer to the stock of accumulated financal assets and from foreign to domestic as-
saving, or wealth. An increase in the stock of fi- sets. Conversely, the negative real interest rates
nancial assets will be called "financial deepening. " that many countries saw during the 1970s discour-

Many factors affect the saving rate: the rate of aged the holding of financial assets.
income growth, the age composition of the popu- Governments can influence financial saving in
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other ways too. By imposing direct taxes on banks, in the next section, the amount saved in financial
by requiring banks to hold noninterest-bearing re- form affects the productmty of investment.
serves at the central bank, or by forcing banks to
invest in low-interest government bonds, they re- Finance and invtment
duce the return on bank deposits. Historically,
governments raised finance by debasing commod- The financial system intermediates only part of a
ity money. Today they do the same by granting country's total investment, because firms and
themselves a monopoly in the creation of currency. households finance much of their investment di-
The rent earned from this monopoly is called sei- rectly out of their own savmg. Only when invest-
gniorage (see Chapter 4). The more governments ment exceeds saving is it necessary to borrow, just
rely on it for revenue, the less savers are inclined as when saving exceeds investment it is necessary
to hold their wealth in financial form. As discussed to lend. The financial system's task is to move ex-

Figure 2.1 Average saving and investment rates and sectoral surpluses and deficits
for fourteen developing countries
(percentage of GNP)

Saving Households

I Sector surplus 6.9

z Investment

* Sector deficit

B Self-financed investment Business

Govemment
1.9

Foreign

10~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1

t t 1.~~19 /-:\2.0 

K <X<; < ~~~6.9 

Note: Data are based on the sample of fourteen developing countries listed in Table 2.2.
Source.: Honohan and Ativas (background paper).
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Table 2.2 Average sectoral surpluses in fourteen developing countries, selected years
(pentge of GNP)

Counry and iod Households Business Goverment Forngn

Cameroon, 1980-8 4.0 -9.4 2.7 2.8
China, 1982-86 7.0 -8.1 0.3 0.8
Colombia, 1970-86 3.5 -4.6 -0.2 1.3
Cote d'lvoire, 1971-78 1.5 -7.7 1.3 4.4
Ecuador, 1980-85 5.1 -6.8 -2.5 5.0
India, 1970-82 5.5 -1.2 -5.5 1.1
Korea, Rep. of, 1980-85 7.0 -13.4 1.1 5.2
Malaysia, 1980, 1985-86 16.8 -7.2 -12.2 1.7
Philippines, 1983-85 9.1 -7.0 -3.6 2.9
Portugal, 1977-79,1981 14.3 -16.1 -7.3 7.6
Thailand, 1981-83 6.8 -6.5 -4.3 5.7
Tunisia, 1977, 1980-84 2.1 -13.7 2.5 9.1
Turkey, 1971481 7.7 -11.0 -0.9 3.2
Yugoslavia, 1970-85 7.0 -8.2 0.7 1.2
Average (weighted) 6.9 -7.0 -1.9 2.0
Self-finanang ratio' 215 55 72 -

Noe: SectoralsrphLses may not sum to zero where figures have been derived from independent sources.
a. A self-financing ratio is a sector's saving divded by its investment, expressed as a percentage. This ratio ovestates true self-finandng to the
extent that there is utasectoral borrowing or leding. Data are derived from the weighted sectoral saving and investment averages shown hn
FigureZ.1.
Source: Honahan and Atiyas (background paper).

cess saving from economic uruts in surplus to all the information, transaction, monitoring, and
those in deficit. enforcement costs that would be involved if the

Figure 2.1 shows the average saving and invest- resources were lent to someone else. No complex
ment rates for fourteen developing countries. contracts, collateral, or other devices are required
Households saved 12.9 percent of GNP and in- to reduce the risks inherent in lending. The short-
vested 6.0 percent; that left them with a surplus of coming of self-finance is that an individual's in-
6.9 percent of GNP. Businesses saved 8.6 percent vestment opportunities may not match his or her
of GNP and invested 15.6 percent; that left them resources or may be inefficiently linited by them.
with a deficit of 7.0 percent. of GNP. The foreign Even though the flnanci&l system intermediates
sector was a net lender and the govemment a net only part of total investable resources, it plays a
borrower. The financial sector is the channel for all vital role m allocating saving. In the early stages of
these flows. Note that the country-by-country sec- development, relatives, friends, and moneylend-
toral balances which underlie these averages vary ers may be the only sources of external finance. As
widely. Table 2.2 shows the balances for each of the financial system grows, local banks, then na-
the countries that are aggregated in Figure 2.1. The tional financial institutions, and finlly securities
surplus of the household sector, for mnstance, markets and foreign banks become sources of
ranges from Cote d'Ivoire's 1.5 percent (in 1971- funds for investors. Smoothly functioning finan-
78) to Malaysia's 16.8 percent (in 1980-86). cial systems lower the cost of transfenring re-

Taking the fourteen countries together, Table 2.2 sources from savers to borrowers, which raises the
shows that businesses financed 55 percent of their rate paid to savers and lowers the cost to borrow-
investment from their own saving (in the form of ers (see Box 2.2). The ability of borrowers and
depreciation allowances and retained earnings). lenders to compare interest rates across markets
Govermnents financed 72 percent of their invest- improves the allocation of resources.
ment from their saving (that is, from the excess of Historically, the quality of investment has been
taxes and other income over consumption spend- at least as important for growth as the quantity.
img plus transfers). And households as a group Although the fastest-growing countries had higher
financed al of their investment from their saving. rates of investment than the others in Table 2.1,
Altogether, roughly half of al investment was self- empirical studies generally find that less than half
financed, the growth in output is attributable to increases in

An advantage of self-finance is that, in combin- labor and capital. Higher productivity explains the
ing the acts of saving and investing, it internalizes rest. Higher labor productivity reflects better
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Box 2.2 Transaction costs and the supply of credit

The impact of financial intermediation and interest rate to supply Xd in the expectation of eaniing (after deduct-
ceilings on credit can be demonstrated geometrically. ing expected costs) id. For that amount of credit bor-
In the diagrams in Box figure 2.2 the horizontal axs rowers would be paying rd. Transaction costs introduce
measures the quantity of borrowing or lending per unit a wedge between the cost to borrowers and the return
of time (X), and the vertical axis measures the cost of to lenders, which reduces the amount lent.
borrowing (r) and the return for lending (0). The econ- Banks or other intermediaries exist, in part, because
omy's demand for credit is depicted in the first dia- they are able to reduce the transaction costs of borrow-
gram by the downward-sloping curve labeled D. Its ing and lending. This is reflected in the curve Si,. The
negative slope reflects, in part, the increasing quantity wedge between the cost to borrowers and the return to
(per unit of time) of profitable investment as the cost of lenders is now the banks' spread. Assuming that bank
borrowmg declines. The upward-sloping curve labeled spreads are less than the costs of direct lending, the
S depicts the economy's supply of credit, the amount amount lent increases from Xd to Xb, the return to
of saving offered to others either directly or through lenders increases from id to ib, and the cost to borrowers
intermediaries such as banks. Its positive slope reflects, fals from rd to rb. The better banks are at reducing
in part, the increasing share of total saving provided transaction costs, the greater these effects. Reducing
for financial assets as their return rises relative to the taxes on banking (such as unremunerated reserve re-
return on real assets or investment abroad. If there quirements, which are a part of these costs) has the
were no transaction costs or interest rate regulations, same effect.
the market-determined rate of interest would be r = i, The third diagram shows the effect of an interest rate
and the amount of credit per period would be X. ceiling (the horizontal line at i). If the ceiling is

It is costly, however, for lenders to locate credit- applied to deposit rates, it will reduce the amount lent
worthy borrowers directly. In the center diagram, the (to XY) and raise the cost to borrowers (to r). If the
amount lenders must charge borrowers to cover that ceiling applies instead to lending rates, banks wil set
cost is reflected in the curve 5d. The vertical distance deposit rates at i4, deducting transaction costs. The
between this curve and the supply of funds curve (S) is amount deposited (and lent, when abstracting from re-
the amount of these transaction costs (including the serve requrnements) will be X:. The excess demand for
cost of covering the expected defaults). If lenders had credit (X. - X¢) cannot be satisfied, and lenders will
to find borrowers on their own, they would be willing ration the available supply.

Box figure 2.2 The supply of and demand for credit

r=i …r

idT
ID

I d t. r X X
X Xd Xb X*' X Xo

health, skills, education, and work effort; higher tem, financial depth increases. The financial sys-
capital productivity reflects technical progress and tems of higher-income countries are usually
the more efficient use of saving. deeper (as measured by the ratio of liquid liabilities

As more saving moves through the financial sys- to GNP) than those in poorer ones (see Figure 2.2).
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They are also deeper in the most rapidly growing
countries than in the slowest-growing countries
(as shown by the ratio of M2 to GDP in Table 2.1). Figure 2.2 Indicators of financial depth

Faster growth, more investment, and greater fi-
nancial depth all come partly from higher saving. e.centage o f CNP
In. its own right, however, greater financial depth so
also contributes to growth by improving the pro-
ductivity of investment. Investment productivity,
as measured by the ratio of the change in GDP to _
investment (the inverse of the incremental capital- 60-
output ratio-ICOR), is significantly higher in the
faster-growing countries, which also have deeper
financial systems (Table 2.1). This suggests a link 40
between financial development and growth. How
might this work? It was noted above that positive
real interest rates favor financial saving over other 20
forms of saving and therefore promote financial __
deepening. Provided that intermediaries are good
at selecting viable projects, greater intermedi.ation
will ensure that the better investments are fi- o
nanced and will thereby increase the average pro- Less thian 4O to $3,000 to More than

ductivity of investnent. Table 2.3 groups the coun- $450 $3,000 57,200 S'7,200
tries of Table 2.1 that had meaningful interest rate Per capita incorne

data according to their real interest rates: positive,
moderately negative (0 to -5 percent), and U Uuid liabiities IN43)

strongly negative. The first group had lower infla- a M1
tion rates, deeper financial sectors, moderately E0 Currency

higher investment rates, and significantly more
fproductive investments than the others. Note: Data are unweighted averages by income group:. Ml is the

More important, the growth rates of the coun- surn of currency and demand deposits. Li iid liabilities are the

tries with positive real interest rates were consider- inai insutnd ions.
ably higher on average than those of the others. As Source: Neal (background paper).

the world economy adjusted to the first oil price
shock of the early 1970s, productivity and growth
fell nearly everywhere. But the fall was much

Table 2.3 Growth rates and other economic indicators for country groups with positive, moderately
negative, and strongly negative real interest rates, 1965 to 1973 and 1974 to 1985
(averge pee0

2965-73 1974-85
Negative Negatie

Indiror Posiive Moderately Strongly Positive Moderately Stongly

Real interest rate 3.7 -1.7 -13.7 3.0 -2.4 -13.0
GDP growth rate 7.3 5.5 4.6 5.6 3.8 1.9
M3[GDP 28.9 27.0 29.1 40.3 34.0 30.5
InvestmentlGDP 21.4 19.7 21.4 26.9 23.2 23.0
Change in GDP/investmnent 36.7 31.1 21.7 22.7 17.3 6.2
Change in real M3/real saving 18.7 12.7 6.4 16.6 8.2 -0.9
Inflation rate 22.2 7.1 40.2 20.8 23.9 50.3
Volatility of iflation rate 17.1 5.3 27.2 12.2 9.1 23.5

Note: Real mterest rates were calculated from nominal rates according to the followinLg formula: [(1 + r) / (I + p) - 1] x 100, where r is the deposit
rate and p is the inflation rate. inflation is the percentage change in the consumer price index (CPI. MS is curenny plus the sum of nonbank
deposits of the public at all identified deposit-taking institutions. Real saving is gross domestic savings deflated by the average annual CPI rate.
Volatility of inflation is the absolute deviation of the inflation rate from its level the year before.
Sowce Gelb (background paper).
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Box 2.3 Real interest rates and growth

Most developing countries have periodicaly held their indicated in the simple regression, the association is
interest rates below market-dcearing levels. These artifi- strong and appears to operate primarily through the
dally low interest rates have "repressed" their finan- effect of greater financial depth on the productivity of
cial systems, shrinkdng financial assets in real terms investment. (Note, however, that countries with re-
especially at times of high inflation. If financial depth pressed financial systems often suffer serious distor-
promotes economic growth, artificially low real interest tions in other sectors of the economy as well. The
rates may be an obstacle to development. strong relationship between real interest rates and

A background study for this Report estimated the growth may therefore reflect the correlation between
relationship between real interest rates and growth for macroeconomic inbalances and price distortions, par-
the thirty-three developing countries with populations ticularly the negative association between high infla-
of more than Ir million and acceptable data for the pe- tion rates and growth, as well as financial repression.)
riod 1965-85 (the same countries that are grouped by Box figure 2.3 plots some of the country data used in
interest rates in Table 2.3). When the data for these this study. The value of each country's average invest-
countries were averaged over each of two periods, ment rate (horizontal axis) is plotted against its average
1965-73 and 1974-85 (to take into account the marked growth rate (vertical axis) for the second period (1974-
deterioration in growth of virtually all countries after 85). Although higher investment rates are associated
the first oil shock), higher real rates of interest on short- on average with higher growth rates, the figure shows
term deposits were indeed associated with faster that the relationship is loose. The differences between
growth. In a simnple regression where GY is the growth growth rates and investment rates reflect differences in
rate, R is the real interest rate, and SHIFT is the dummy the productivity of investment. Any line drawn from
for the second period the origin represents a given growth-investment ratio

GY = -0.12 + 0.20R + -0.02 SHIFT' Rz = 0.45 (the inverse of the incremental capital-output ratio); if(-2.5) (5.2) (-3.4) all investments were equally productive, differences i
(-2.5) (5.2) (-3.4) growth rates would reflect differences in investment

However, assessing the imnpact of interest rates on rates only, and aU points would fall on a line that repre-
economnic performance is not straightforward. Causa- sents the average productivity of ivestment. In the
tion could run in either direction. To analyze the associ- figure that line-labeled " average productivity of
ation between interest rates and growth, this study de- investment'_-corresponds to the sample average.
composed the relationship into a chain of relationships Thus the position of points with respect to the line
more likely to run in one direction. The hypothesized reflects differences in the productivity of investment
chain ran from interest rates to financial depth and to among the sample countries, with those above the line
saving and from financial depth to the productivity of being more productive than the average and those be-
investment. low it less.

The resulting estimates showed that higher real in- Investments in aU the countries with
terest rates (obtained by raising repressed rates toward positive real rates were more productive than average.
modestly positive levels) are associated with increased Investments were generally less productive than aver-
financial depth and with a modest increase i saving age in the countries with strongly negative real rates,
and investment. In the second link in the hypothesized four of which actualy had negative growth rates over
chain, financial depth was strongly associated with the period.
more productive investment. When the estimates of
each link are put together, they suggest that, although
real interest rates have a smaller effect on growth than

greater in the countries with negative real interest investment was almost four times higher. Note,
rates. Overall, output grew almost three times however, that many of the countries with positive
faster, on average, in the countries with positive real interest rates also had more stable macroeco-
real interest rates than in the countries with nomic policies and more open trading systems,
strongly negative rates. Further analysis suggests which should also raise growth rates.
that positive real interest rates helped growth
mainly by improving the quality of investment and Risks and costs of finance
not just by increasing the quantity of investment
(see Box 2.3). Although the rate of investment was Lending is risky. Intermediaries must cover the
only 17 percent higher in the countries with posi- costs of devising contracts that limit risk, of moni-
tive real rates, the average productivity of their toring and enforcing those contracts, and of losses.
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Box figure 2.3 Real interest rates, investment, productivity, and growth
in thirty-three developing countries in 1974-85

0Positive real interest rates
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The extent of financial contracting depends on the causp r red r Enepeed changes in prices- ionter-
extent to which cultural, legal, and institutional ar- est or exchange rates, for example. Liquidity risk is
rangements can reduce these costs. If they remain the risk of being unable to sell financial assets
prohibitive, businesses will prefer to rely on self- quickldy, except at a steep discount. In addition,
finance. there is the risk that the default of one or a few

large borrowers will endanger the whole financial
Risks system. This is called systemidc risk.

Informational asymmetries are one source of
Financial contracts involve credit risk, price risk, credit risk. Entrepreneurs have "inside" informa-
and liquidity risk. Credit risk is the danger that the tion about their own projects and creditworthi-
borrower will default. Price risk is the risk of loss ness. Lenders can reduce credit risk either by de-
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Box 2.4 Swapping risk

A11 economic activities are subject to a wide variety of A-rated firm may be able to borrow in both dollars and
technical, economic, and financial risks. Many risks are yen at a lower rate than a B-rated firm, it may have a
amenable to actuarial calculations and can be covered comparative advantage in borrowing in yen because of
by straightforward insurance policies, but others are its greater name recognition. Yet the second firm may
not. Financial systems can help to overcome some risks desire yen debt, perhaps because it exports to Japan. A
by redistributing them among mnarket participants. currency swap allows both firms to borrow where they

Some types of risk can be limited through portfolio have a comparative advantage (thus reducing market
diversification; other risks can be hedged by using an segmentation), swap loans and repayment streams to
appropriate instrument, such as a forward contract or match their desired risk profiles, and end up with a
option. The key to any hedge is to find a counterparty lower cost of funds. The same principles are at work
wiling and able to take the other side of the contract. when a firm borrowing at fixed interest rates swaps
Financial institutions have become adept at inventing payment streams with one borrowing at floating rates.
hedging instruments and arranging hedging contracts The importartce of hedging devices is dearest when
between different parties. there are none. For example, in many developing

One hedging instrument has become quite popular countries firms-including those with foreign currency
in the 1980s and has contributed greatly to the growing liabilities-are prohibited from holding foreign cur-
integration of national financial markets. It is the rency assets and cannot buy forward contracts; this
"swap." Swaps involve the exchange of future streams limits their ability to hedge their foreign exchange risk.
of payments between two or more parties and enable Similarly, developing country farmers, who cannot
the participants to convert debt servicing obligations participate in world futures markets, are unable to
from one currency into another or from fixed to floating hedge the substantial risks associated with fluctuations
interest rates. Swaps exploit the segmentation of finan- in the "world" prices of their crops. In these circum-
cal markets that causes differences in the markets' per- stances producers are likely to invest less and produce
ception of different borrowers. Thus, although a triple- less.

veloping their own expertise in the selection of availability and quality of information about bor-
borrowers or by relying on information from insti- rowers (individuals, enterprises, or financial inter-
tutions such as credit rating agencies. Measures mediaries), by improving the design and enforce-
that increase the information available to lenders, ment of loan contracts, and by enlarging the range
such as the strengthening of accounting and audit- of instruments so as to permit greater diversifica-
ing requirements, improve lenders' ability to iden- tion of portfolios. Risk cannot usually be elimi-
tify the borrowers with the best investment oppor- nated altogether, but the irreducible risk can often
tunities. When information is poor, lenders can be transferred to those more willing to bear it.
discriminate between borrowers only in very Loan maturities, the choice of adjustable or fixed
broad terms. interest rates, equity and venture capital arrange-

To cover risk, lenders raise the interest rate they ments, and collateral or cosigner requirements are
charge on loans. But this may be parfally self- all examples of different risk assigrunents. Much
defeating, because the more creditworthy borrow- recent fnancial innovation has been driven by at-
ers may choose not to borrow, which would leave tempts to exploit comparative advantage in risk
the lender with less creditworthy clients. (lhis is bearing (see Box 2.4).
the problem of adverse selection.) Furthermore, to
cover the higher cost of borrowing, clients may Tmansaction costs
take on riskier projects. (This is the problem of
moral hazard.) Because of their limited ability to The services offered by financial institutions re-
identify nsks and monitor behavior, lenders tend quire the collection and processing of a great deal
to require collateral and to ration credit to the most of information and the design, monitoring, and
creditworthy borrowers rather than to charge enforcing of contracts. Providing these services is
higher interest rates on riskier loans. Borrowers expensive. Financial institutions must cover ad-
with little coIlateral are likely to be the most af- ministrative costs (essentially payroll and rent),
fected by credit rationing. taxes, the cost of capital and of adhering to govern-

Financial risk can be reduced by improving the ment regulations, and losses from default. They do
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so by charging fees for specific services and inter- enforcement help to reduce the risk of loss. Com-
est on loans. petition, however, is the most effective way to

The burden of costs will shift between the parties keep transaction costs low. Access to a wide range
according to the arrangements adopted. Informal of institutions and markets, including interra-
financial entrepreneurs rely on personal knowl- tional markets, stimulates competition.
edge of borrowers; their information costs are low.
In more advanced systems information and en- Government intervention
forcement become more expensive. In the early
stages of financial development, banks build the Governments intervene in the provision of finan-
cost of gatheTing credit information into their cial services for many reasons. Historically, they
spreads. Later, firms supply more information on have controlled the means of payment, both to
their own behalf. A corporation issuing bonds or guarantee its soundness and to collect seigniorage.
equities must provide investors with information More recently, govermnents have tried to use their
about itself. Finrs send audited accounts to their control of money creation to influence the level of
shareholders and to the tax authorities. They may economic activity and their control of the allocation
pay a credit rating agency to grade their securities. and pncing of credit to influence the composition

Transaction costs are also bome by depositors, of investment. (Chapter 4 discusses the recent ex-
investors, and goverunent agencies. Depositors perience of the developing countries with policies
incur costs in visiting bank branches and waiting of this sort.) They have also intervened to ensure
in line to cash checks. Investors devote resources that financial intermediaries behave prudently.
to analyzing information. Government agencies Fractional reserve banking systems (in which
usually bear some of the costs of monitoring and banks hold only partial reserves against liabilities
enforcement. A securities and exchange comniis- and lend out the rest of their deposits) have suf-
sion may be called upon to certify the accuracy of fered from occasional instability, excessive risk tak-
information provided in corporate prospectuses; ing, and fraud. The liabilities issued by banks in
deposit insurance corporations may assume re- response to the demnands of depositors are short-
sponsibility for monitoring deposit institutions. term, highly liquid, and supposedly low-risk.
Government agencies generally cover their costs Loans, by contrast, are usually longer-term, less
by levying fees on issued securities or collecting liquid, and riskier. This difference is one reason
premiums from insured institutions. banks charge borrowers more than they pay de-

Spreads between borrowing and lending rates positors. But because banks are so highly
and between buying and selling prices reflect the leveraged, relatively smal losses on loans can
intermediary's costs, expected loan and trading leave them unable to honor their liabilities. When
losses, reserve requirements, and taxation. Com- the public suspects that a bank is insolvent, the
mercial banks' spreads vary with the size and risk result is often a run on the bank, which sometimes
of loans. The average spread between lending spreads to other, solvent, banks. The drain of bank
rates and the cost of funtds in a high-income coun- reserves causes a multiple contraction in bank
try is between 2 and 3 percentage points. In nonin- credit. When runs become widespread, as they oc-
flationary developing countries, spreads are simi- casionally did in the nineteenth and early twenti-
lar to those in industrial countries, but because the eth centuries, financial panic can trigger a collapse
range of services offered may be more limited and of the credit-payment process and a sharp
operating procedures more cumbersome, deposi- recession.
tors' and borrowers' combined transaction costs Goverunents have devised ways of dealing with
may be higher. Spreads in inflationary countries bank runs. When they occurred, central banks-
can be more than 10 percent, although that reflects acting as lenders of last resort-provided liquidity
the burden of high reserve requirements as well as by rediscounting sound loans. In several high-
transaction costs. Prime borrowers may be able to income countries the government provided de-
acquire funds through international markets for a posit insurance. By guaranteeing the value and li-
fee as low as one-tenth of 1 percent of the amount quidity of deposits up to a certain size, deposit
raised. Although spreads tend to be narrower in insurance was designed to prevent runs from start-
direct transactions than in intermediated ones, the ing (see Box 2.5). The lender-of-last-resort facility
difference is partly offset by the additional costs was designed to prevent them from spreading.
borne by the principals. Although prudentil regulation has a different

High accounting standards and strong contract rationale than econonic regulation aimed at alter-
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Box 2.5 Deposit insurance

Most high-income and a few developing countries and should never be insured. This contrasts with the
have established deposit insurance schemes. Deposit savings and loan associations in the United States,
insurance guarantees the nominal value and liquidity which, in addition to having insured deposits, do most
of deposits up to a certain size. The insurer is an insti- of their short-term borrowing from the Federal Home
tution, generally government-owned, established for Loan Bank System, which lends accordmg to less de-
that purpose, and funded with premiums paid by the manding standards (see Box 5.4 in Chapter 5). An ines-
institutions whose deposits are isuretd. Deposit insur- capable fact of deposit insurance is that it places greater
ance can help to establish confidence in the safety of responsibility on government to see to it that insured
saving with banks (or other covered institutions) in institutions behave prudently.
countries with limited banking habits. The principal With or without insurance, depositors would be fully
targets of deposit insurance are small, unsophisticated protected if banks were dosed and liquidated the mo-
depositors who are least able to assess the soundness ment their capital fell to zero. This is not a practical
of a particular depository. By assuring depositors that possibility: the condition of a bank cannot be known to
their money is safe even if the depository is not, de- inspectors minute by mninute and, because liquidation
posit insurance supplements the central bank's lender- takes time, asset values can decine before liquidation
of-last-resort role in forestalling bank runs. can be completed. However, up-to-date market ac-

Like all insurance, deposit insurance suffers from the counting, frequent inspection, and swift action by in-
risk of moral hazard. Because insured depositors no spectors to close insolvent banks are clearly important
longer need to be concerned about the quality of their in rinimizing losses. In some countries the laws estab-
depository's assets, market regulation of bank behav- lishing deposit insurance provide the mechanisms for
ior is reduced. A considerable degree of market regula- exactly such steps. Furthermore, the enhanced super-
tion can be retained if deposit insurance coverage is visory capability that sometimes accompanies the es-
limited to relatively small deposits. The interbank de- tablishment of deposit insurance can and should be
posit market, which has become an important source of used to spot problems in bank management and in
short-term liquidity for all advanced banking systems, banks' portfolios well before insolvency occurs and to
can impose a significant measure of discipline on banks compel banks to take corrective action.

ing the allocation of resources, it too affects the ple, of monitoring and control of bank managers
structure and efficiency of the financial sector. For by stockholders and deposit6rs. Innovative finan-
example, many govermnents have honored the lia- cial entrepreneurs have often been able to evade
bilities of insolvent financial institutions even the rules; those intent on deceiving bank exam-
when there was no formal insurance. Government iners have often succeeded in hiding losses for
guarantees and lender-of-last-resort facilities, some time.
however, changed the behavior of both depositors Many countries have therefore moved in recent
and bankers. Depositors and other buyers of bank years to strengthen the role of the private sector in
liabilities that were either explicitly or implicitly in- monitormg and controlling financial enterprises.
sured no longer had to monitor banks to protect Some have set higher capital requirements for fi-
the value of their deposits. Bankers no longer had nancial institutions. This ensures that the owners
to worry about runs, so they could make riskier have an adequate stake in the efficiency with
loans. Govemnments therefore had to regulate and which depositors' resources are used. Similarly,
supervise the system. stringent audit and reporting requirements make

Deposit insurance, coupled with regulation and an institution's financial condition visible to depos-
supervision, has reduced the problem of bank runs itors and investors. And yet some governments
but has been less successful in preventing fraud have also covered losses that in the past would
and excessive risk taking by banks, as the present have been borne by market participants. This runs
widespread insolvency among the financial institu- counter to the principle of allowing market signals
tions of the developing countries makes clear (see a greater role in supervising the system.
Chapter 5). And high-income countries have not The task of balancing effciency, which requires
been exempt (see Box 5.4). It is often argued that freedom to act, and stability, which evidently re-
government supervision is not an efficient substi- quires a degree of government regulation, is ex-
tute for market supervision-in the form, for exam- tremely difficult. Some theorists argue for an un-
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compromising market-based approach, but in Households also need credit. Street vendors, for
practice all governments have chosen some form example, need short-term finance to purchase
of supervision. If mnarkets are to judge, price, and daily stocks. Small farmers need seasonal or
allocate risk correctly, governments must clearly medium-term credit to buy capital. Would-be
define the areas in which they have taken homeowners need long-term mortgage financing.
responsibility-and allow losses to be incurred in Households are often unable to convince financial
those that are not insured. (Chapter 6 discusses institutions that they are creditworthy. So they
prudential regulation in more detail.) turn to lenders who do not require formal business

records or collateral-to family and friends or to
The structure of the financial system local pawnbrokers and moneylenders. (Chapter 8

The financial system consists of many institutions, examines informal finance in greater detail.)

instruments, and markets. Financial institutions Bus{NEssEs. Wealthier households and corpora-
range from pawnshops and moneylenders to tions have more complicated financial needs. They
banks, pension funds, insurance companies, bro- require check and wire transfer payments; de-
kerage houses, investment trusts, and stock ex- posits in larger amounts and at longer maturities;
changes. Financial instruments range from the letters of credit; guarantees; purchase and sale of
common-coins, currency notes, and checks; foreign exchange; underwriting; advice on finan-
mortgages, corporate bills, bonds, and stocks-to cial, accounting, and tax matters; and so forth. The
the more exotic-futures and swaps of high fi- business sector is invariably a net borrower; it
nance. Markets for these instruments may be orga- needs short-term caedit to finance inventories and
nized formally (as in stock or bond exchanges with long-term funds to finance capital expansion. Nev-
centralized trading floors) or informally (as in over- ertheless, it also holds a substantial share of gross
the-counter or curb markets). For analytical pur- financial assets. For example, in 1984, businesses
poses, the system can be divided into users of fi- held 48, 49, and 64 percent of demand deposits in
nancial services and providers. Korea, Malaysia, and Tunisia respectively.

Users offinancial srices The business sector includes public as well as
private enterprises. Public enterprises are gener-

Financial institutions sell their services to house- ally in capital-intensive industries such as utilities
holds, businesses, and government. The bound- and transportation. In developing countries mnany
aries between these sectors are not always of the larger manufacturing firms are publicly
clear-cut. owned as well. Many public enterprses have been

run not to generate profit but to provide employ-
HousEHows. The household sector includes ment and to supply goods and services at reason-

small, mainly unregulated firms and individuals. able prices. Because many have incurred losses,
Their mnain financial needs are for payment ser- they have been unable to finance their investment
vices, for liquid assets in which to save, and for from retained earnings. Public enterprises have
relatively small amounts of credit. They seek con- been heavy borrowers in both domestic and for-
venience (nearby branches, for example), simplic- eign markets. Their losses have been a drain on
ity lquidty, and security, national saving.

After making their own investments, house- Some of the largest coTpoaions can meet most of
holds as a group have surplus resources to lend their demand for finanial services by themselves
(Figure 2.1). Hence, they demand convenient as- and may even be able to supply financial services to
sets to hold. This demand, as well as the demand others: trade aedits to their customers, for instance.
for a medium of exchange, may be met by cur- They can also tap financal markets directy by issu-
rency. To a lesser extent it may be met by bank ing their own financial instruments (commercial pa-
deposits, although hoarding commodities or par- per, bonds, equity securities, and so on). Yet diect
ticipating in informal saving arrangements are al- financng has been negligible in most developing
ternatives. Accumulated investment in housing countries and unimportant in most high-income
is a large part of the nonliquid wealth of house- ones. In France, Italy, Japan, and the United King-
holds at all but the poorest income levels. As dom, for example, stocks and bonds financed an av-
incomes rise, insurance and contractual savings erage of less than 9 percent of corporate investmnent;
schemes (life insurance and pensions) also become 30 percent of it was financed with bank loans and the
important. rest from internally generated funds.
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GovERNmENT. As well as being regulators of tem to serve development or other goals. They
their financial systems, governments are among have directed credit, often at subsidized interest
their clients. All governments use payment ser- rates, to pnority sectors. Many developing country
vices. In most developing countries, governments, governmnents own banks or other financial institu-
like businesses, are net borrowers, and they use tions and thus play a direct role in allocating re-
the financial system as a source of funding for cur- sources. Monetary policy is conducted through the
rent and capital spending. In industrial countries, financial sector (see Box 2.6). The influence of gov-
government deficits are financed mainly by selling enunents on the amount and pattern of invest-
securities to the public. In developing countries ment has therefore been much greater than their
they are usually financed by borrowing from own investment spending would suggest.
banks. In Sierra Leone, Zaire, and Zambia, for ex-
ample, more than 70 percent of bank credit has Providers offiamcial services
gone to the government in recent years, and in
Mexico 55 percent. Much of that credit was sup- Financial systems differ from country to country,
plied by the central banks, which thereby in- yet there are many similarities. In addition to the
creased the stocks of reserve money in these coun- central bank, most countries have five main classes
tries. The inflation caused by excessive monetary of financial institution: deposit and credit institu-
growth has greatly retarded the development of tions, contractual savings institutions, collective
the financial sector in developing countries, espe- investment institutions, securities markets, and in-
calay since interest rates have often been held formal financial enterprises. (Chapters 7 and 8 dis-
down. cuss the services provided by these parts of the

Govenmments have also used the financial sys- financial system in more detail.) Casualty insur-

Box 2.6 Monetary policy

Governments intervene in finance partly to control the mnarket operations. When the central bank buys a secu-
supply of money and credit. When the budget deficit is rity, it pays with a check drawn on itself, thereby in-
large, governments often cover it by creating money. creasing its liabilities. Open market operations cannot
Excessive creation of money to cover budget deficits is be used in a system without an established govern-
the most common cause of inflation. When the fiscal ment bill market. Monetary control with open market
deficit is not a consideration, the objective of monetary operations leaves the allocation of credit to market
and credit policy is usually to maintain stable prices. forces.

Goverunents have various tools to control the mone- The degree of integration with world financial and
tary aggregates. Perhaps the most common technique capital markets also affects the execution of monetary
in developing countries is for the central bank to spec- policy. An open and fully integrated economy that
ify credit ceilings for each commercial bank. Such ceil- chooses to maintain fixed exchange rates would have
ings have been criticized because they discourage cor- to maintain the money supply at the level demanded at
petition and the mobilization of deposits. the "world" price level and interest rate. Any other

Another approach is for the central bank to fix the quantity of money would result in changes in the for-
amount of deposit liabilities that can be created by the eign exchange reserves of the central bank. The central
banking sector by imposing reserve requirements and bank's purchase or sale of foreign exchange would re-
controlling the quantity of reserves available to banks. place open market operations as the tool for determin-
Central banks often control the level of reserves ing bank reserves and, hence, the money supply.
through the refinancing facilities they provide to cor- A fixed exchange rate constrains the central bank's
mercal banks. But if refinancing is used to channel ability to create money and is thus a potential source of
credit to preferred sectors, it cannot easily be used for monetary discipline. A market-determined exchange
monetary control as well. Other countries use the rate restores a measure of domestic monetary indepen-
movement of govemment deposits between commer- dence. With either fixed or floating exchange rates,
cial banks and the central bank to control the level of central banks wil need to set reserve requirements at
reserves. In countries with more developed financial levels comparable to those in other countries if banking
systems, central banks adjust bank reserves, and hence business is not to be driven abroad. Noninterest-
the money supply, through the purchase or sale of gov- earning reserve requirements are a tax on banks and as
ernment securities. These transactions are called open such will affect their competitiveness.
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Table 2.4 The institutional structure of selected financial systems, 1985

Asses as a peantage of total grss asses of thefinancal system As a percnage of GNP
Specialieed Contractual Collectioe Long-tenr debt Net Total

Centml Deposit lending savings investment secu7ities financial external
Country banks banks institutions nstitutzons institutions and equitie asses debt

Deveioped markets
Ausk21ia 5 31 14 17 1 33
Canada 1 33 2 26 8 30 165 -

France 6 56 10 7 5 16 109 -

Germany, Fed. Rep. of 4 41 14 9 2 30 158 -

Japan 2 45 9 6 7 30 300 -

Sweden 4 27 18 16 1 35
United Kingdom 1 35 1 26 3 34 188
UrnitedStates 2 28 7 19 4 40 210

Average 3 37 9 16 4 31 188 -

Emerging markets
Argentina 32 43 11 5 0 10 .. 80
Brazil 27 32 12 2 4 23 59 50
Chile 14 44 1 11 1 28 75 145
India 10 47 6 12 1 24 65 19
Korea, Rep. of 9 53 14 4 10 10 66 57
Malaysia 7 34 12 13 3 32 247 52
Nigeria 23 46 2 3 7 19 49 26
Pakistan 21 65 1 2 1 11 45 39
Philippines 30 38 14 3 3 14 38 82
Portugal 20 72 1 2 1 4 124 85
Thailand 16 55 12 1 0 17 89 47
Turkey 33 54 4 6 0 3 27 50
Venezuela 20 46 25 1 0 8 65 74

Average 20 48 9 5 2 16 79 62

Note Total financial system assets are the assets of all the instiutions shown in this table plus the stock of outstanding securities and equities. To
eliminate double-counting caused by the assets of one instiution being the liabilities of anoter, net financial assets have been appro:imated by
the sum of total liquid liabiities (IFS, lne 551) plus securities and equities. To deflate these stocks by the flow of GNP, five-quarter arithmetic
averages are constructed from year-end data for 1984 and 1985, assuming constant exponential growth during the year.
a. The sum of govenmertt bonds, corporate bonds, and corporate equity.
Source: MO, Interntnal Financ Statstiu, and World Bank data.

ance companies are also generally considered part termediaries and contractual savings istitutions
of the financial sector, but they are not discussed in hold a much larger share of financial assets in high-
this Report. income countries than they do in developing ones.

Table 2.4 compares the structure of the financial The relatively small domestic financial sectors of
sector in high-income countries with its structure the developing countries stand in sharp contrast to
in some of the more advanced developing coun- their relatively large reliance on foreign financing.
tries. Banks in developing countries hold a bigger Different financial institutions provide services
share of all financial assets (48 percent) than they that are both complementary to and competitive
do in industrial countries (37 percent). The table with each other. Deposit institutions offer payment
understates this dominance, because the develop- and liquid deposit facilities, and contractual sav-
ing countries included are those with the most so- ings institutions provide illiquid savings opportu-
phisticated financial systems. When central banks nities that cater to the longer-term needs of cus-
are included, the predominance of the banking tomers. Collective investment institutions offer
sectors of most developing countries is even small investors the benefits of professional man-
greater, for the central banks in the sample hold 20 agement and low-cost risk diversification, encour-
percent of the financial sector's assets in develop- aging them to diversify their savings into market-
ing countnes compared with only 3 percent in de- able securities. On the lending side, commercial
veloped markets. In addition to issuing currency banks have traditionally provided working capital
and overseeing the operation of the payment sys- and trade finance, but longer-term lending is gain-
tern, the central bank acts as banker to the govern- ing with the spread of universal banking. Factor-
ment and to other banks. In contrast, nonbank in- ing companies specialize in financing inventories
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and receivables, whereas development banks and ties in the form of commercial paper and thus fur-
leasing companies provide long-term investment ther reduce the market power that large banks may
finance. have in the domestic banking sector. Finally, capi-

Money and capital markets provide investment tal markets enable contractual savings and collec-
instruments appropriate for contractual savings tive investment institutions to play a more active
and collective investment institutions, whose ser- role in the financial system.
vices to the saving public are thereby improved. The complementary and competitive interaction
The efficient functioning of financial markets also of financial institutions has policy implications. To
depends on institutions that lend and borrow little promote an efficient financial system there must be
on their own account: investment banks, securities competition, but the system must also offer an ar-
brokers, and credit rating agencies. Commercial ray of services. Rather than restrict the growth and
banks also improve the working of financial mar- diversification of the main banking groups, gov-
kets by providing credit and payment facilities to ernnents in the larger economies would be wise to
market makers and other market participants. promote greater competition by encouraging

Different financial institutions and markets com- money and capital markets, speciaized credit in-
pete for a limited pool of savings by offering differ- stitutions (such as leasing and factoring compa-
ent instruments. Money and capital markets in- nies), and contractual savings and collective in-
crease competition between suppliers. Money vestment institutions. Economies too small to
markets give merchant banks, or commercial support such specialized institutions can spur
banks with limited branch networks, greater ac- competition by allowing economic agents to buy
cess to funds. Because such banks specialize in financial services abroad.
lending to larger corporations, the corporate loan The financial systems of many developing coun-
market may be highly competitive, even though a tries are inadequate, or less efficient than they
few large domestic banks may continue to dorni- could be, or both. Efficient financial systems help
nate the retail deposit market. countries to grow, pardy by mobilizing additional

Money markets also provide large corporations financial resources and partly by allocating those
and nonbank financial institutions with efficient resources to the best uses. As economies develop,
short-term instruments for investing their liquid so must the financial systems that serve them. The
funds and thus compete directly with commercial next chapter illustrates the central role of finance in
banks' traditional deposit facilities. They also en- development by reviewing the evolution of finan-
able large corporations to issue short-term securi- cial systems since preindustrial times.
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3 The evolution of financial systems

In preindustrial economies, finance was largely ting around the regulations. In recent years the
concemed with the development of a medium of focus has shifted back to deregulation, partly in
exchange. Barter was inefficient, transaction costs response to financial innovation and partly to pro-
were high, and the lack of a medium of exchange mote competition and efficiency.
limited the extent of the market and the opportuni- The evolution of financial systems ought to cast
ties for specialization. With the growth of nonlocal light on two questions that are of interest to policy-
trade, the development of payment media became makers in developing countries. What role should
linked to the financing of trade. Otherwise, apart financal systems play in promoting industrializa-
from the financing of governments and seaborne tion and development? And what role should gov-
trade, borrowing and lending were mostly infor- errxnents play in creating such systems?
mal and on a small scale.

The spread of urban society, and above all the Development of payment systems
advent of large-scale industrialization in the sec-
ond half of the nineteenth century, altered the role The search for an efficient medium of exchange
that finance had to play. Finance was now con- gradually led to the monetization of precious
cerned with mobilizing resources for large infra- metals. As a result the payment mechanism be-
structure projects and for investments with heavy came simpler and safer. The new monies facilitated
capital requirements that exceeded the capabilities trade and provided a store of value and a unit of
of small family firms. account. Govermments played an important part in

The systems that emerged often suffered from this change by owning and regulating mints and
fraud and mismanagement. They proved unstable thus ensuring the quality and acceptability of
and experienced frequent crises. Speculative ma- coins. But they were also frequently responsible
nias, fueled by financial institutions, caused for debasing coins by lowering their weight or
mounting concern, and after the Great Depression adulterating them with less precious metals, such
of the 1930s governments began to supervise their as copper.
financial systems more dosely. But government in- Metallic payment was a big step forward. Gradu-
tervention was by no means entirely successful. It ally, however, paper-based instruments, which
made the financial system less flexible, and al- were cheaper and more convenient, came to re-
though it reduced fraud it did not eliminate it. place coins and bullion. Payment orders, letters of
Moreover, economic agents proved adept at get- credit, and negotiable bills of exchange evolved
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with the expansion of nordocal trade in Europe. quently introduced in Japan. In Europe, bank
These were particularly useful in triangular trade, notes (representing promises to pay on demand)
because only net settlements had to be made in were issued in the seventeenth century by gold-
specie. Commercial bills known as hundi were smiths, notaries, and merchants, who gradually
developed in India. In Japan, the need for cash developed into bankers. Banks aeated by special
was reduced by the use of bills and rice warehouse charter, such as the Bank of England, also issued
warrants and by the development of clearing notes. In the colonies of North America, a chrdonc
facilities. shortage of bullion led to the issue of land-backed

The direct role of governnents in creating paper- certificates, which circulated as paper money.
based credit instruments was limited-although The overissue of bank notes often undermined
they provided the legal framework that was neces- the credibility of paper money and led to financial
sary for their use. Governments played a greater crises and the suspension of the notes' convertibil-
part in the development of paper money. They ity into bullion. This happened in the American
were involved either directly (as in China) or indi- Carolinas and France in the eighteenth century,
rectly (which was more common), through grant- and in several European and Latin American cour-
ing the right to issue paper money to private bank- tries in the nineteenth century. Attempts in the
ers. China invented paper money in the ninth nineteenth century to regulate the supply of gold-
century. The ruler, acutely aware of the problems backed bank notes in England stimulated tie use
of paper money, enforced acceptance with the of checks drawn on bank deposits to make pay-
threat of death and by strictly limiting issuance ments and thus promoted the spread of a more
(see Box 3.1), although there were many later in- efficient and versatile instrument of payment. The
stances of overissue. Paper money was subse- growing use of bank notes issued by different

bankers led to the creation- of clearing facilities,
______________________________ which were later extended to cover the clearing of

checks.
Box 3.1 Marco Polo discovers As centraL banks evolved to cope with the recur-
papermoney ring financial crises of the latter part of the nine-

"In this city of Kanbalu [Beijing] is the niint of the teenth century, they came to monopolize the note
Great Khan, who may truly be said to possess issue. This led to the eventual adoption of fiat
the secret of the alchemists, as he has the art of money-that is, paper (and later credit) money not
producing money . .. He causes the bark to be backed by bullion. Fiat money solved the problem
stripped from ... mulberry-trees . . This. . . is of loss of confidence in bank notes issued by indi-
made into paper, resembling, in substance, that vidual banks, but not the problem of overissue of
which is manufactured from cotton, but quite paper money by the central bank. Many countries
black. When ready for use, he has it cut into in Asia, Europe, and Latin America suffered epi-
pieces of money of different sizes, nearly square,
but somewhat longer than they are wide . . . The sodes of hyperinflation after govenrnments had
coinage of this paper money is authenticated with used the central bank's printing presses to finance
as much form and ceremony as if it were actually their deficts.
of pure gold or silver; for to each note a number of The twentieth century has seen further innova-
officers, specially appointed, not only subscribe tion in payment instruments, including plastic
teir names, but aff their seals also ... The act of cards and electronic transfers. These were devel-
counterfeiting it is punished as a capital offence.
When thus coined m large quanttifaes, this paper oped primarly to improve the efficiency of pay-
currency is circulated in every part of the Great ments rather than to promote expansion of trade.
Khan's domiirions; nor dares any person at the In most countries, central banks now play an im-
peril of his life, refuse to accept it in payrnent. All portant role in the payment system: they provide
his subjects receive it without hesitation, because, clearing and settlement facilities to banks and to
wherever their business may caL them, they can other institutions that offer payment services.
dispose of it again in the purchase of merchandise
they may require; such as pearls, jewels, gold, or Developmert of trade finance
silver. With it, in shcrt, every article may be pro-
cured."

Marco Polo In preindustrial economies, governments bor-
The Tnrls of Marco Polo, Book II, Chapter 24 rowed to pay for wars, and seabome trade was

(Komroff 1926, pp. 156-57) financed, as it had been since dassical times, by so-
called bottomry loans (a combination of loan and
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Box 3.2 Trade financing in Renaissance Italy

The businessmen and bankers of northern Italy's Re- ies. For a fee, the bank could pay the exporter as soon
naissance city-states-particularly Genoa, Florence, as the shipment embarked. The importer would then
and Venice-developed many of the fundamental prac- pay the bank's agent-adding a fee-when the ship-
tices of modern finance. Their inrovations included ment arrived. For an additional fee the same bank
double-entry bookkeeping and the provision of aedit mnight even insure the shipment.
through discounted promissory notes. One of their Over time, the Italian banks developed this vital
most important innovations, however, was trade trade-financing function. The leading Florentine bank-
credit. ing family, the Medici, acquired agents or correspon-

Suppose that a Florentine textile manufacturer re- dents in Europe's trading cities and made itself indis-
ceived a potentially profitable order from Barcelona pensable in the continent's commerce. Probably in the
and had the means to fill it. Two things might keep him thirteenth or fourteenth century, the bankers invented
from accepting the business. First, the importer might a variation that limited the degree to which their own
not pay until he received the goods-perhaps not even capital was tied up over the course of the transaction.
until he had sold them. Meanwhile, the exporter This was the "acceptance," or "four-name paper."
would have to pay for naterials, labor, storage, and The Barcelona agent (name 1) would sign a document
shipment. Second, having produced and shipped his "accepting" the liability of the importer (name 2) to the
goods, the exporter would have to bear the risk that the exporter (name 3), and the document would be con-
importer might simply fail to pay. And there was no veyed to the banker in Florence (name 4). The banker
court to which the exporter could take the Barcelona would disburse (after subtracting a discount) to the ex-
merchant. porter against this acceptance. The banker could then

Commercial banks-that is, banks which specialize in sell the acceptance at a discount in the Florentine finan-
financing commerce-came into being to solve such cial market and thus replace most or aU of the cash the
problems. By providing short-term finance (working bank had disbursed. After some weeks the importer
capital), commercial banks enabled such merchants to would pay the agent, the agent would pay the bank,
pay for materials and labor in advance. They solved the and the bank would repurchase the acceptance, con-
second problem by having trusted agents in major cit- cluding the operation.

insurance contract, which was repayable upon the Italy, for instance, made significant advances in
safe completion of the voyage). Otherwise, bor- trade finance (see Box 3.2).
rowing and lending were mostly on a small scale Apart from granting charters to trading compa-
and were limited to trade credit, short-term loans mes and note-issuing banks, governments pro-
to farmers, and loans for nonbusiness purposes. moted financial development indirectly, through
The financial system comprised money changers the preservation of peace or the waging of wars
and moneylenders and a few private bankers who and through their success or failure in maintaining
dealt mostly with wealthy individuals, accepting macroeconomic stability. War finance was the spur
deposits for safekeeping and providing loans. In for many of the innovations of this period-the
addition, tax farmers helped to administer the tax creation of the Bank of England and other char-
sys.tem by collecting and transferring taxes, and tered banks, for example, and the issue of govem-
various religious establishments offered their ser- mentbonds.

ices as safekeepers. Urbanization and the capital requirements of in-
The expansion of commerce was driven by the frastructure projects toward the end of the eigh-

spread of trade fairs from medieval times and by teenth century created a need to mobilize new fi-
iadvances in maritime technology in the fifteenth nancial resources. But the onset of the Industrial
century. It led to the accumulation of large per- Revolution had relatively little impact on finance:
sonal fortunes in Europe. Deposit banking and the capital requirements of early industrial enter-
general and maritime insurance evolved to meet prises were small. Many owners came from pros-
the growing needs of merchants and wealthy indi- perous trading or artisan families that were diver-
viduals. The creation of trading companies with sifying into manufacturing; such owners provided
special charters and limited liability gave rise to the most of the capital from their own resources. Fair-
issue and informal trading of company securites. lies, friends, and wealthy private investors pro-
The pace of financial development differed from vided the balance. Banks supplied mainly short-
country to country; the city-states of northern term working capital, which was routinely rolled
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over. Even so, bankers and industrialists (foundry cepted deposits, made long-term loans, issued and
owners, brewers, textile manufacturers, and so on) underwrote corporate securities, and took equity
developed close relationships, mainly through positions in industry. Universal banking first ap-
cross partnerships. peared in Belgium and France, but it was more

successful in Germany and Switzerland, where its
The impact of large-scale industrialization introduction coincided with the expansion of tech-

nologically advanced industries. In these coun-
Financial development accelerated with the expan- tries, the leading commercial banks developed
sion of the railways and, especially, with the ad- close links with industry and played a crucial role
vent of large-scale industialization in the second in raising long-term industrial finance and promot-
half of the nineteenth century. Advances in me- ing industrial concentration and efficiency.
chanical and electrical engineerng and the increas- In Japan, major legal and regulatory reforms
ing scale of production of electricity and chemicals were imnplemented after the Meiji Restoration in
meant that industrial enterprises needed more 1868. The aim was to modernize Japan's economy
capital. This required a big change in industrial and promote industrialization. Traditional trading
finance. houses, such as Mitsui and Sumitomo, were able

The possibility of incorporating joint-stock com- to develop into large banks alongside newly estab-
panies with limited liability made it easier for en- lished banking groups. The emergence of zaibatsu
terprises to attract the capital they needed to grow. groups-fanily-based conglomerates with wide-
Stock exchanges evolved to facilitate the issue and ranging interests in industry, commerce, banking,
trading of debentures and shares. Banks and in- and finance-speeded economic development. Ini-
surance companies expanded their operations. tially, leading banks within zaibatsu groups pro-
Several new types of institution were formed, in- vided long-term finance to their partner enter-
dudig occupational pension funds and invest- prises and only short-term credit to others. Later
ment companies, although these were small to be- on, as the zaibatsu firms became more self-
gin with. Savings banks, credit cooperatives, and sufficient financially, their banks provided long-
farmer banks, mortgage banks, building societies, term finance to other enterprises and in effect be-
and savings and loan associations began to meet came universal barks like those in Germany.
the financial needs of farmers, traders, savers, and In Britain, the preference of the big joint-stock
homeowners, all of whom had been neglected by banks for short-term self-liquidating investments
the commercial banks. Most of the financial insti- limited their provision of long-term finance for in-
tutions that we are familiar with today appeared dustry. A relatively high concentration of private
before the end of the past century. wealth fueled equity and bond finance, initially

Different institutional structures and financial through informal channels but later through orga-
practices emerged among the industrializing coun- nized securities markets. But weaknesses in the
tries. These have had a pervasive impact on the British securities markets (and especially the use of
functioning of financial systems and have given misleading prospectuses by undercapitalized and
rise to a persistent debate about the role of finan- often unscrupulous company promoters) under-
cial systems in promoting industrialization and mined investors' confidence in new industries
economric development. But except in the United such as electricity and chemicals. This delayed
States, where chartering provisions prohibited in- large-scale industrialization. Traditional industries
terstate banking and prevented the emergence of that could finance their investment from internal
nationwide banking, govermnents' involvement funds continued to prosper, however.
in shaping the organization of financial systems As noted above, chartering restrictions pre-
was limited to changing the legal framework to vented commercial banks from developing into na-
allow the creation of joint-stock banks and nonfi- tionwide institutions in the United States. As a
nancial corporations and enacting subsequent reg- result, the New York Stock Exchange became a
ulatory changes to govern the operations of large substantial source of finance for industry. The re-
corporations (see Chapter 6). payment of the federal debt after the American

In Germany, several other continental European Civil War and the accumulation of bank balances
countries, and Japan, the banking sector became and trst funds in New York increased the supply
an important source of finance for industry. Banks of investment funds. Private banks, which were
operated as "universal" banks, engaging in both allowed to operate as universal banks, maintained
commercial and investment banking: they ac- considerable influence well into the twentieth cen-
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tury. They assisted in the formation of America's
big industrial groups, as did the large New York Figure 3.1 The evolution of financial assets
joint-stock banks and the trust and life insurance in selected countries, 1800 to 1987
companies. Until at least the turn of the century,
leading American commercial banks operated PercentageofGNP nr
more like German universal banks than British de-
posit banks, and their relations with industry were Deposits" .G y
much closer than in Britain. 200

Stock exchanges developed from informal trad- a ,__
ing in the shares and debentures of chartered trad- 150 aGreat Britain
ing compandes, which appeared in Britain, the
Netherlands, and other countries in the sixteenth Japan
and seventeenth centuries. By the mniddle of the 100 . .....
nineteenth century, stock exchanges were doni- U Xtat
nated by domestic and foreign government bonds -t
and, to a lesser extent, by the bonds and shares of
railway and other public utilities. The securities of - p
industrial companies were relatively unimportant, 0
except on the New York Stock Exchange. How- Developing
ever, all the major countries had informal sources 250 countries
of equity and long-term debt finance for industry. A.4_
Stock exchanges became a more important source Corporate equity' India
of industrial finance as industry's capital require- 200
ments grew in the second half of the nineteenth
century. 150

At the turn of the century, bond and equity mar-
kets were already well developed in Britain and the
Undted States. But much like the present situation 100
in most developing countries, the financial sys-
tems of the big industrial economies were domi-
nated by commercial banks (see Figure 3.1). Insur- t0
ance companies and other institutions accounted *
for only small shares of total financial assets. A. -.

Financial crises 250

In preindustrial economies financial crises were Insurance and pension reserves'
usually caused by war, natural disaster, or the de-
basement of the currency-although in the few
centuries before the Industrial Revolution, the fail- 150
ure of private or state-chartered banks had some-
times precipitated wider financial instability. With loo
the growth of banking and the expansion of securi-
ties markets in the nineteenth century, however, a
system's stability began to depend on the sound- so
ness of its institutions. Ways therefore had to be
found to provide liquidity to institutions in dis- 0 i
tress. Bigger and more complicated loans, ex-
tended over longer maturities, increased the risks 180 1840 189 1920 19601987

?ft: *.ere an~ aonw dMOfrences In deEintlmona ad c~**&mge
of default and fraud on both sides. This underlined oss o*re df
the need for prudential regulation and for laws to a. Deposits wlthbanks and other intttutions.make financial contracs easily enforceable.b. Data refer to both listed and unlisted comnpanies.
make financial contracts easilyenforceable. c. Accumulated reserves with insurance companies and pension

Financial crises often began as speculative rna- funds.
nias, linked as a rule to foreign conquest; discov- sore Fort8s O 1.5: Goldsudth 1985; for 1%5-87: entnlbank
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Box 3.3 Finandal swindles

Swindles have taken many forms, from chain letters to upward. When the bubble burst and the share price
wildcat banking, from penny stock scandals to insider collapsed, the directors of the South Sea Company
trading. A typical swindle is the Ponzi scheme. It takes were held in breach of trust and ordered to make good
its name from Carlo Ponzi, a Bostonian of the 1920s. the losses of investors out of their own funlds.
His idea was to lure investors by promising very high Penny stocks are stocks that sell for penrnies but have
returns on the basis of a plausible but fictitious plan. great potential according to their promoters. Modem
He used the capital provided by latecomers to pay ear- swindlers use telemarketing (thanks to cheap long-
lier investors. The scheme colapsed when the inflow distance phone rates and computerized telephone dial-
of new money was inadequate to cover the outflow. ing) to reach thousands of people. By manipulating

Few swindles are pure Ponzi schemes. Most mix gen- stock prices and exaggerating the prospects of their
uine investment with insider trading. An early exam- companies, they induce greedy and gullible investors
ple of insider trading was the South Sea Bubble of to part with their money. When mvestors want to sell,
1720. JlmBIiul and other manages of the South Sea the promoters pressure them not to; if the investors
Company borrowed from the company to buy its insist, the promoters may refuse to accept their sell
shares. As share prices rose, they made excellent orders or to answer their calls. Today schemes of this
profits. But to prevent the bubble from bursting, the kind are operated on an international scale. Swindlers
company needed to raise capital at an accelerating rate are evidently part of the trend toward global finance.
and to see the price of its shares move continuously

enes of land, gold, and other natural resources; the conflicting requirements of providing support
technological breakthroughs; or economic deregu- to the system without bailing out imprudent or
lation. Sometimes financial swindles were the fraudulent banks.
cause, as in the first recorded insider-trading scan- After the Great Depression, governments in sev-
dal, the South Sea Bubble of 1720 (see Box 3.3). eral countries introduced new regulations. The
Spectacular crises were conmmon during the nine- toughest measures were taken in the United
teenth and early twentieth centuries. In 1816 and States. New rules prevented banks from holding
again in 1825 banks failed in England when they equities in industrial and commercial comparies
were unable to redeem their notes or meet the on their own account, from=engaging in invest-
withdrawals of their depositors. In 1857 many ment banking, and from paying interest on de-
banks collapsed in the United States. In 1866 the rnand deposits. The Federal Deposit Insurance
failure of Overend, Guerney, one of the largest Corporation was created to provide insurance for
discount houses in the City of London, caused a depositors' funds, and the Securities and Ex-
crisis that had extensive repercussions throughout change Comnission was set up to supervise the
the world. In 1873 major banldng crises occurred in securities markets. Coupled with continuing re-
both Germany and the United States. In 1890, Bar- strictions on bank mergers and branching, these
ing Brothers, a British private bank that suffered measures constrained the growth of conmuercial
losses from underwriting a failed issue of Argen- banks, which remained fragmented and were un-
tine securities, came dose to collapse. In 1931-33 a able to meet the long-term financing requirements
massive crisis devastated the banldng system of of American business. Instead, these were largely
the United States. Banks in several European met by the securities markets.
countries also failed. Other countries (including Canada, France, and

To contain the damage caused by such crses, Italy) also separated investment from commercial
central banks (notably the Bank of England and the banking and imposed maturity controls on the
Bank of France) developed the lender-of-last-resort lending and deposits of commercial banks. In con-
facility. Initially, they acted as bankers to the gov- trast, neither Germany nor Japan (prior to World
ernment but not to other banks. Gradually, War I1) prohibited universal banking, and in Brit-
prompted by the need to provide liquidity in times am such measures were irrelevant because the big
of trouble, they evolved during the nineteenth commercial banks had specialized in deposit bank-
century into bankers' banks. The development of ing of their own accord. Germany did enact de-
the lender-of-last-resort facility was bedeviled by tailed prudential controls, but universal banking
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continued. The big conrmnercial banks substantially ance against financial emergencies caused by war,
increased their involvement in industry during the crop failure, natural disaster, and personal
1920s and 1930s, when widespread company fail- mishap-but it was saving denied to productive
ures caused many debt claims to be converted into investment.
equity. Sound banking promoted financial stability in

The American banking crisis of the 1930s and its Africa and Asia. Currency boards regulated the
impact on the Great Depression have been much money supply and maintained reserves that were
debated. Some have argued that the crisis and its invested in London and Paris. The financial sys-
economic repercussions were exacerbated by the tems of most African countries, however, were un-
failure of the Federal Reserve System to provide derdeveloped until independence. They com-
adequate liquidity to stem the collapse of small prised a few foreign colonial banks, post office
banks. Others have stressed the banks' weak loan savings banks, cooperative societies, and money-
portfolios, which weTe concentrated in agriculture lenders. Nigeria was the only African country with
and real estate. The pattern of recent bank failures indigenous commercial banks before the late 1940s
in the United States, which is quite similar to that (see Box 3.4).
of the 1930s, underlines the threat posed by poor Financial development was more advanced in
loan diversification and excessive speculative fi- Asia. As in Africa, foreign banks confined their
nancing of real estate-both of which can be at- operations largely to the financing of foreign trade,
tributed to restrictions on interstate banking and but they also helped to finance internal trade. Most
inadequate supervision of the banks. Recent stud- Asian countries also had a fairly well-developed
ies have also shown that security underwriting indigenous banking system, with commercial
and investment banking had little to do with the banks, cooperative credit societies, and informal
bank failures of the 1930s. The present worldwide bankers and moneylenders. India, in particular,
trend toward universal banking argues for the abo- had a sophisticated indigenous banking structure.
Iition of the legal separation of commercial and in- It had evolved over several centuries, developing
vestment banking. At the same time there is a the use of conmmercial bills known as hundz for fi-
growing recognition that effective prudential regu- nancing nonlocal trade and relying on an elaborate
lation and supervision are essential. system of personal relations to finance local,

mostly small-scale activities (see Box 3.5).
Financial systems in developing countries Foreign banks operated in pre-1949 China,

mostly in treaty ports, and some indigenous banks
The evolution of financial systems in developing (shansi) remitted funds across regions and financed
countries reflected their diverse political and eco- local trade. Foreign banks promoted foreign direct
normic histories. Latin American and Mediterra- investment in railroad construction, mining, and
nean countries, politically independent since at manufacturing. They also made massive loans to
least the first quarter of the nineteenth century, the Chinese government and in the process gained
suffered frequent bouts of financial instability. control of its customs and salt revenues. Modern
These prevented the emergence of mature finan- Chinese banks came into being in the 1930s. They
cial systems. In contrast, developing countries in had dose links with the govermment and the ruling
Africa and Asia, under colonial rule until the end families and were able to seize the initiative from
of World War II, enjoyed relative financial foreign banks and emerge as the dominant group.
stability-but their financial systems suffered from After 1949 China built a monobanldng system typi-
colonial neglect and stagnation. cal of centrally planned economies.

The financial systems of most developing coun- Indigenous bankers and moneylenders were
tnes were heavily oriented toward agricultural ex- able to meet the borrowing needs of local traders
ports, other primary production, and foreign and farmers by maintaining dose personal contact
trade. In Africa and Asia, financial systems catered with them and acquiring intimate knowledge of
principally to expatnate communities. Financial their operations. Their services were accessible but
services for the indigenous populations were lim- expensive. Informal financial institutions, such as
ited. Foreign banks corfined their operations to rotating savings and credit associations (ROSCAs),
port towns and other centers of commerce where also emerged in most countries (see Chapter 8).
the expatriate commurnities were gathered. The Indigenous bankers and informal financial institu-
domestic population, especially i Asia, hoarded tions, however, couid not mobilize the resources
precious metals and jewelry. Hoarding was insur- required for industrialization.
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Box 3.4 Financial underdevelopment in Nigeria

In the late 1940s, Nigeria had a population of 30 million colonial and loca banks greatly expanded the number
and no more than twenty-nine bank branches. Seven- of branches so that by 1962 there were more than 200
teen of these belonged to the Bank of British West Af- commercial bank branches.
rica and eight to Bardays Bank (D.C.O.). The other African traders believed that the colonial banks were
four were branches of indigenous banks. In addition, mostly concened with maintaining the domince of
Nigeria had a post office savings bank, a network of expatriate trading houses. Understandably, colonial
credit cooperatives, and later on some development banks feared that loans to local traders and farmers
corporations. Moneylenders operated in the informal could be risky, but their faiure to mobilize savings de-
market alongside other informal institutions known as posits is harder to justify. Indigenous banks attracted
isusz. funds from the public by offering attractive interest

Nigeria was the only country in Africa to develop rates, advertsing (with an appeal to nationalist senti-
indigenous commercial banks (that is, banks mncorpo- meat), and opening branches. The expansion of bank-
rated within the territory and owned and managed by ing facilities by both colonial and local banks and their
Africans) before the late 1940s. Three indigenous banks success in mobilizing deposits before and after inde-
were created in the 1930s to serve the African popula- pendence indicated the potential for changing the sav-
tion, but of these ordy the National Bank of Nigeria ings and financial habits of the local population-a po-
suvived. In the early 1950s the number of indigenous tential that went untapped because of the colonial
banks increased, although most of them soon failed. banks' orientation toward the expatriate communities.
Then in the years before and after independence, both

Box 3.5 Indigenous banldng in tndia

At independence, India had an indigenous banking cial banks. Such bankers were collectively known as
system with a centuries-old tradition. This system had Shroffs, a term that probably originaly referred to
developed the hundi, a financial instrument stitl in use money changers but over time came to refer to the
that is sinilar to the commercial bils of Westem Eu- more sophisticated and influential indigenous bankers.
rope. Hundis were used to finance local trade as well as The main moneylenders were the Sowkars (who lent to
trade between port towns and inland centers of pro- farmers from their own resources or funds borrowed
duction. They were often discounted by banks, espe- from the Chettiars and other indigenous bankers) and
cially if they were endorsed by indigenous bankers. the Pathans (who lent mainly to poor people and often

Indigenous bankers combined banking with other ac- resorted to intimidation to ensure repayment).
bvities, much as the goldsmiths, mnerchants, and ship- Indigenous banking was based on an elaborate and
pers of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Europe had extensve network of personal relations that overcame
done. They usually belonged to certain castes or com- the problems of dealing with large numbers of cus-
munities, such as the Multanis, Marwaris, and Chet- tomers. Brokers were used for making introductions
tiars, and they differed in the extent to which they and voudcing for the creditworthiness of individual
reied on their own resources, rather than deposits and borrowers but did not offer personal guarantees. Some
other funds, for their lending. Indigenous bankers of- brokers specialized in introducing indigenous bankers
ten endorsed hundis issued by traders and somentmes to commercial banks, while others brought together
provided personal guarantees for loans from commer- traders and indigenous bankers.

Throughout the nineteenth century, Latin Amer- borrowing; the overissue of currency; imprudent
ican counties relied too much on foreign capital. domestic banking; speculation in commodity, se-
Argentina and a few other countries developed ac- curities, and foreign exchange markets; excess ca-
tive mortgage-bond markets and stock exchanges pacity in industry and commerce; regional wars;
alongside thriving but fragile banking sectors. Un- and intemal political unrest. Many of these were to
fortunately, however, recuring fmancial crises un- figure in the debt crisis of the 1980s.
dermined attempts to develop the system ade- Latin American economies ran for long periods
quately. Finance lagged behind the region's with inconvertible paper money, high inflation,
achievements in infrastructure, agriculture, and and depreciating exchange rates. Producers and
ming. Instaility resulted from too much foreign exporters of primary commodities welcomed this;
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they stood to benefit and had a strong hold on institutions that specialized in long-term finance.
goverunent policies. Latin American countries oc- National investment banks or institutions, such
casionally suspended the servicing of their exter- as Credit National in France and the Industrial
nal debt. Foreign lenders, however, were usually Bark of Japan, promoted industial development
lenient, probably because the region had immense through medium- and long-term lending and eq-
potential for profitable investment. Major interna- uity participations. They also encouraged the use
tional houses arranged so-called funding loans, of modem techniques of lending and credit
such as the Brazilian loan of 1898, which had many appraisal.
features in common with the multiyear reschedul- Direct government intervention in the financial
ing agreements of recent years. In contrast, foreign systems of several industrial countries increased
lenders imposed strict controls on the finances of with the nationalization of large commercial banks
many other countries, such as China, Egypt, (for example, in France and Italy) in the aftermath
Greece, and Turkey. Their govermnents were of the crisis of the 1930s and World War II. Public
forced to cede revenues from stamp and customs sector banks-postal savings banks, postal giros,
duties and from state monopolies (on salt, and savings banks linked with regional and local
matches, and tobacco) until the debts were fully government, as in Germany and Switzerland-
repaid. also extended their reach. Special export credit in-

International banking crises seriously affected stitutions, such as the U.S. Export-Import Bank,
the financial markets of Latin America and the supplied export finance.
Mediterranean countries. At the first signs of trou- Domestic and international financial activities ex-
ble, foreign banks withdrew capital by calling their panded, new institutions such as leasing and fac-
loans, reducing their advances, and pressing for toring companies came into being, and the con-
remittances. The financial systems of Africa and tractual savings institutions continued to grow.
Asia were better insulated, but their economies Noncommercial financial institutions, such as mu-
were hit Just as hard by the effect of financial tur- tual and municipal savings banks, urban and agri-
moil on interational trade. cultural credit cooperatives, building societies and

World War I and the depression of the 1930s savings and loan associations, came to play a
played havoc with the world economy. Latin prominent part in financing small and medium-
American countries were particularly affected by size enterprises, agrculture, and housing. Despite
the development of man-made raw materials and mergers, competition intensified because the de-
the transformation of the British Commonwealth marcation lines between different types of institu-
into a protectionist bloc. Most. of them defaulted tions were eroding and because domestic markets
on their foreign debts, but the central and other were opening up to foreigners. In most countries
state banks that had been created in the 1920s the trend toward universal banking continued: the
averted the panics of earlier periods. big commercial banks moved into a variety of an-

Before World War U, developing country govern- cdiary services, such as insurance brokering, fund
ments had a poor record on financial development. management, and securities transactions (see Box
In Latin America and the Mediterranean countries, 3.6).
they failed to create sound legal and regulatory Regulation, taxation, and the organization of so-
systems and to mamtain macroeconomuc stability. cial security played a significant role in shaping the
Borrowers relied excessively on foreign capital, structure of different financial systems. In the
and financial systems were undermined by impru- United States, commercial banks continued to be
dence. In Africa and Asia the restricted use of bank prevented from becoming nationwide, universal
credit, the linited spread of the banking habit, and banks-although the development of bank holding
the persistence of the hoarding habit were all lega- companies made the restrictions less binding. At
cies of colonial banking systems that had failed to the same time, the growth of funded occupational
reach the indigenous population. pension schemes increased the supply of long-

term funds to the securities markets. Australia,
Financial reglation after World War I Britain, and Canada saw similar developments, al-

though none placed restrictions on nationwide
After World War II, governments began to take a banking.
greater interest in the financing of high priority In Germany and other continental European
sectors such as industrial investment, exports, and countries, securities markets played a much
housing. They created, or helped to create, credit smaller role in the financial system. This was be-
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Box 3.6 Universal banking

One of the most important trends in financial markets ers and trust and insurance companies to create large
in recent years has been the spread of "universal industrial trusts. Britain and France, after the failures
banking." This term has different meanings but usu- of the 1860s, were perhaps the only countries in which
ally refers to the combination of commercial banking the leading commercial banks speciaLzed in deposit
(collecting deposits and making loans) and investment banking and short-term, self-liquidating lending. After
banking (issuing, underwriting, placing, and trading the Great Depression, commercial and investment
company securities). It also involves close links and banking were legaLly separated in the United States,
extensive consultations between banks and industry. Canada, and several European countries-but not in
Universal banking has been criticized for threatening to Germany, Japan, and Britain (where functional special-
concentrate excessive power among a few banks and ization continued to be based on tradition).
for introducing potential conflicts of interest. Adequate Universal banking began to spread again after the
regulation and supervision ought to overcome these rid-1960s. In Germany the large commercial ban ks are
difficulties, especially if securities markets and other actively involved in investment banking and in the
financial institutions are able to compete effectively. German stock exchanges. They provide both short-

Universal banking began in Belgium with the Socit6 and long-term debt finance to industry, hold equity in
Gdn6rale de Belgique in 1822. Its initial impact was industry (although their equity holdings are concen-
rather small, but it attracted considerable attention fol- trated in a few large companies), and exert a strong
lowing the creation of Credit Mobilier in France in influence on corporate affairs. Swiss and Dutch banks
1852. By the 1860s similar institutions had been formed are similar, except that they do not hold direct equity
in Italy and Spain, but most of these ran into trouble. stakes in industrial companies. In Sweden, commercial
Universal banking was put on a more solid basis in banks are authorized to act as stockbrokers, but they
Germrany when Deutsche Bank and Commerzbank are not allowed to hold equity except through holding
were set up in 1870 to finance foreign trade. They were companies. In Belgium, holding companies such as the
Largely unaffected by the company failures in Germany Soci6te Generale de Belgique have large equity stakes
before the international crisis of 1873, and after 1876 in both banks and industrial comparues. Many indus-
they gradually became universal banks with an exten- trial countries (for example, Belgium, Britain, Canada,
sive deposit business and close links to German France, and Greece) have reformed the membership
industry. regulations of their stock exchanges to allow banks and

The German universal banks helped to establish other financial institutions to act as stockbrokers. In
many large industrial companies and presided over the recent years, universal banking practices have been
gradual concentration of industry in Germany. Their adopted by the large commercial banks in Britain and
expanding role in industrial finance coincided with France, which also have considerable interests in insur-
technological advances that greatly increased their cli- ance business.
ents' capital requirements. With seats on supervisory In Japan, the zaibatsu groups were dismantled after
boards and proxy voting rights on behalf of individual World War II, and commercial and investment banking
shareholders (who deposited their shares with the were legally separated. Banks exert their influence
banks), they began to exercise tremendous influence. through the new industrial groups, and relations be-

Universal bankdng in Japan dates from the 1870s, tween banks and industry are dose. Eqtuty holdings
when traditional trading houses such as Mitsui were are limited, but Japanese financial practice gives debt
allowed to establish joint-stock banks. It increased in an equity-like role.
importance after the emergence of the zaibatsu con- The success of universal banlkng seems to reflect not
glomerates, which had extensive interests in industry, only the economies of scale and scope enjoyed by Large
commnerce, banking, and finance. The zaibatsu banks and diversified financial institutions but also the impor-
became more prominent after the 1920s-although tance of universal banks in monitoring corporate per-
some of the most important banks of that period, such formance and controLling the behavior of corporate
as Yasuda (now Fuji) and Dai-Ichi, had close links with managers. With the convergence of the world's finan-
various zaibatsus without being formally incorporated cial systems, securities markets and institutional inves-
with them. tors have a bigger role in Germany and Japan, and

In the United States, state-chartered commercial commercial banks are becoming more involved in in-
banks operated as universal institutions along the lines vestment banking in Britam, Canada, Japan, and the
of German banks, underwriting and distributing cor- United States. Concerns about the concentration of
porate securities until the Great Depression. National power and conflicts of interest can be met by regulation
banks were prevented from engaging in investment and supervision-for example, by requiring that a
banking (although in 192 they were allowed to under- separate subsidiary handle securities trading-and
write corporate securities on the same basis as state- by the development of securities markets and other
chartered banks). But by the turn of the century, the intermediaries.
big New York banks had combined with private bank-
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cause savers sought safety and liquidity; generous fiscal incentives, and specialized housing finance
social security systems organized on a pay-as-you- institutions enjoyed considerable fiscal and regula-
go basis worked to the same end. Universal bank- tory advantages. Since bank deposits and credits
ing forged closer relations between banks and in- often faced ceilings or other controls, housing fi-
dustry. There were differences within Europe (in nance and contractual savings assumed great im-
attitudes toward universal banking, for example, portance in most industrial countries.
and in the extent of government intervention), but
the common features were the secondary impor- Financial innovation since the 1970s
tance of securities mnarkets and institutional inves-
tors and the greater influence of banks in corporate In the late 1960s and early 1970s, high inflation and
finance. changes in financial markets undermined many of

In Japan, the zalbatsu conglomerates were dis- the credit and banking controls then in use. Sev-
mantled after World War II at the behest of the eral counties, including Britain, Canada, France,
American authorities. Investment banking was the Netherlands, and Sweden, enacted a series of
separated from commercial banking, and the wide-ranging banking reforms. These abolished
growth of securities markets was encouraged. the distinctions among different types of institu-
However, industrial groups, although less signifi- tion, relaxed both global and selective credit con-
cant than the earlier zaibatsus, grew up around the trols, removed branching restrictions, and liberal-
major banks and large general trading companies. ized interest rates on lending and wholesale
They came to play a central role in the industrial deposits.
reconstruction of postwar Japan and promoted Financial deregulation was interrupted by the
close relations between industry and finance. The macroeconomic turmoil that followed the rise in oil
regulatory framework favored the provision of prices in 1973. Many countries reimposed credit
bank loans for industrial investment. As in Eu- controls, hoping to contain monetary expansion
rope, the securities markets and institutional in- without raising interest rates. But deregulation re-
vestors played relatively minor roles in the finan- sumed in the late 1970s. It ranged from the elimi-
cial system. nation or relaxation of controls on credit, interest

Most developed countries used direct controls to rates, and foreign exchange to the removal of re-
regulate the overall expansion of aedit and to in- strictions on the activities of institutions and on
fluence the sectoral allocation of financial re- new financial instruments. In most countries the
sources. Several countries put interest rate ceilings changes were cautious and gradual. This con-
on deposits and loans and restricted the banks' trasted sharply with the experience of some Latin
branch networks. But the mix of controls and regu- American countries.
lations varied widely. The authorities in the United Deregulation was prompted by the growing real-
States and Germany did not set credit ceilings, al- ization that direct controls had become less effec-
though they conducted selective credit policies tive over time. The growth of the Euromarkets, the
through special institutions. Britain set credit ceil- development of new financial instruments, and
ings for purposes of monetary control and used the advent of electronic technology all made it eas-
some selective aedit devices, but for the most part ier to bypass the restrictions. Governments also
it did not use interest rate controls or branching recognized that the prolonged use of directed and
restrictions. France, Italy, Sweden, and other Eu- subsidized credit programs would lead to the inef-
ropean countries all used detailed and comprehen- ficient use of resources and hinder the develop-
sive controls. France adopted medium-term refi- ment of better systems.
nancing schemes, levied special taxes on interest The Eurocurrency markets are markets in which
paid and received, and put caps on lending mar- assets and liabilities denominated in a particular
gins. Similar controls have been widely applied in currency are held outside the country of that cur-
the Francophone countries of North and Sub- rency (dollar-denominated assets held outside the
Saharan Africa. Japan used interest rate and United States, for example). These mnarkets first
branching controls and influenced the allocation of appeared in the 1960s and have greatly contributed
credit to high priority sectors through the so-called to the financial innovations of the past twenty
"overloan" position of large commercial banks. years. They have regulatory and fiscal advan-

Many countries provided a fiscal bias in favor of tages-transactions are anonymous, exempt from
long-term saving through life insurance policies reserve requirements, and exempt from the inter-
and occupational pension schemes. Home owner- est equalization tax that was imposed on foreign
ship and housing finance benefited from generous borrowings in the New York markets in the mid-
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1%Os. They speeded the international transfer of Effective competition in banking, especially for
financial technology. However, one result of their corporate business, has inaeased with the open-
growth was an excessive emphasis on the expan- ing of domestic markets and the creation of spe-
sion of bank lending, which led in the end to the cialized nonbank financial intermediaries. But re-
developing country debt crisis of the 1980s. tail banking has also become more competitive,

In the 1960s the main innovations of the Euro- because commercial banks are turning toward the
currency markets were revolving medium-term household sector and offering new credit, deposit,
floating rate credit facilities and the syndication of and payment instruments.
large Eurocredits among several participating Deregulation has eliminated many of the man-
banks. Later innovations included changes in ma- made barriers to global finance, and technology
turity patterns (very short-term Euronotes and has lowered the barriers imposed by nature. Ad-
Eurocommercial paper, and perpetual debt instru- vances in computing, information processing, and
ments), in pricing (floating rate notes and zero- telecommunications have boosted the volume of
coupon bonds), and in funding options (complex business by reducing transaction costs, expanding
convertible bonds and bonds issued with war- the scope of trading, and creating information sys-
rants). These innovations blurred the traditional tems that enable institutions to control their risk
distinctions between equity and debt, short-term more efficiently.
and long-term debt, and bank debt and marketable Deregulation, technology, and other common
securities. The development of swaps brought trends have caused a growing convergence of na-
about greater integration of markets through the tional financial systems. Universal banks and spe-
international diffusion of new instruments and the cialized institutions as well as institutional inves-
opening up of national markets previously closed tors and secunties markets all now play important
to Euromarket activity. parts in the financial systems of most high-income

Most industrial countries have encouraged the countries. Nowhere is this convergence more evi-
development of govemment bond markets, so that dent than in Japan, which has successfully ex-
they can finance their public sector deficits in a panded the nonbanking segments of its financial
noninflationary way, and have established or re- system to the point that it now has the largest se-
vived their money markets, so that monetary and curites houses and stock market in the world, as
credit control can be achieved through open mar- well as the largest commercial banks, postal sav-
ket operations. All this marks a considerable shift ings bank, and housing finance institution.
in the balance of power from governments to fi- The trend of convergence has been reinforced by
nancial markets. In addition, equity markets have the vast accumulation of financial assets by both
been reformed to allow commercial banks to play households and corporations in most high-income
an active part as market nakers and securities countries (Figure 3.1). This underscores the grow-
houses, and new markets with less demanding ing importance of the financial sector as a service
lisfing requirements have been created for smatler industry and its shift from the moblization and
companies. Governments have used fiscal incen- allocation of new financial savings to the manage-
tives to stimulate venture capital and personal in- ment and reallocation of existing resources.
vestmients in mutual funds and equities. Funancial
futures and traded options markets have been es- Cuurent policy concerms in industrial countries
tablished to allow hedging against the greater vola-
tility in exchange rates, interest rates, and equity SinLce the late 1970s the focus of financial regula-
prices that followed the move to floating exchange tion has also shifted. There is now less emphasis
rates and the use of indirect methods to control on product and price controls and more on pm-
money and credit. dential regulation and supervision. Another goal

Recent years have also witnessed a major expan- has been to promote competition. Financial sys-
sion in international transactions fueled by the ac- tems are undoubtedly more efficient as a result.
cumulation of insurance and pension reserves and But some of the changes have caused concern in
the liberalization and modernization of stock ex- developed countries. Financial institutions are ex-
changes. As in the nineteenth century, however, posed to greater risks, the potential for conflicts of
this expansion of capital flows has exerted a de- interest between institutions and their customers
stabilizing influence on markets, because foreign has increased, and the implications for the long-
investors tend to repatriate their funds in troubled term performance of industrial and commercial
times. corporations are unclear. The widespread distress
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of deposit institutions in the United States and nancial decisions of private agents are also
Norway in the 1980s underlines the growing risk imperfect-witness the savings and loan debacle in
exposure of financial institutions in a deregulated the United States and the excessive lending of
but inadequately supervised system (see Box 5.4 in commercial banks to developing counties in the
Chapter 5). 1970s. The future is uncertain. Under any system

International efforts to regulate the rsk exposure of finance nustakes will be made. Market-based fi-
of financial institutions yielded the recent agree- nancial systems, like public ones, are subject to
ment, under the aegis of the Bank for International fraud and instability. The goal is not perfection but
Settlements, on new capital requirements for com- a system which mobilizes resources efficiently,
mercial banks, based on risk weights for different minimizes allocative mistakes, curbs fraud, and
types of assets. In the Eurobond and Eurocredit stops instability from turning into crsis.
markets, concern centers on the risks taken by Governments must certainly play their part. In
banks in the pursuit of new business and on poor most high-income countries, they continue to in-
profitability due to fierce price competition. fluence the pricing and allocation of credit, but

Developments in the equity markets have raised only to a modest extent. Their main concern is to
different issues: insider trading, the growing num- regulate and supervise financial institutions and
ber of hostile takeovers, and the methods used by markets while maintaining a stable macroeco-
corporate raiders and incumbent managements to nomic environment. The need for prudential regu-
take or retain control. Hostile takeovers may pro- lation increases as financial systems become
mote efficiency, but they also cause an accumula- deeper and more complex. From the development
tion of corporate debt and may worsen the con- of the lender-of-last-resort facility during the nine-
flicts of interest between managers, shareholders, teenth century and the introduction of deposit in-
and bondholders. There is also concern that insti- surance after the Great Depression to the recent
tutional investors and corporate managers stress emphasis on risk-weighted capital requirements
short-term performance at the expense of long- and the growing adoption of regulation by func-
term efficiency. So far, however, the evidence has tion rather than by institution, a main concern of
been incondusive. financial regulation has been the achievement of

The next chapter wil review the systems of fi- stability without undermining efficiency. But fi-
nance in place in developing countries and assess nance remains a dynamic field, changing far too
the interventionist role played by government in rapidly to achieve a perfect balance between the
the pricing and allocation of credit. Perhaps the freedom needed to stimulate competition and
most important lesson to be learTed from the expe- growth and the control needed to prevent fraud
rience of the high-income countries is that the fi- and instabiity.
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4 FFinancial sector issues
in developing countries

Governments have made control over finance an planned economies, large-scale production was
important tool of their development strategies dur- carried out by government entities to the virtual
ing the past few decades. Most believed that with- exdusion of independent organizations, decentral-
out intervention their financial systems would not ized decisionmaking, and market forces.
be cooperative partners in the development effort. Although the extent of intervention varied
Dependent in the 1950s and 1960s on imports of among countries, nearly all govermnents consid-
manufactured goods and exports of agricultural ered it necessary to intervene in the financial sector
products and raw materials, developing econo- in order to channel cheap credit toward the sectors
mies adopted a variety of strategies to promote that were to be at the forefront of development.
rapid industrialization and the modernization of The financial systems of most developing coun-
agriculture. A few, such as Hong Kong, the Re- tries in the 1950s and 1960s could not adequately
public of Korea, and Singapore, attempted from support a process of industrialization and agricul-
early on to integrate their econormies with interna- tural modernization. Formal financial systems usu-
tional markets. Most countries, however, pursued ally consisted of a few institutions, often foreign-
an industrialization strategy based on import sub- owned, which had branches in the major cities
stitution. Some provided only moderate and rela- only. These provided financing mainly to trading
tively uniform protection to domestic industries, companies, mines, and plantations, which were
primarily through tariffs, and others (Argentina, often foreign-owned as well. Local businesses had
India, and Tanzania, for example) provided exten- difficulty borrowing from banks; local farmers had
sive protection through high tariffs and quantita- no access to them at all. An indigenous informal
tive import restrictions. financial sector made up of moneylenders, traders,

Developing country governments also took an and pawnbrokers provided loans to farmers and
active role in economic decisionmaking. At the small businesses (see Chapter 8). Informal lenders
very least, govemrnents owned and controlled charged high rates, however, and the scale of lend-
capital-intensive infrastructure such as roads, ing was small. There were few sources of equity
ports, water and electric power utilities, and tele- and long-term finance for industry, and what was
communications. Many also controlled selected available was expensive. In some countries the
enterprises in heavy industry and natural resource banks were owned by industrial groups. This re-
extraction. Several countries went further, bring- duced the access of outsiders to finance and con-
ing other industrial and commercial enterprises centrated a great deal of wealth and power in the
under governrment control as well. In centrally hands of a few.
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Chapter 2 stressed the roles of risk, information, ing financial institutions. Toward this end, they
and transaction costs in determining the supply of nationalized the largest, and in some cases all,
finance. In developing countnes, investment was commercial banks; in Costa Rica, India, Indonesia,
relatively risky. Production was in new sectors and Mexico, and Pakistan, for example, the majority of
used technologies unfamiliar to the work force, en- banking system assets are governnent-owned. In
trepreneurs and managers were inexperienced, addition, they created and supported develop-
and marketing channels had not been developed. ment finance institutions (DFIs), which were spe-
Natural calamities and fluctuating commodity cifically mandated to provide long-term finance to
prices could drastically affect the incomes of particular sectors. Goverunents applied interest
farmers. Government policy was a constraint and rate and credit allocation coontrols to public and
a source of uncertainty: trade and pricing policies private insfitutions alike and ordered banks to
discriminated against exports and agriculture; de- open branches in rural areas. Bilateral and multilat-
valuations and tariff changes could radically alter a eral aid agencies participated in targeted credit
firm's competitive position and the cost of servic- programs by providing financial support and inLsti-
ing its foreign debt; trade and foreign exchange tutional assistance.
restrictions could reduce access to needed imports. Governments in high-income countries also in-
Volatile inflation caused abrupt swings m relative tervened in their financial systems. Although they
prices, periodic recessions reduced product de- exerted some influence over the flow of credit, in-
mand, and government borrowing crowded firms terest rate and credit controls were less extensive
out of the financial markets. than in developing countries. The prinapal em-

Furthermore, the instruments and markets phasis was instead on measures designed to safe-
through which risks could be pooled or transferred guard the stability of the financial system. In de-
were undeveloped. Financiers lacked the tools to veloping countries, however, governments paid
evaluate, price, and monitor risks. The weakness inadequate attention to regulatory and prudential
of accounting, auditing, and disclosure regulations matters, to the detriment of their financial
limited the information available to lenders about systems.
borrowers. Legal procedures for collateral and
foreclosure were poorly specified. These factors, Government intervention
together with uncertainty about borrowers' pros- in credit allocation
pects and the future inflation rate, deterred credi-
tors from providing long-term funds; lack of infor- Developing country govenmnents have played a
mation and collateral discouraged banks from large role in credit allocation. For example, in Paki-
lending to farmers and small businesses. stan in 1986, 70 percent of new lending by the na-

Governments could have tried to increase the tional banks, which dominate the banking system,
willingness of aeditors to provide long-term fi- was targeted by goverrnment, although this. pro-
nance and equity capital by moderizing legal sys- portion was reduced substantially by 1988. In India
tems and making contracts more easily enforce- about one-half of bank assets had to be placed in
able; by clarifying property rights and improving reserve requirements or government bonds, and
title transfer and loan security; by improving bank 40 percent of the remainder had to be lent to prior-
regulation and supervision; by training accoun- ity sectors at controlled interest rates. In Yugo-
tants and auditors; and by ensunng adequate dis- slavia in 1986, 58 percent of short-term loans were
dosure of information. Chapter 6 discusses such directed credits. In Brazil in 1987, government
changes in more detail. But insfitution building credit programs accounted for more than 70 per-
takes time. Understandably, many governments cent of the credit outstanding to the public and
wanted faster results. Moreover, many wanted to private sectors. In Turkey in the early 1980s,
use the financial system for such purposes as allo- roughly three-quarters of all financial system ad-
cating resources to projects with high social re- vances were made at government directive or at
tums, redistributing income, reducing costs in preferential interest rates, or both, although the
state-owned enterprises (SOEs), and offsetting the proportion has since fallen (see Box 4.1). In Malay-
effects of an overvalued exchange rate and restric- sia directed credit has accounted for an estimated
tive trade policies. 30 percent of bank portfolios.

Rather than lay the foundations of a sound fi- Many such regimes were immensely compli-
nancial system, most governments concentrated cated. At one point Korea had 221 formal directed
on intervention designed to channel resources to credit programs. In 1986 the Philippines had forty-
activities that they felt were poorly served by exist- nine schemes for agriculture and twelve for indus-
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Box 4.1 Directed credit in Turkey

In the early 1980s roughly three-quarters of all ad- rates, the central bank provided low-interest loans di-
vances from the Turkish financial system were made at rectly to state-owned enterprises, and the government
goverrunent directive, at preferential interest rates, or kept substantial nonrinterest-bearing deposits at the
both. The preferred borrowers were the public admin- Agricultural Bank.
istration, state-owned enterprises, farmers, exporters, In the early 1980s these polihies helped to push real
artisans and small firms, house buyers, industrial in- interest rates on nonpreferential credit to between 30
vestors, backward regions, and so on. Within agricul- and 50 percent. Rates remain high today, but the large
ture, there were programs for sales cooperatives, credit public sector borrowing requirement is now the main
cooperatives, and the like. Programs in other sectors cause. The government has recently liberalized the
were also subdivided-for example, by loan maturity- credit system. Direct credit and rediscounts made
with different interest rates and conditions for each. available by the central bank were reduced from 49
Banks were also required to place 20 percent of their percent of total credit in 1980 to 18 percent in 1987. By
deposits in medium- and long-term credits. 1986 there were only five categories of central bank

To help banks defray the cost of loans at low interest rediscount rates; three years earlier there had been
rates, the Interest Rate Rebate Fund subsidized prefer- thirty. The proportion of credit extended on preferen-
ential credits by levying a surcharge on nonpreferential tial terms (defined as credits bearing negative real in-
credits. The central barnk operated an extensive system terest rates) decined from 53 percent at the end of 1983
of rediscounts for priority sectors. In addition to these to 35 percent in September 1987. Preferential credit is
basic systems, the State Investment Bank (which lent now provided orly for agriculture, industrial artisans,
to state-owned enterprises and has since been abol- exports, and housing. Interest rates on short- and
ished) received special loans from the Treasury and medium-term directed credit were raised substantially
from the social security system at favorable interest in early 1988.

try. Interest rates, maturities, and eligibility criteria lending to the government, DFIs, housing, and ex-
were often different for each program. ports, respectively. Forced lending has now been

Directed credit programs usualy targeted mdus- eliminated as part of a comprehensive finandcial Sl-
try, state-owned enterprises, agriculture, small eralization program. Banks in Burundi, Turkey,
and medium-scale firms, and (to a lesser extent) and Tunisia had to use 8, 2A, and 43 percent re-
housing, exports, and underdeveloped regions. In spectively of their deposits (or other categories of
the case of industry the aim was to provide assets and liabilities) for medium- and long-term
cheaper long-term finance and foreign exchange lending or investment in public sector bonds (al-
and thus to promote investment and rapid indus- though in Tunisia the requirement has recently
trialization. In the case of agiculture it was to raise been reduced). In Nigeria banks were required un-
output and speed the introduction of new technol- til recently to comply with a scheme in which
ogies. Credit directed to small enterprises was in- credit was allocated among sixteen sectors; portfo-
tended to generate employment; in housing, the lio requirements now apply to only two sectors,
intent was to provide affordable homes for poor agriculture (15 percent) and manufacturing (40
households. Export credit programs sought to percent).
bridge the period between production and pay- In many coumtries commercial banks, and some-
ment and to compensate exporters for industrial times also DFIs, could refinance loans to preferred
and trade policies that were biased against them. sectors on attractive terms. Bangladesh has twelve

Interventions were of five main types: lending refinancing schemes. Turkey in 1983 had about
requirements imposed on banks, refinance thirty categories of rediscount rates, although by
schemes, loans at preferential interest rates, credit 1986 it had ordy five. Indonesia's central bank op-
guarantees, and lending by DFIs. In Brazil com- erates thirty-two different schemes. In a sample of
mercial banks were required to allocate between 20 sixty-five developing countries more than half had
and 60 percent (depending on bank size) of their export refinance schemes. Many of the banks ini-
net sight deposits for agriculture. In Mexico banks tially attracted by the interest rate spreads in these
were required until recently to use 31, 10, 6, and programs later found them inadequate to cover the
1.6 percent of their deposit and other liabilities for high default rates.
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Govermnents often specified preferential inter- tives were not enforced, or because the programs
est rates for lending to priority sectors. These rates covered only a small share of total credit. In other
were substantially lower than those on regular countries, however, directed credit programs had a
loans, which themselves were often kept artifi- significant effect. In Korea, reflecting the bias of
cially low. In Peru in 1980-82 the average differen- credit directives, industry's share of credit in-
tial between general and preferential real rates was creased from 44 percent to 69 percent between
32 percentage points; the corresponding figure in 1965 and 1986. In Pakistan and Tunisia there was a
Turkey was 36 percentage points. sharp decline in the share of commerce in total

Some governments have also provided guaran- credit; this too reflected the bias of directed credit
tees. In high-income countries credit guarantees in favor of other sectors.
are the main form of assistance to small busi- State-owned enterprises in some countries have
nesses. At least seventeen developing countries- clearly benefited from directed credit, especially if
induding Cameroon, Colombia, India, Korea, Ma- foreign financing is taken into account. The share
laysia, Morocco, Nepal, the Philippines, and Sri of SOEs in nongovermnental borrowing from do-
Lanka-have established formal guarantee mestic banks in 1983-85 was 56 percent in Guyana,
schemes for small and medium-scale enterprises. 43 percent in Mexico, 25 percent in Nepal, and 18
Guarantees and crop insurance have also been percent in Brazil. The share of SOEs in value
used in support of agriculture in countries such as added was much lower-in Guyana and Mexico
Brazil, India, Mexico, Panama, and Sri Lanka. At not more than 25 percent and in Brazil and Nepal
least ten developing countries have guarantee less than 5 percent. The foreign obligations of
schemes for preshipment export credit; even more SOEs now account for more than half the external
have export insurance schemes. debt of Brazil, the Philippines, and Zambia. By

Development finance institutions have been per- 1986 the outstanding stock of foreign loans to
haps the most common means of directing credit. SOEs for a sample of ninety-nine developing coun-
They were actively encouraged and supported by tries was twice that to the private sector. Although
bilateral and multilateral creditors. Virtually all de- SOEs are capital-intensive, and therefore might be
veloping and high-income countries have at least expected to borrow heavily, the way in which the
one, and mnany have a special institution for each enterprises were managed is a large factor in their
priority sector. Kenya, for example, has five gov- high indebtedness. Artificially low prices, exces-
eminent DFIs and three others in which the gov- sive staffing, or activities that were inherently un-
emmnent has a big stake: one each for agriculture, viable have resulted in low profits and low re-
tourism, and housing; four for industry; and one tained earnings. Borrowing was necessary not just
that serves the former East African Community. for investment but also to cover losses.
Brazil and India both have complex systems of na- In some countries, such as Ecuador (see Box 4.2)
tional and state DFIs. The importance of DFIs var- and Sri Lanka, lending programs for small and
ies from country to country, however. Industrial medium-size enterprises are succeeding in attract-
DFIs accounted for less than 10 percent of credit ing the participation of local banks. Small firms
outstanding to manufacturing in Malaysia and almost everywhere continue to have difficulty ob-
Thailand in 1987, whereas in Mexico and Turkey taining funds, however. Lenders have avoided
they accounted for around one-third. In Morocco, participating in schemes or have concentrated
the three sectoral DFIs accounted for 79 percent of their support on the wealthier enterprises. Banks
all long-term finance. In some countries virtually have been reluctant to use guarantees because the
all formal credit for agriculture and housing is pro- procedures are slow and complicated.
vided by public institutions. Export credit programs have increased ex-

porters' share of credit in several countries. But the
The impact of directed credit programs schemes have sometimes been narrow in cover-
on credit and growth age. In many countries they have not applied to

indirect exporters, and small and new exporters
It is impossible to be precise about the effect of also have difficulty. Preshipment refinance is not
directed credit on the allocation of resources. In always automatic and fluctuates with changes in
some countries it is likely that the programs have monetary and credit policy.
had little impact, because they supported lending Although individual sectors have benefited from
which would have happened anyway, because directed credit, the overall effect on growth is hard
they offered only weak incentives, because direc- to gauge. Fast- and slow-growing countries alike
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Box 4.2 Lending program for small enterprises in Ecuador

In 1980, Ecuador's Corporaci6n Financiera Nacional, der to encourage the participating institutions to be-
the country's largest government-owned development come more independent, the program requires them to
finance institution, established a fund-Fondo de Fo- provide 10 percent of project costs from their own re-
mento para la Pequefia Industria y la Artesania sources. Terms and conditions have been designed to
(FOPINAR)-to refinance loans from local financial in- provide FOPINAR and the institutions with adequate
stitutions to small enterprises. The fund is autonomous spreads (currently 2.5 percent and 5.046.0 percent re-
and operates from a head office in Quito as well as spectively) and to keep interest rates to borrowers posi-
from regional branches. Its financing has come princi- tive in real terms. The latter goal has not been fully
pally from multilateral institutions via the government, achieved, mainly because of the very high inflation of
which bears the foreign exchange rsk. At the end of the past year and the lack of an automatic proced-re
1988, FOPINAR had approved the refinancing of 7,467 for adjusting interest rates.
loans averaging $14,000. Enterprises outside the main Collection has been quite good. Arrears on the
urban centers have received 48 percent of the loans (by FOPINAR portion of the discounted loans of the pri-
value). vate development finance institutions and commerdal

T1here are now some forty participating financial in- banks have averaged less than 3 percent. In June 1988
termediaries. The government-owned Banco de Fo- arrears represented about I1 percent of their overall
mento Nacional (BFN), primarily an agicultural bank, portfolios.
accounts for 45 percent of the loans to about 75 percent FOPINAR's independence has allowed it to respond
of the borrowers. Pfrivate development finance institu- flexibly to changing conditions. FOPNAR actively pro-
tions and commercial banks account for the rest. (The moted the program and set terms that were sufficiently
four most active banks account for around 23 percent of generous to attract the financial institutions. It has
total lending, and other banks and finance institutions helped to trairn the institutions' staff, and they and
each account for between I and 3 percent.) To partici- FOPINAR have accorded a high priority to supervising
pate in the program, the irLstitutions must meet criteria the loans. Automatic debiting of the institutions for
regarding the quality of their FOPINAR portfolio, their amounts due to FOPINAR gives them an incentive to
overall debt-to-equity ratio, and their standing with the judge their lending carefully.
central bank and the superintendency of banks. In or-

have intervened extensively in aedit allocation. necessary financing. Because of the high, risk, ir-
What matters is whether those who thereby re- terest earnings have not covered portfolio losses,
ceived directed credit used their resources more and lenders (or their guarantors) have frequently
productively than those who were denied credit lost money. It is possible, however, that some of
would have. This is almost impossible to ascertain, the high-risk firms have been sufficiently success-
although in some countries well-designed credit ful to compensate for the poor performance of oth-
programs undoubtedly did improve resource allo- ers and that the overall program produced a net
cation. In countries with highly protectionist trade gain for the economy. Yet few governments and
regimes and macroeconomic instability, directed DFIs have turned out to be successful venture capi-
credit reinforced existing distortions. When struc- talists. Equity finance is a more appropriate way to
tural adjustment was finally undertaken, many of finance risky ventures than bank loans. If govern-
the firms that had been financed became unprofit- ments establish the conditions necessary for equity
able. In countries that miniimized price and other finance, intervention will not be necessary.
distortions and maintained macroeconomic stabil- Even well-designed credit controls tend to lose
ity, directed credit appears to have been more effectiveness if maintained too long. Moreover, the
successful. potential for mistakes grows as economies become

Credit programs can be useful when used to more complex. The Korean government, for exam-
tacide the inadequacies of financial markets. For ple, exercised extensive control of credit allocation
example, in countries without venture capital or through a combination of moral suasion and ex-
equity finance, new and risky firms have found it plicit programs. The policy was successful: the
difficult to obtain outside financing. Rather than economy grew rapidly. Nevertheless, the govern-
forgo these investments, governments have di- ment made mistakes in the latter half of the 1970s,
rected commnercial banks and DFIs to provide the encouraging large investments in shipping and
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heavy industry that resulted in excess capacity and
slower growth n the early 1980s. Recognizing the
inefficiencies of excessive intervention, the govern- Box 4.3 Credit and income
ment has begun to liberahize its financial policies redistribution in Costa Rica
(see Chapter 9).

Directed credit programs have often been used In Costa Rica, subsidized agricultural credit has
not to correct the inadequacies of financial markets been extended by four commercial banks, all

n government-owned. They were well positioned to
but to channel funds to priority sectors regardless reach the small farmer. By the nid-1970s the three
of whether these were the most productive invest- smaller banks had more than thirty regional of-
ments. Policies aimed more directly at goods mar- fices and the largest (Banco Nacional) had more
kets or at the distribution of income-price reform than a hundred, two-thirds of which were rural
in agiculture, grants for the poor, and so on- offices specializing n credit for small farmers.
might have been rnore successful and would have Data for Banco Nacional, which accounted for
mvoight niany of the drawbacks of directed credi.. 60 percent of agricultural credit disbursed, reveal

that in 1974 just 10 percent of its agricultural loans
accounted for 80 percent of the total agricultural

Problems of directed credit programs credit it extended. The distribution of agricultural
credit (and hence subsidies) disbursed by Banco

The interest rates charged on directed credits Nacional was actually more skewed than the dis-
often deviated substantially from rates on non- tibution of income and land. Low interest rates

preferea c t Thad on the loans implied subsidies equivalent to 4 per-
preferental credit. Te large Smplict subsidy had cent of GDP and almost 20 percent of value added
to be borne by someone. Subsidies have some- in agriculture. That suggests an average credit
times been covered by low-cost loans from interna- subsidy of $10,210 on each of the big loans that
tional agencies, by a charge against public spend- accounted for 80 percent of the credit. In 1974 a
ing, or by cheap rediscounts from the central bank. family with an income of $10,500 was in the top 10
Otherwise, they had to be covered by cross- percent of the income distrbution.
subsidization: higher rates charged to other bor-
rowers, lower rates paid to depositors, smaller
profits (or greater losses) for financial institutions.
Such subsidies were often substantial: in Brazil in
1987 tiey were estimated at between 4 and 8 per- the funds had been diverted to other uses. Korea
cent of GDP. In Mexico subsidies relating to devel- had an active curb market in which those with ac-
opment finance institutions and official trust funds cess to subsidized credit At times lent to others
were estimated to average 3 percent of GDP dur- without.
ing 1.982-87. Subsidies of this magnitude, when By limiting the availability of credit to nonprior-
financed by the central bank or charged to the gov- ity firms, directed credit programs have crowded
emment budget, have compromised efforts at such firms out of formal credit markets and forced
monetary or fiscal restraint. them to rely on retained earnings or more expen-

Subsidized credit often failed to reach its in- sive borrowing from informal sources. Enterprises
tended beneficiaries. Lenders misclassified loans (in India, for example) have sometimes become
in crder to comply with central bank directives. quasi-financial intermediaries themselves because
Within priority sectors, larger and more influential formal markets did not serve them adequately.
boirowers benefited most. Much was at stake: ac- Once directed credit programs are begun, they
qciring subsidized credit could sometimes add create a constituency of beneficiaries who do not
more to profits than producing goods. A review of want them stopped. This has made it exbremely
ten small and medium-scale industry projects difficult for governments to reduce their support of
showed that the distribution of loans was skewed such programs-regardless of how costly or ineffi-
in favor of larger firms. Studies of agrcultural and cient governments perceive them to be.
housing programs show similar results. Directed
credit programs do redistribute income, but not The impact of directed credit programs
necessarily in favor of the poor (see Box 4.3). Fur- on financial systems
thermore, when rates of return in targeted activi-
des were lower tian elsewhere, borrowers did not Whatever conclusion is drawn concerning the im-
use directed credit as intended. A study of an agri- pact of directed credit programs on growth and the
culwural scheme in Colombia found that nearly half distribution of income, it is dear that they have
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Box 4.4 The Botswana Development Corporation

The Botswana Development Corporation (BTXD) was been equally strong (except for a small loss in 1985, due
established in Aprl 1970. It is owned by the govern- mainry to Air Botswana, which has since been divested
ment of Botswana, although three foreign agencies, in- into a separate parastatal). In recent years the BDC's
cluding the International Finance Corporation, own rate of return has averaged 5 percent on net worth.
nonvoting preference shares. The BDC is not a typical The BDC has been criticized for not divesting and for
development finance institution. It has tried to identify crowding out the private sector. As a result of its recent
and establish new projects through wholly owned or initiatives, however, the Sechaba Investment Trust and
joint-venture subsidiaries, the latter with foreign par- Stock Brokers Botswana Ltd. have been formed as the
ticipation. The BDC has investmnents in about sixy first of their kind in Botswana. The Sechaba Invest-
companies in many sectors, inclucling commercial ment Trust wil enable the BDC to start privatizing
farming, tounsm, commerce, industry, property devel- some of its profitable companies and give citizens an
opment, financial services, and transportation. Most of opportunity to invest in private corporations.
its loans are to its subsidiaries and affiliates. It has also The BDC has developed into a mature development
tried to help local entrepreneurs through its involve- finance corporation. It is financially strong, has sound
ment in Tswelelo, a development bank for small procedures, and has played a key role in the develop-
enterprises. ment of Botswana's financial system. The BDC owes its

The BDC's portfolio is sound. Less than 1 percent of achievements to a strong and growing economy, a con-
the total loan portfolio is in arrears, and only a few of servative investment and lending strategy, indepen-
the companies in which it has equity holdings are dent management, and a highly qualified staff.
showing losses. The BDC's finarncial performance has

damaged financial systems. Many directed credits edly; many DFIs are insolvent, and some have had
have become nonperform.ing loans. The ability to to be closed. In a sample of eighteen industial
borrow at cheap rates encouraged less productive DFIs worldwide, on average nearly 50 percent of
investment. Those who borrowed for projects with their loans (by value) were in arrears, and accumu-
low financial returns could not repay their loans. lated arrears were equivalent to 17 percent of the
In oth er cases borrowers wilingly defaulted be- portfolio value. For three of these institutions,
cause they believed creditors would not take court loans accounting for between 70 and 90 percent of
action against those considered to be in priority the portfolio value were in arrears. The situation
sectors. The distorted allocation of resources and may be worse than the numbers show, because the
the erosion of financial discipline have left interme- rescheduling of overdue loans and growing loan
diaries unprofitable and, in many cases, insolvent. portfolios reduce arrears ratios. Industrial DFIs
Extensive refinance schemes at low interest rates have continued to depend on goverments and
have reduced the need for intermediaries to mobi- foreign official creditors for funding because poor
lize resources on their own, leading to a lower performance left them unable to pay market rates
level of financial intermediation. Moreover, by en- of interest, because the term structure of interest
couraging firms to borrow from banks, directed rates often forbade the higher rates necessary to
credit programs have impeded the development of mobilize longer-term resources, and because mar-
capital markets. kets for longer-term domestic instruments were

The adverse impact of directed credit on financial poorly developed.
institutions is clearest in the case of development The economic shocks of the 1980s added to the
finance institutions. Industrial DFls were generally arrears of many industrial DFIs, but the roots of
deemed a success in their early years. Some of the problem usually lay deeper. Most industrial
them have been conservative lenders and have DFIs specialized in medium- and long-term lend-
managed to avoid excessive political interference; ing for investment. Such lending was vulnerable
especially in counties with sound trade, fiscal, to business cyle fluctuations and provided insuffi-
and monetary policies, they have continued to per- cient diversification of risk. Because most indus-
form reasonably well (see Box 4.4). But for most trial DFIs did not provide working capital finance,
the assessment is now far less positive. Portfolios take deposits, or provide other current services,
and financial performance have deteriorated mark- and because they invested in equities to only a
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limited extent, they also lacked up-to-date infor- inflation and short-term deposit rates were rising
mation on their borrowers. Furthermore, when (as in several Latin American countnes and in the
weak DFIs diversified into deposit taking, they United States in the 1970s), housing banks that
were unable to compete with commercial banks. depended on short-term deposits were badly hurt.

Multilateral lenders encouraged industrial DFIs Mortgage indexation has provided some protec-
to calculate economic as well as financial rates of tion, but in countries such as Argentina and Brazil
return. This is undoubtedly useful in distorted en- indexation was tied to wages; when these declined
vironments, but it may have diverted attention in real terms, the banks were left short of income.
from the borrower's overall prospects, manage-
ment capabilities, and day-to-day operating deci- Macroeconomic policies and financial
sions. Many DFIs have permitted clients to finance development
investmnents with too little equity. Moreover, be-
cause many DFIs relied heavily on foreign re- In some countries macroeconomic instability has
sources, they had to pass foreign exchange risk on compounded the difficulties that financial systemns
to clients who could neither bear nor hedge it. now face. Macroeconomic conditions in develop-
When currencies were devalued, many firms could ing countries in the 1980s were the result not only
not repay the loans. Finally, like government- of external shocks but also of the development
owned commercial banks, government DFIs have strategies that had been pursued in the 1960s and
had trouble recruiting and retainmg competent 1970s.
staff because of uncompetitive salaries. Managers
appointed for political reasons have often been un- Gouernent borrowing and iflation
qualified and open to outside pressure in making
loans. By the 1980s many developing countries had come

The performance of agricultural DFIs has also to rely on foreign borrovwing to help finance in-
been poor. Studies show default rates ranging creasing public sector deficits. When the inflow of
from 30 to 95 percent for subsidized agricultural foreign capital dried up in the early 1980s, some
credit programs. Agricultural DFIs have suffered countries were able to reduce their fiscal deficits.
from many of the same problems as industrial But many were not. They lacked adequate instru-
DPIs: too much government intervention, over- mnents of taxation; social and political consider-
reliance on govermments and official creditors for ations made it hard to cut spending; and most of
funding, inappropriate lending criteria (such as their external debt had been contracted at floating
crop and livestock models that hold little relevance rates, so that the rise in re'al interest rates sharply
for the farms under review). In addition, lending increased the cost of servicing that debt.
to small farmers is relatively risky and has high Central government deficits tell only part of the
transaction costs, especialy if combined with tech- story. A more complete definition of the deficit is
nical assistance. And governments have often the public sector borrowing requirement (PSBR),
been unwilling to foreclose on small farmers, which in principle consolidates the net borrowing
which has seriously eroded financial discipline. needs of all public sector entities, including public

Housing finance institutions have had problems, enterprises and the central bank. In practice, it of-
and several have been closed, but on the whole ten excludes some entities for lack of data. In some
they have fared better than industrial and agricul- countnes the reported PSBR became quite large.
tural DFIs. They have had more success in mobiliz- For example, in 1984 the PSBR was 15 percent of
ing resources, although funding in some cases has GDP in Argentina, 11 percent in Chile, 8 percent in
come from compulsory savings schemes. The bet- the Philippines, and 13 percent in Yugoslavia.
ter housing banks view themselves as household PSBR data are unavailable for many countnes,
sector banks and offer a range of services. They but Figure 4.1 shows how central govenmment defi-
also tend to be located in countries with legal sys- cits, the narrow measure of public borrowing,
tems that make it possible to enforce collateral ar- were financed in twenty-four developing and
rangements. Some housing intermediaries, pres- eleven high-income countries in 1975-85. The con-
sured to behave like social agencies rather than trast between the two groups is striking. In the
bankers, have lent on excessively high loan-to- developing countnes 47 percent of the deficit was
mcome or loan-to-value ratios; this has caused financed by borrowing from the central bank, 15
losses and poor recovery from collateral. Where percent by borrowing from domestic financial in-
fixed interest rates were charged on mortgages but stitutions and markets, and 38 percent by borrow-
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markets to finance their deficits, borrowing less
th an 12 percent of the total from central banks.

Figure 4.1 Central government borrowing The governments of developing countries
by source, 1975 to 1985 turned to their central banks because domestic fi-

nancial markets were too shallow to meet their
Foreign (38.3 percent) needs. To the extent that central banks financed

Other d4om:estic such borrowing by issuing money, the result was
(8.3 percent) ~~~~~~~higher inf-lation. The average inflation rate in de-

veloping countries increased from 10 percent a
year in IS65-73 to 26 percent in 1974-82 and 51
percent in. 1983-87. Ifation rates in high-income
countries also rose in the 1970s but have been held
to less than 5 percent a year in the 1980s. Half of all
developing countries continue to enjoy single-digit
inflation, but the number of countries with double-
and triple-digit inflation has risen in recent years

Deposit ban (see Table 4:1). During 1983-87, seven countries
{6.7 percent) (Argentir., Bolivia, Brazil, Nicaragua, Peru, Sierra

Central bank (46.7 percent) Leone, ancl Uganda) had average inflation rates of
more than 100 percent, whereas in 1965-73 none

Developingcountries did, and between 1974 and 1982 only Argentina
did. Four of the seventeen highly indebted middle-
income countries had triple-digit and eleven had

Ot:eT Cdouble-digit inflation during 1983-87, which un-
Other domesbc (560 ~t'CI' X derscores the interrelation of external debt, fiscal

I mForeign 9.7 ercent: deficits, and inflation. Other factors, such as re-
peated dev aluations, have added to inflationary
pressures, btdfctincnghas provddthe
primary impetus.

One way or another, the domestic financing of
large public sector deficits has taxed the financial
process. Inflation is a tax on certain financial assets
(see Box 4.5). Although some governments have

Centralba nk sought to reduce the inflationary impact of public
(11.6 pertent) sector borrowing, the measures adopted are, in ef-

fect, altemative forms of taxation. Argentina, for
ns (2 cn)example, set reserve requirements on demand de-

Deposft bp-nks (2 posits at more than 70 percent, Brazil at more than

Hih-nm c 40 percent, and Zaire at 51 percent. Reserve re-
Hihicmonre qurements constitute forced loans to the central

bank, usually at below-market rates. Another ap-
hte: Data are GOP-weighted averages. The developmng couitry proach has been to require banks, insurance com-

sample COnsists af Bolivia, Burkh'.a Faso, Burma, Chile, Cyprus, panies and other finandal institutions to invest
DoMlifcranRepublic, Arab Repubiicof Egypt, Gabon, Indonesri, p
Republic of Korea, Liberia, 4exico, Morocco, Nepal, Nicaraguao part of tieir funds in low-yielding govermnent
Pakistan, Thailand, Togo, Tunisia, Uruguay, Venezuela, Yemen bonds. India and Pakistan for example have used
Arab Republic, Zaire, and Zimbabwve. The high-income sample t f
consists of Australia, Austria, Canada, Finland, France, Federal this approach to finance large budget deficits at
Republic of Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Sweden, United King- low cost while maintairing reasonable price stabil-
dorn, and United States.

ity (although Pakistan has curtailed the practice in
recent years).

High reserve requirements and forced invest-
ments in low-interest government securities

ing from abroad (although foreign financing de- crowded out private sector borrowing and discour-
dined from 44 percent in 1975-82 to 26 percent in aged financial intermediation. The implicit tax re-
1983-85). High-incomae countries, in contrast, re- duced internediaries' profits or was passed along
lied mainly on nonbank funancial institutions and to depositors and borrowers in the form of lower
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Table 4.1 Average annual inflation rates, 1965 to 1987
(perctt)

item 2965-73 1974-82 1983-87

High-income countries 5 9 4
Developing countries 10 26 51

China and India 3 4 7
Other low-income 20 16 13
Highly indebted countries 14 45 120
Other middle-income 6 15 12

Number of developing countries
with inflation rates in excess of

20 percent 4 15 27
30 percent 2 9 17

100 percent 0 1 7

Note: The average annual rate of inflation is measured by the growth rate of the GDP implicit defiator. Aggregates for country groups are GDP-
weighted averages. Data for developing countries are based on a sample of eighty-eight countries.

deposit rates or higher lending rates. Explicit taxes ments kept interest rates low partly to encourage
on financial intermediation, as in Turkey and the investment, partly to redistribute income, and
Philippines (see Box 4.6), exerted additional up- partly because they themselves wished to borrow
ward pressure on the spread between deposit and cheaply. Many governments also believed that low
lending rates. deposit rates (the corollary of low lending rates)

would not discourage financial saving.
The impact of interest rate policies and inflation Experience has shown that some of these ideas

were wrong. As Chapter 2 pointed out, there is
lnterest rate controls and inflation have set back strong evidence that real interest rates and infla-
financial development in many counties. Govern- tion have a sigrnficant effect on financial savings,

Box 4.5 The inflation tax

An economy's willingness to hold money-that is, its centage of GNP, the central bank must issue a larger
demand for money-generallygrows with its real GNP. amount of money and generate a higher inflation rate
Such demand may also change in response to yields on to secure a given amount of revenue.
other assets and expectations. If the money issue ex-
ceeds the increase in the economy's wilingness to hold
money, the result is inflation, which operates like a tax. Box table 4.S The inflation tax in selected
Asset holders "pay" the tax by losing purchasing cguies, 19S7
power on their money holdings. Those who have is-
sued money liabilities "collect" the tax in the form of a Inflation tax R-ser cmoney Infn
reduction in the real value of their liabilities. To the rp-tage (pentage rate
extent that the money issuer pays interest on these Cosanby of GNP) of GNP) (perent)
liabilites, it retums some of the tax to asset holders. Argentia 4.0 6.3 174.8
Central banks typically do not pay interest sufficient to C6te d'lvoire 0.5 14.4 3.4
offset the tax on their money issue: they pay no interest Ecuador 2.0 8.1 32.2
on currency and usually a below-market interest rate Manco 23.7 6.0 34.2
on reserves. Box table 4.5 provides estimates of the Nigea 0.9 9.6 9.7
inflation tax (as a share of GNP) flowing to the central Peru 4.8 9.1 114.5
bank on reserve money for ten countzies in 1987. Philippines 0.6 8.0 7.5

It might seem that a high inflation rate implies a high Turkey 2.8 7.9 55.1
inflation tax as a percentage of GNP, but this is not Zaire 4.2 8.2 106.5
always so. High inflation rates (that is, high rates of Note: The inflation tax is defined as the decine in the purchasing
inflation tax) discourage people from holding money. power of average eserve money (IFS, line 14) due to inflation. It is

When themoney stck heldby the eonomy isa smallcaictilated as M x [i I(I + t)l.where Mis the average reserve noneyr
When theminoney stock held by the economy isasmal'z at year-end and year-beginning and iis the dechnal inflation rate
percentage of GNP, the inflation tax will be corre- measured by the change in the CP! from December to December.
spondingly small. Hence, if inflation has been high and [Over any int for which the prces rise by i, each money unit

loses i I (+ i of its purchasing power.]
the money stock-the tax base-has declined as a per- Soucr. IM, Intematimal Fmuancl Statistzcs, and World Bank data.
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Box 4.6 Taxation of financial inte_mediation in the Philippines

Lie many countries, the Philippines colects special more than 47 percent on a short-term loan simply to
taxes from financial institutions. The most important of sesvice money market borrowings, in view of the re-
these are the gross receipts tax (GRT) and the implicit serve requirements and the GRT. In other words, at
tax on reserve requrement. the margin these taxes added more than 12 percentage

The GRT is inposed on aU receipts (income and capi- points to the cost of intermediation. In fact, bank lend-
tal gains) of a bank. Formerly applied at a uniform rate, ing rates and spreads were held down by the weakness
it is now imposed on a sliding scale, with a rate of 5 of demand for loans and the banks' continued access to
percent for instrunents with maturities of less than funds from depositors at lower interest rates. Never-
two years. Lower rates apply to longer maturities, with theless, the combned burden of the GRT and the uin-
those of nore than seven years free of tax. The implicit plicit tax on reserve requirements in 1984 exceeded 150
tax on reserve requirements arises because these are percent of value added in the banking system. The
remunerated at 4 percent, which is much lower than impact of the taxes has since come down with the de-
market interest rates. Reserve requiements have var- dine in interest rates.
ied but have for several years been more than 20 per- A withholding tax on deposit interest income, which
cent of bank deposit liabilities (except for long-term is levied at the rate of 20 pecent, also imposes some
deposits of more than two years, which attract a much distortions. Although a aedit against income tax, it is
lower rate). not refundable if the computed income tax liability falls

The sipact of these taxes increased markedly durmg below the amount of the tax already withheld. A fur-
1983-85. Major devaluations and an acceleration of in- ther imposition is the lending requ nt for agrarian
flation led to a sharp increase in interest rates as the reform-10 percent of banks' net loanable funds-
authorites acted to restore stabflty. By the end of 1984, which virtually all banks satisfy by investing in eligible
wsth money market rates at around 35 percent (com- goverrnmet securities. Although these securities now
pared with in9fation of orly 5 percent over the follow- carry market interest rates, this was not the cas until
ing twelve months), a bank would have had to earn recently.

and vanous studies have found that financial sav- have maintained low and stable inflation through
ings and the rate at which these are lent are posi- prudent monetary and fiscal policies, financial sec-
tivey related to economic growth. tor growth has been rapid, even where interest

Figure 4.2 compares real interest rates in thirty- rates were (moderately) regulated. The financial
five developing countries (as a gioup and by re- sectors of Japan and Malaysia have grown rapidly
gion) with the U.S. Treasury bill rate between 1967 during the past three decades, thanks largely to
and 1985. Except for a brief period after the first oil price stability. Malaysia's financial depth, as mea-
shock, real interest rates were much lower in the sured by the ratio of M2 to GNP, rose from 31
developing countries-and substanially negative percent in 1970 to 75 percent in 1987. Thaland's
for much of the period. Within the sample, aver- financial sector has grown rapidly since inflation
age real rates were almost consistently negative in was brought down; using the same measure, fi-
Africa, Europe, and Latin America. In Asia, how- nancial depth grew from 34 percent in 1980 to 60
ever, average real rates were positive in most years. percent in 1987, as real interest rates became posi-

Negatrve real interest rates were sometmes the tive. In contrast, Argentina has long suffered from
result of deliberate policy, but sometimes they high and vanable inflation; its financial depth,
were inadvertent, a consequence of governments' which exceeded 50 percent of GNP m the late
failure to modify admmistered rates to compensate 1920s, had declined to around 30 percent of GNP
for rising inflation. Even in the absence of govern- by 1970 and to 18 percent by 1987 (see Figure 4.3).
ment regulation, the level of real interest rates has Other high-inflation countries, such as Bolivia and
been highly sensive to inflation because of lags in Yugoslavia, have also experienced slow or negative
the adjustment of nominal rates. In Argentina, Is- growth in financial depth.
rad, and Uruguay in the 1980s, volatile inflation In the 1970s the problem was low real interest
caused sharp fluctuations in real rates. rates. In the 1980s, however, some countries have

Because of this link between inflation and real experienced high real interest rates. Although
interest rates, macroecononic stability is vital for most developing countries still place restrictions
financial sector development. In countries that on interest rates, there has been a trend toward
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Figure 4.2 Real interest rates in developing countries and the United States, 1967 to 1985
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deregulation. Some countries with unstable mac- demand for credit and force financial institutions
roeconomic conditions and distressed banks and to ration their lending-which may favor borrow-
borrowers have seen real interest rates on nonpref- ers who need the money least. By preventing fi-
erential credit rise to high levels (see Table 4.2). nancial institutions from charging higher interest
Real rates have also been high in some economi- rates on longer-term and riskier loans, govem-
cally stable countries that administered rates, (for ments' interest rate policies have discouraged the
example, Korea and Thailand) because of a decline very sort of lending they sought to foster. Together
in inflation and strong loan demand. Although with directed credit programs, they have also dis-
moderately positive real interest rates are desir- couraged competition. The combination of infla-
able, extremely high real rates are not. They can tion and low deposit rates has led to capital out-
cause distress among borrowers (see Chapter 5) flows and thereby reduced the resources available
and swell fiscal deficits. Chapter 9 returns to the for relending by financial intermedianes. The de-
difficulties confronting govermments that intend to velopment of unofficial (curb) markets, however,
liberalize their financial systems. has alleviated some of the adverse consequences of

Interest rate controls and inflation have had interest rate and other controls (see Box 4.7).
other adverse consequences as well. As noted Inflation, by causing uncertainty and instability
above, artificially low interest rates cause excess in relative prices, makes longer-term investments
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Figure 4.3 Financial savings and the real deposit rate in Argentina and Thailand, 1970 to 1987
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riskier and more difficult to finance. It also makes including Brazil, Chile, Colombia, and Israel, have
the future purchasing power of financial contracts authorized the use of indexed financial contracts.
less certain. Even when interest rates are not regu- Indexation links the value of the financial contract
lated, uncertainty about future inflation makes it to a price index. If indexation is complete, if the
hard for lenders and borrowers to agree upon an index accurately reflects prices, and if adjustment
appropriate fixed noninal interest rate. The lender is immediate, indexation denominates the contract
risks inflation turning out higher than expected, in terms of purchasing power rather than money.
the borrower risks inflation turning out lower than At high inflation rates, private sector borrowers
expected. The higher and more variable the infla- often find it too risky to take on purchasing power
tion and the longer the time horizon, the greater obligations, because they fear their income will fail
the risks. In countries such as Argentina loans of to keep pace. The public sector, in contrast, does
more than thirty days became unusual. not have this problem. It cannot go bankrupt in its

Several countries that have had chronic inflation, domestic nurkets as long as it has the power to

Table 4.2 Real loan interest rates for selected countries, 1980 to 1986
(mramt)

Country 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 2985 1986

Axgentina 5.1 31.2 -18.7 -22.9 -29.7 -6.3 3.9
Brazil -2.5 4.9 26.2 0.2 7.5 -0.1 -0.1
Chile 12.1 38.8 35.7 15.9 11.5 11.1 7.5
Colombia .. .. .. .. .. 14.1 11.8

Indonesia .. .. 10.9 9.9 16.4 17.4 13.1
Korea, Rep. of -12.3 5.1 6.6 7.9 7.4 6.6 8.6
Philippines .. 4.2 8.9 -5.4 -15.0 21.7 17.9
Thailand 1.4 5.9 16.0 13.3 19.2 15.2 15.1
lurkey -0.6 50.2 37.7 28.0 28.7 42.0 51.0

Note. Real interest rates were cakulated from nominal rates according to the following formula: [(1 + r) I (I e p) - 11 x 100, where r is the interest
rate and p is the inflation rate.
Source: Easterly 1989.
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Box 4.7 The curb market

In many developing countries, economic regulation age annual interest rate on curb loans was 24.0 percent
(often in the form of interest rate controls) has led to in 1985, when the general bank loan rate was 10.0-11.5
the growth of an unregulated curb market, which can percent.
be an important source of funds for both business and The curb market has been closely integrated with the
households. In the Republic of Korea, it has been esti- formal market. According to one popular method of
mated that the outstanding obligations in the curb mar- transaction, an informal lender makes a savings de-
ket in 1964 were roughly equal to 70 percent of the posit at a bank branch, which then extends a loan to a
volume of loans outstanding from conmnercial banks. borrower designated by the depositor. The informal
By 1972 the ratio had been reduced to about 30 percent, lender thereby earns the savings deposit rate plus
largely as a result of interest rate reforms in the formal about 1 percent a month from the borrower, without
sector in the rnid-1960s. After the monetary authorities any risk of default.
reduced interest rates in the late 1970s, there was a The curb market has been a significant part of the
resurgence in the market. But the market has recently financial system in other countries as well. In Argen-
declined again. Business shifted from the curb market tina, for example, the reimposition of interest rate con-
to nonbank institutions that were allowed to offer sub- trols and financial repression after 1982 led to the rapid
stantially higher returns. expansion of the curb mnarket. According to one esti-

According to one survey, about 26 percent of firms mate, informal credit from the curb market represented
borrowed from the curb market, which supplied about nearly a quarter of the total granted by commercial
20 percent of their total borrowing. About 70 to 80 per- banks and finance companies in 1984.
cent of credit from the curb market to smaU and Experience shows that the curb market becomes ac-
medium-size firms was extended without collateral. tive when the formal financial sector is heavily regu-
But the curb market uses a sophisticated credit rating lated and interest rates are held below market levels.
system, and prime companies pay an interest rate sub- The curb market is effectively an unregulated bills
stantially lower than less creditworthy ones. The aver- market.

print money. Thus at high rates of inflation, most pressure on the central bank to provide accommno-
indexed contracts are issued or backed by the gov- dation. In Yugoslavia, for example, central bank
ermment or by public entities. Indexing financial losses on the foreign currency deposit scheme
instruments can be useful in inducing lenders and have added to inflationary pressures.
borrowers to make longer-term commitments at
some middle range of inflation, say 10 to 40 per- Exchange rmte polcies and financil development
cent a year, but it is no substitute for controlling
inflation. If unaccompanied by adequate stabiliza- During the 1970s many developing countnes al-
tion measures, indexation tends to make inflation lowed their exchange rates to appreciate in real
worse (see Box 4.8). terms. This was made possible by relatively favora-

As an alternative to indexing, some countries, ble terms of trade and by the availability of foreign
including Turkey, Uruguay, and Yugoslavia, have loans to finance the resulting current account defi-
adopted foreign currency deposit schemes. In ef- cits. The real appreciation of the exchange rate fa-
fect, these index deposits to the exchange rate. vored production of nontraded over traded goods
Such schemes have increased the flow of savings and encouraged reliance on imported inputs. Fi-
into the financial system. But they can also compli- nancial institutions accordingly allocated a larger
cate monetary management. Since the domestic share of credit to firms in the nontraded goods
value of the foreign exchange deposits rises auto- sector, as Figure 4.4 illustrates in the case of
matically with cuarency devaluation, the monetary Colombia.
aggregates tend to accommodate inflationary pres- Overvalued exchange rates and controlled inter-
sures. To the extent that loans extended against est rates combined to stimulate capital outflows.
foreign exchange deposits are denominated in do- These flows were illegal in countries with foreign
mestic currency, the banks lose with each devalua- exchange controls, but such controls have rarely
tion if the interest rate differential is insufficient to been effective. Although capital flight is hard to
cover the change in currency values. This puts measure, the discrepancies between increases in
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Box 4.8 Financial indexation in Brazil

By 1964 Brazil's inflation rate had risen to 100 percent a triple-digit level in the 1980s, the system faced severe
year. A new government took office in Aprl1964 deter- liquidity problems because liablities and assets rose
nuned to stabilize the economy. It felt unable to cut the much faster than wage-linked income cash flow. More-
deficit immediately, but wanted to finance it with non- over, when prices accelerated, asset holders tended to
inflationary debt sales in domestic financial markets. switch their portfolios from money-denominated in-
This was impossible because exorbitant real interest struments to indexed instruments. This created sharp
rates would have been needed to compensate bond- liquidity pressures for commercial banks and short-
holders for bearing the inflation risk. In 1965, there- term financLal markets, from which asset holders with-
fore, the government issued an indexed Treasury drew resources, as well as for housing finance interme-
bond-a bond whose principal and interest would be diaries, which had difficulty coping with large and
adjusted periodicaly in line with the inflation rate. The often temporary resource inflows.
government also encouraged the indexation of other The government succeeded in financing more of its
financial instruments, including savings accounts and deficit with indexed bonds. In the 1980s, however, the
corporate debentures. real stock of indexed bonds increased-in part, because

The experment had mixed results. Indexation un- most bonds carried an exchange rate clause and in Feb-
doubtedly succeeded in increasing the flow of savings ruary 1983 there was a sharp real devaluation, but also
through the financial system and to the government because the public sector's borrowing needs rose mark-
(see Box table 4.8). Corporations, however, remained edly. Inflation accelerated and the debt servicng re-
reluctant to issue indexed debentures because they quirements on the indexed bonds added significantly
were unsure whether the returns on their assets could to the public sector borrowing requirement. As part of
keep pace with index-linked obligations. There was a its 1986 Cruzado Plan, the government suspended
similar problem in the housing market. Most mort- most forms of financial indexation, hoping to relieve
gages could not be fully index-linked because wages the "inflation-feedback" spiral that indexation seemed
generally lagged behind inflation. Borrowers' monthly to be causng. When the Cruzado Plan failed and infla-
payments were therefore linked to wages, which were tion revived toward the end of 1986, nominal interest
usualy adjusted once a year, and their outstanding rates surged. The govenmnent found itself in the same
mortgage balances were indexed to prices. The hous- position as in the mid-1960s. It again began to issue
ing finance system grew rapidly through the late 1960s index-linked bonds.
and 1970s. But when inflation once again reached the

Box table 4.8 Key finan;ial instruments, selected years, 1965 to 1985
(pntage of GDP)

Indared

Trcry,
Non*dd Te=d ste,ad R

E=xh-ge TrurY s-ings mzuid pl tae
Yr Ml accptnc bills Total dpCss bds bds Total

1965 17.2 1.3 - 18.5 0.6 0.9 0.0 1.5
1970 14.6 3.4 0.3 18.3 2.8 4.4 0.8 8.0
1975 135 4.2 2.8 20.5 8.3 5.5 0.7 14.5
1979 9.3 2.1 3.0 14.4 10.3 3.7 0.1 14.1
1985 3.9 1.3 0.3 5.5 13.6 9.1 0.0 22.7

NotA 196D was an omalow year beusealintit wa- p ed on finanda Ind-A-ion.
S5u,: For 1965-79, Goldsth 1986; for 1985, bsed on cual bank data

external debt and the uses of fmance recorded in Monetary Union, which have few restrictions on
the balance of payments accounts-especially for capital transfers. Thailand, which also had rela-
many Latin American countries in the early tively liberal policies toward capital movements,
1980s-point to massive capital flight. Capital out- experienced capital outflows when U.S. interest
flows are not an exclusively Latin American phe- rates increased sharply in the early 1980s; these
nomenon, of course. There have been capital out- outflows stopped when domestic interest rates
flows from member countries of the West African were adjusted accordingly.
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The task of finandal reform

At the onset of industrialization in the developing Figure 4.4 Prices, production, and bank credit
countries, financial markets were inadequate to in Colombia
meet the demands placed upon them. This justi-
fied some form of government intervention. But Relative prices and production,

extensive directed credit programs at subsidized 1975 to 1983

interest rates proved an inefficient way to over- Index (1975 100)

come market failures and redistribute income. 130

Macroeconomic instability, combined with credit
and interest rate controls, made matters worse. 
Most governments neglected to address the under- 120 to ontradab-s prces
lying weaknesses of their financial systems. This o a pe

inattention to the conditions necessary for finan- o A J e

cial development did not significantly impede pS ductianontadableS

growth during the 1970s. Favorable terms of trade production

and cheap foreign funding enabled developing 10prodctio
countries to finance growing investment expendi-
tures despite the small size of their financial sys-
tems. But as events of the 1980s demonstrated, 90 I _ _ ___ _

financial institutions were left weak and vulnerable 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 198
to change.

In the early 1980s most developing countries Share of nontradables in total bank credit,

confronted deteriorating terms of trade, falling ex- Percent 197S to 1984

port volumes, rising international interest rates, 77
and a sudden curtailment of foreign lending.
Many countries no longer had the foreign ex-
change to finance large current account deficits or 74 A
the fiscal resources to continue subsidizing ineffi-
cient industries. In countries that were forced to
devalue to discourage imports and stimulate ex- 71

ports, firms in the nontraded goods sector became >
less profitable, and the debt service obligations of g f
enterprises that had borrowed in foreign currency 68
increased. Fewer and more expensive imports hurt :
company profitability, as did the collapse in de- 65 _ _____ _____

mand in the countries that adjusted to the shocks 19?5 1976 1977 1978 1979 7980 1981 1982 98S3 1984

by tightening their monetary and fiscal policies.
Many firms were unable to service their debts. Soure: Hinds 1988.

Other aspects of trade adjustment, such as lower
import restrictions or tariffs, had similar effects:
they reduced the profitability of previously pro-
tected enterprises and added to the nonperform- ministered interest rates is certain to cause finan-
ing assets of financial institutions. In turn, many cial disintermediation, and to do much other
financial intermediaries became insolvent. economic harm besides.

Now, more than ever, developing countries need Granting that sound mnacroeconornic policy is es-
to rely on domestic resources to finance develop- sential, financial sector reform can make an impor-
ment. The importance of sound macroeconomic tant contribution to development. Chapters 5
policies for building efficient financial systems can- through 9 will examine different aspects of the task
not be overemphasized. Large public sector defi- of building better financial systems in developing
cits that demand financing from shallow domestic countries. Chapter 5 begins by looking in more
financial systems invariably lead to inflation or detail at the distress of financial institutions and
crowd out private sector borrowing. The interac- the first steps to be taken in reshaping financial
tion of high and unstable inflation and rigidly ad- systems.
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5 Financial systems in distress

Not since the 1930s have so many firms in develop- By early 1989, 600 S&Ls, or one-fifth of all S&Ls,
ing countries been unable to service their debts. were still thought to be insolvent, and the loss to
Their difficulties are rooted in the international the S&L deposit insurance fund was expected to
shocks of the 1980s and their domestic aftermath total at least $120 billion. Among commercial
and in the policies that governments have pursued banks the failure rate rose from ten a year during
over the past thirty years. The inability of firms to the 1970s to more than 150 a year in the late 1980s.
service debt has caused distress for many financial In early 1989 about 10 percent of comnnercial banks
institutions. In some countries incipient financial were on the regulators' '"watch list."
crises forced the government to assist troubled Cases like these are spectacular, but much finan-
banks. In others, although there has been no crisis, cial distress remains hidden. Because intermedi-
banks' losses are large enough to require govern- aries have rolled over unpaid loans and have capi-
ment intervention. Failure to take action is costly. talized unpaid interest, their insolvency is not
With delay, losses mount and so does the cost of apparent from their accounts. Accounting infor-
restructuring. In all, more than twenty-five gov- mation may be kept confidential, and what is avail-
ermments have helped distressed financial institu- able is often unreliable. Where audits have been
tions during the past decade. Much has been made using generally accepted accounting princi-
learned from these measures. ples, nonperforming loans have proved to be sub-

In 1981 the Chilean government liquidated three stantial. In nearly all instances of government in-
commercial banks, four finance companies, and a tervention, intermediaries' actual losses have
development bank. Together these accounted for proved to be far larger than reported. The number
more than one-third of all loans made by the finan- of bad and doubtful loans in the portfolios of many
cial system. Fourteen months later the authorities institutions is such that expected losses exceed the
intervened again. They placed eight institutions, sum of capital, reserves, and loss provisions; these
which accounted for nearly half of all loans, under institutions are technically insolvent.
central bank management and extended financial If reliable irformation were available, countries
support to all but one of the remaining commercial could be ranked according to the share of nonper-
banks. formning loans in banks' total assets. At one end of

In the United States more than 1,000 savings and the range would be countries in which nearly all
loan associations (S&Ls) were closed or merged intermediaries are profitable and solvent and non-
with sounder institutions between 1980 and 1988. performing loans amount to only 1 or 2 percent of
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assets. At the other would be countries in which 20 their debtors are unable or unwilling to service
percent or more of all loans are nonperformiing and their loans that the banks are making losses. The
many, if not most, banks are insolvent (some hav- failure of some borrowers to service loans is com-
ing losses equal to many times their capital). Al- mon; even healthy banks expect to have some
though lack of data makes it impossible to measure nonperforming loans. But losses large enough to
fnancial distress precisely, it is clear that distress is impair the profitability and solvency of so many
widespread. Box 5.1 presents information for a se- institutions in so many countries are unprece-
lect group of countries. This information may over- dented. Even during the depression of the 1930s,
state the severitv of distress in some countries and very few large banks in developing countries
understate it for others. failed.

In most cases banks are not illiquid (that is, they That banks remain open and continue to accept
can still meet payment demands), but so nany of deposits and make loans does not mean that they

Box 5.1 Examples of financial distress

Argentina. The failure of a large private bank sparked panies amount to several times the capital of the largest
the 1980-82 banking crisis. By 1983, 71 of 470 financial commercial banks, which hold more fthan 80 percent of
institutions had been liquidated. The restructuring total bank assets.
process is not yet complete. Guinea. The govermnent that assumed power in 1984

Bangladesh. Four banks that accounted for 70 percent inherited a vitually defunct banking system: 99 per-
of total credit had an estimated 20 percent of nonper- cent of loans proved irrecoverable. All six state-owned
forming assets in 1987. Loans to two loss-making pub- banks were liquidated, and three new commercial
lic enterprises amounted to fourteen times the banks' banks were established, each with foreign participa-
total capital. tion.

Bolivia. In late 1987 the central bank liquidated two of Keya. Many of the nonbank fnancial institutions
twelve pnvate commercial banks; seven more reported that have sprung up since 1978 are insolvent, and in
large losses. In nmd-1988 reported arrears stood at 92 l986 several of the larger ones collapsed.
percent of commercial banks' net worth. Korm. Seventy-eight insolvent firms, whose corn-

Chile. In 1981 the government liquidated eight insol- bined debts exceeded assets by $5.9 billion, were dis-
vent isitutions that together held 35 percent of total solved or merged during 1986 and 1987. In addition,
financial system assets. In 1983 another eight institu- the central bank lowered interest rates on its redis-
tions (45 percent of system assets) were taken over: counts to conmnercial banks on loans to troubled
three were liquidated, five restructured and recapital- industries.
ized. In September 1988, central bark holdings of bad Kuwait. Because of large losses sustained by specula-
coimmercial bank loans amounted to nearly 19 percent tors in stock and real estate markets, an estimiated 40
of GNP. percent of bank loans were nonperforming by 1986.

Colombia. The 1985 losses of the banldng system as a 'Tlhe governrment has supported banks by providing
whole amounted to 140 percent of capital plus re- highly concessional loans.
serves. Between 1982 and 1987 the central bank inter- Madagascar. In early 1988, 25 percent of all loans were
vened in six banks (24 percent of system assets), five of irrecoverable, and 21 percent more were deemed "dif-
which in 1985 alone had losses equal to 202 percent of ficult to collect." Given the low level of reserves (less
their capital plus reserves. than 5 percent of assets), the banking system as a

Costa Rica. Public banks, which do 90 percent of all whole was insolvent.
lending, considered 32 percent of loans "uncollectible" Malaysia. The 1986 failure of a deposit-taking cooper-
in early 1987. This implied losses of at least twice capi- ative (DTC) that held only 0.2 percent of the banking
tal plus reserves. Losses of private banks were an esti- system's total deposits led to runs on other DTCs.
mated 21 percent of capital plus reserves. Twenty-four DTCs (2.1 percent of total deposits) were

Egypt. In early 1980 the government felt compelled to judged insolvent, and all twenty-four were rescued.
dose several large Islamic investment companies. Three ailing conmmercial banks, with 5.2 percent of total

Ghana. By mnid-1988 the net worth of the banking deposits, were recapitalized during 1985-86.
system was negative, havmg been completely eroded NepaZl. In early 1988 the reported arrears of three
by large foreign exchange losses and a high proportion banks (95 percent of the financial system) averaged 29
of rnonperforming loans. The estimated cost of restruc- percent of all assets.
turing is $300 million, or nearly 6 percent of GNP. Norway. Comunercial and savings banks suffered

Gree. Nonperformng loans to ailing industial cor- heavy losses in 1987 and 1988 owing to the collapse of
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Box 5.1 (,,ine)

the price of oil and to imprudent lending. The authori- forty-four finance companies that held 12 percent of
ties replaced the management and board of a leading financial system assets cost $190 milion, or 0.5 percent
bank and forced banks to write off bad loans, restruc- of GNP. Between 1984 and 1987 the government mter-
ture their operations, raise new capital, and merge vened in frve banks that held one-quarter of bank as-
with other institutions. sets.

Pakistan. Under old regulations, which allowed in- Turey, A financial crisis erupted in 1982 with the
definite accrual of income regardless of loan classifica- collapse of several brokers, and five banks were res-
tion, the capital-to-assets ratios of five large banks (90 cued at a cost equal to 2.5 percent of GNP. Since 1985
percent of the bankdng system) averaged 3 percent. Un- two large banks have been restructured, but more may
der new regulations the banks must make a major re- need to be done. Banks' reported losses are 6 percent.
capitalization effort to reach a smilar ratio. According to some estimates, losses exceed 10 percent.

Philippis. Between 1981 and 1987, 161 smaller insti- UlMOA countries.' More than 25 percent of bank
tutions holding 3.5 percent of total financial system credits in the UTMOA countries are nonperforrning. At
assets were dosed. In addition, the authorities inter- least twenty prinmary banks are bankrupt: nonperform-
vened in two large public and five private banks. The ing credits are almost six times the sum of their capital,
public banks were liquidated in 1986, and their largest reserves, and provisions.
bad assets (equal to 30 percent of the banking system's United StLates. Between 1980 and 1988 nearly 1,100
assets) were transferred to a separate agency. The five savings and loan associations (S&Ls) were closed or
private banks are still under central bank supervision. merged. In early 1989, more than 600 (one-fifth of all

Spain. Between 1978 and 1983 fifty-one institutions S&Ls) were insolvent, and the cost of restructuring
holding nearly a fifth of all deposits were rescued; two was estimated to be roughly S80 billion in terms of
were eventually liquidated, and the rest were sold to present value. By 1989, 10 percent of commercial banks
sound banks. were on the regulators' "watch list.'"

Sri lmnka. Two state-owned banks comprising 70 per- Uruguay. After several banks failed in 1981-82, the
cent of the banking system have estimated nonper- central bank began to aid banks by purchasing their
formning assets of at least 35 percent of their total port- worst assets; by 1983 it had acquired $830 million in
folios. bad loans. The potential cost of recapitalizing the banks

Tzanzanu. In early 1987 the main financial institutions has been estiated at $350 million, or 7 percent of
had long-standing arrears amounting to half their port- GNP
folio, and implied losses were nearly 10 percent of
GNp 1. The Union Monetae Ouest Af*iaine (UbMOA), or West Afnca

Thailnd. he rsoluton o a 183 crsis nvoling onetary Union, comprises Behni Bwickna Faso, Cote d'Ivom,
Thadand The reolufao of a 183 ams volvmg Mali. Ntge Senrgal, and Togo.

are solvent or that their nsolvency has no eco- making banls, partly because of employment con-
nomic cost-only that they remain liquid (see Box siderations. Although it is recognized that insol-
5.2). It is possible for banks in one country to have vency among financial institutions has deeper
larger losses than banks in another and stil be causes elsewhere, this chapter focuses mainly on
more liuid. Thus waiting for banks to become il- banks' portEolio problems-their consequences,
liquid before taking action can be costly. Indeed, in causes, and ctures.
countries where government help has enabled in-
solvent banks to stay open, the cumulative costs of Economic consequences of financial distress
distress may well be higher than in countries
where the authorities have dosed or restructured Weakened by large losses, many financial institu-
insolvent banks. tions in developing countries have become less

Bank restructuring is not an end in itself. Banks' able to provide the services described in Chapter 2.
losses reflect the difficulties of firms in other sec- Their diminished capacity to improve the alloca-
tors, and these difficulties are a result not only of tion of resources has contributed to slow growth
external shocks and subsequent policy changes but and has undermined some countries' attempts at
also of the development strategies pursued by structural adjustment. Where governments have
many counties. Resolving firms' problems and chosen to delay the restructuring of troubled firms
changing the policies that gave rise to them may and intermediaries, the high recurrent costs of as-
prove more difficult than restructuring loss- sistance have compromised efforts to tighten mon-
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etary and fiscal policy and in some cases have led
to further macroeconomic instability.

Box 5.2 Bank solvency and liquidity
Resource misallocation

A bank is solvent if the value of its assets is greater
than the value of its liabilities to depositors and

The rising proportion of nonperforirng loans has ~ other creditors; "net worth" is the amount by
limited the volume of credit that banks can extend which assets exceed liabEies. The larger a bank's
to new clients. Moreover, credit allocation has of- net worth, the larger its cushion against insol-
ten become perverse, with banks extending more vency-that is, the larger the fall in asset values
rather than fewer loans to their least solvent cli- that the bank can sustai and still be solvent.
ents, especially to large borrowers. New loans to Bank supesor try to ensure that banks have
troubled firms might have been pstified if the adequate capital, which is often defined as some. . ~~~~minimum fraction of total or risk assets. If the
loans had been used to restructure the ailing enter- rumu m fra rtio ns5 aerets f eo ~~~~~requed capialto-assets ratio Is 5 percent, for ex-
prises or if the firms had not been insolvent but ample, a bank with $100 million in assets and $98
merely illiquid. But much new lending has simply million in liabilities (hence a net worth of $2 mni-
financed the servicing of prior loans or prolonged lion) would be instructed to find $3 milion of ad-
the lives of nonviable firms. By channeling addi- ditional capital to bng net worth up to $5 milion.
tional funds to borrowers unable to make profit- Many banks in developing countries are insolvent
able use of the resources already at their disposal, and unable to earn the large sums needed to re-
ablenders usve delayed theprocessofadjustment. gain solvency; the negative net worth of some of
lenders have delayed the process of adjustment. these banks is many times their capital.

Credit misallocation caused by financial distress A bank is liquid as long as it can meet day-to-
has been more pronounced in some countries than day operating expenses and withdrawals. Because
in others. In some countries losses built up gradu- it is highly leveraged, a bank can remain liquid
ally as banks, complying with government direc- long after becoming insolvent. That some coun-
tives, continued to lend to unprofitable sectors. In tries have not experienced runs does not signify
other countries, however, loan portfolios deterio- that their banks are sounder than banks in coun-

rated rapidly, especia.yinthhighlyinde tnes where runs did occur but merely that they
. rated rapidly, especially in the highly indebted are more liquid. Public ownership of banks, im--
countries following the shocks of the early 1980s. plicit or explict deposit guarantees, penodic pro-
With a large proportion of their clients suddenly in vision of liquidity to weak banks, and macro-
difficulty, barkers had to extend additional credit economic stability make depositors less likely to
to their most troubled borrowers to stave off their withdraw funds from insolvent banks and thereby
own bankruptcy. Thus borrowers took on new help those banks to remai liquid.
debt to service old debt, domestic as well as for-
eign. In countries that experienced acute financial
distress, a growing share of credit has gone toward
debt service instead of investment. Figure 5.1 firms and intermediaries have been under great
shows that, in a select group of countries, the ratio financial stress.
of new credit to investment rose after 1980. The use of new lending to cover interest pay-

Widespread distress increases the demand for ments, together with the high real interest rates in
credit and therefore exerts upward pressure on some countries, has inhibited investment and thus
real interest rates. During the 1980s real interest production. Gross investment in developing coun-
rates in several developing countries have often tries fell from an average of 25.1 percent of GNP in
been extremely high, far exceeding the return on 1978 to 21.7 percent in 1986. The decline has been
investment. Although various explanations for particularly steep in the seventeen highly indebted
high real interest rates have been offered (includ- countnes, where gross investment fell duing the
mig expected devaluation, unexpectedly low fla- same period from 25.0 percent of GNP to 17.5 per-
tion, tight monetary policies, heavy public sector cent, a level barely adequate to maintain the exist-
borrowing, and the reduced availability of foreign ing stock of capital. Although reduced aggregate
savmgs), the main reason firms were wiling to demand and increased macroeconomic instabilty
borrow at real interest rates much higher than their are the principal causes of the decline in invest-
return on capital was to avoid bankruptcy. The ment, domestic financial distress has been a con-
countries in which real lending rates have been tributfng factor.
highest (Argentina, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, The financial system's reduced ability to direct
Turkey, and Uruguay) are al countries in which credit toward profitable borrowers has under-
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tem. They have succeeded in stemming incipient
runs on banks, as in Chile in 1983 and Malaysia in

Figure 5.1 lRatio of new credit to investment 1986. Occasionally deposits have shifted suddenly
in selected developing countries, 1973 to 1979 from one class of intermediary to another per-
andt 1I980 to 1986 ceived as safer. In Argentina in 1980 depositors

moved their holclings from domestic private
banks, several of which had failed, to state- or
foreign-owned banks. Such shifts created difficul-

C~Jo1elbia j 986 , ties for the deposit-losing institutions, but the
- t monetary authorities haid the means to avoid sharp

declines in total liquidity.
Costa R;ca The existence of a lender of last resort has en-

abled countries to avert banking panics, but the
financial dist-ess of recent years has nevertheless

.TLJi-kae _ - _ _ 3contributed to macroeconomic instability, particu-
_ -__ _-_ ,_ _ larly in the ighly indebted countries. Unlike in

vthe nineteeith century, however, falls in output
Yogoslav:a _ I I | S I L 3 have typically been associated rith expansions

rather than contractions of the money supply. The
weakness of firms and financial institutions has

O --C3 1003 120 200 250. nmade it difficult for many governments to tighten
Percent monetary or fiscal policy without making matters

worse for ailing banks. Thus, even as manty coun-
Note: New credit is the change in the stock oi oulstanding credih tries were attempting to redress macroeconomic
to the nor nancial sector. Investrnemnt is gross fixed capital for-
mration. imbalances through fiscal and monetary restraint,
S.wr-c: I MF, Ifte t"niionrl FirnnCial Statst,crs, and World Bank the need to assist troubled banks and their borrow-
data, eers compromised the governments' efforts. Subsi-

dies to state-owned financial institutions in the
Philippines, for example, were equivalent to 3.4
percent of GNP in 1986, which made it difficult for

mined some countries' efforts at structural reform. the goverrunent to reduce its budget deficit.
Successful adjustment largely depends on the re- Many governments have aided banks by trans-
lease of resources from less productive uses and ferring to the central bank the foreign exchange
their redeployment to more productive firms. Con- risk on banks' foreign currency liabilities. The cen-
tinued lending to unprofitable firms has impeded tral bank exchanged liabilities denominated in do-
this flow. As a result the resources needed to fi- mestic currency for liabilities denominated in for-
nance investments made profitable by policy eign currency. Later, depreciations of the domestic
changes, such as devaluations and tariff reduc- currency resulted in valuation losses for the central
tions, have not been available. This has delayed bank. These losses had an indirect expansionary
recovery from recession in the short run and, by effect because banks were required to pay the cen-
misdirecting resources that could be used for in- tral bank less than the amnount needed to buy the
vestment, has slowed future growth. foreign exchange to cover their obligations. To buy

the necessary foreign exchange, the central bank
Macroeconomic consequences of financial distress then had to print money. In some countries the

difference between what the central bank paid on
In the rineteenth century, before the advent of de- foreign obligations and what it received from
posit insurance and official lenders of last resort, banks and governments has accounted for a large
financial distress was usually deflationary. Rumors share of monetary expansion. The central banks of
of bank insolvency precipitated bank runs, which Costa Rica, Ecuador, and Yugoslavia had losses
forced even solvent banks to call in loans. This that sometimes exceeded the amount of new credit
resulted in a contraction of the money supply and extended by d'le domestic banking system (see Fig-
a corresponding fall in economnic activity. Today ure 5.2).
central banks in developing countries are well A handful of countries (Argentina, Bolivia, and
versed in providing liquidity to the financial sys- Yugoslavia among them) tried to alleviate financiaf
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distress by lowering interest rates. Lower deposit
rates, however, contributed to inflation and capital Figure 5.2 Central bank losses and new
flight by encouraging holders of wealth to turn domestic credit in selected developing
away from domestic financial assets toward goods countries, 1980 to 1987
or foreign financial assets. The process of disin-
termediation and the declining demand for domes- Percentage of GN?

tic fimancial assets compounded banks' difficulties, 70

and the declining demand for money also ampli- 65
fied the inflationary effects of excessive money cre- -35

ation.
Financial distress may not be the principal cause 30

of inflation, but the complex interaction between
finandal weakness and macroeconomic policy is
certainly important. Distress and inflation are mu- 20
tually reinforcing. Measures to assist banks have 15
frequently added to inflation and thereby aggra- 1 l

vated the distress they were meant to relieve.
Resolving the banks' portfolio problems and pre- S
venting their recurrence calls for a clearer under- Costa Rica 0
standing of why so many firms are unable or un-
wiling to service their loans.

35
Roots of financial distress

30

Explanations of finns' financial difficulties can be 25
grouped under three headings: macroeconomic 20
conditions, industial and financial policy, and
debtor and creditor behavior. The importance of 15
macroeconomic factors is dearest for the countries 11
with large external debt burdens. The countries
witt the most acute domestic financial distress
have generally been those with the most severe
foreign debt difficulties. The external shocks that Ecuador -5
led to the international debt crisis and the policy
adjustments that came after it left many domestic
fmns unprofitable and unable to service their 35
debts, domestic or foreign. 30

The macroeconomic shocks of the early 1980s are 25
ordy a proximate cause of financial distress, how-
ever The financial and industrial policies pursued 20
by many countries during the 1960s and 1970s left 15
their financial systems weak and vulnerable to
change. Banks were often directed to provide sub,- 10
sidized credit to firms in favored regions or sec- 5
tors. In some countries firms in priority sectors Yugos}ia 0
have been consistently unprofitable. In others they 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987
were profitable orly as long as they were pro-
tected; today such firms account for a large propor- E Central banklosses P New domestic credit

tion of nonperforming loans.
In most cases macroeconomic conditions, di-

Nlote: Central bank losses are approxirnated by the central. bank'srected credit programs, and interest rate controls "Other items, net" (IFS, line 17r), wluch are'mainly oreign ex-
are the principal factors underlying the current dif- change valuation losses.

ficulties of finns and their creditors (as discussed* Source: IMF, lntematbnol Fnacial Statistics, and World Bank

Chapter 4). But they are not the only factors. Many
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governments gave too little thought to the ways in Firms could borrow more only if their bankers let
which concentration of risk, the quality of informa- them. Bankers often did cooperate when a finan-
tion flows, the adequacy of legal codes, and the cial institution belonged to the same conglomerate
nature of the regulatory environment can affect fi- as its clients. In Chile, Colombia, Spain, and Thai-
nancial efficiency. Inattention to these issues has land, for example, most bad loans were to related
permitted borrowers and lenders to behave in companies. Government-owned banks were often
ways that have contributed to banks' losses, told to continue lending to public enterprises and

An important aspect of borrower behavior has priority sectors-another example of at-less-than-
been the tendency of certain groups of firms in arm's-length credit negotiations. Other bankers
developing countries to become highly leveraged. continued to lend to unprofitable firms, particu-
Chapter 4 concluded that the high leverage of larly large ones, to prevent them from going bank-
these firms is partly a result of their governments' rupt and in turn bankrupting the banks. Exanuna-
directed credit programs. The availability of credit tion of failed and troubled banks has almost
at low or negative real interest rates discouraged invariably revealed this type of mismanagement
the expansion of domestic deposits and gave bor- (see Box 5.3).
rowers a strong incentive to take on debt-an in- Bankers have been influenced by the authorities
centive reinforced in most countries by tax codes in other ways. Although only a few developing
and by the lack of developed equity markets. Be- countries (Colombia, India, Kenya, the Philip-
cause credit was rationed, only firms with privi- pines, Trirnidad and Tobago, Turkey, and Vene-
leged access to lenders could become highly zuela) have explicit deposit insurance schemes, it
leveraged. One group of privileged borrowers con- became dear that governments would at least pro-
sisted of firms in priority sectors, induding public tect deposits in goverrmnent-owned banks and the
enterprises, another of firms belonging to bigger private banks. Despite the difficulties of the
industrial-financial conglomerates. Where banks 1980s, in only a handful of countries have deposi-
were privately owned, the rationing of subsidized tors lost money. Implicit deposit insurance averted
credit encouraged companies to buy their own bank runs, but in doing so it removed the disci-
banks in order to secure the advantages of cheap pline associated with that threat. Depositors' lack
credit by lending generously to themselves. of concern about the riskiness of bank portfolios

A drawback to higher leverage was that firms has allowed undercapitalized banks to stay in busi-
became more vulnerable to a decline in earnings or ness and encouraged bankers to take bigger risks.
a rise in interest rates. The firms most embarrassed The smaller the amount of shareholder capital at
by the decline in their profits and cash flows in the stake, the more willing bankers will be to "bet the
early 1980s were already highly leveraged at the bank" by financing risky projects.
beginning of the economic downtur. Many of Mismanagement and speculative behavior per-
these made matters worse when they reacted to sist because prudential regulation and supervision
declining sales and cash shortages by borrowing are inadequate in many countries. Prudential regu-
more rather than by cutting costs (laying off work- lation has two purposes: to prevent excessively
ers and closing plants, for example). Some ex- risky behavior by lenders in the first instance and,
pected the econornic downturn to be short-lived should portfolio problems develop, to force
and so considered borrowing to be their best strat- lenders to address them promptly. In most coun-
egy. Some on the brink of bankruptcy saw addi- tries, however, inadequate regulation has permit-
tional borrowing as their only course. Others, in ted risky lending, and ineffective supervision has
countries with a history of government bailouts, permitted banks to ignore their losses. For want of
gambled that the government would intervene to timely and reliable accounting information, the au-
assist overindebted firms. This assumption often thorities lack a dear picture of the health of the
proved well founded. FoT example, the Korean intermediaries under their supervision. Effective
monetary authorities, in 1972 and again in 1982, supervision is particularly important in financial
lowered lending rates because the prevailing rates liberalization because newly deregulated interme-
were endangering too many borrowers. In Turkey diaries are likely to engage in less famrliar, and
public enterprises in financial straits have regu- therefore more risky, types of lending. Box 5.4 ar-
larly received large budgetary transfers. In Chile gues that the combination of deregulation and in-
the central bank granted generous terms to banks adequate supervision has proved costly in the case
refinancing the debt of distressed but viable bor- of the U.S. savings and loan industry. Chapter 9
rowers. contains further discussion of the experience of
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Box 5.3 How good bankers become bad bankers

The quality of management is an important difference measures that increase net profits on paper, even if
between sound and unsound banks, and in most coun- more taxes must be paid as a result. By rescheduling
tries the better-managed financial istitutions have loans, a banker can cLassify bad loans as good and so
succeeded in remaining solvent. Four types of mnisman- avoid making provisions. The capitalization of unpaid
agement commonly occur in the absence of effective interest raises profits by increasing apparent icome.
regulation and supervision. The reporting of income can be advanced and the re-

* Tehnical mismanagement. Poor lending policies are cording of expenditure postponed.
the most common form of technical mismanagement - Desperate magement. When losses are too large to
and are usually a consequence of deficient internal con- be concealed by accounting gimmicks, bankers may
trols, inadequate credit analysis, or political pressures. adopt more desperate strategies. The most common of
Poor lending policies often lead to excessive risk con- these include lending to nsky projects at higher loan
centration, the result of naklng a high proportion of rates and speculating in stock and real estate markets.
loans to a single borrower or to a specific region or Such strategies, however, involve greater risk and nay
industry. Banks sometimes lend excessively to related well lead to further losses. The problem then becomes
companies or to their own managers. Mismnatching as- one of cash flow: it gets harder to pay dividends, cover
sets and liabilties in terms of currencies, interest rates, operating costs, and meet depositors' withdrawal de-
or maturities is another common form of technical mis- mands with the income eamed on the remainng good
management. assets. To avoid a lquidity crisis a bank may offer high

Cometic mismanagement. A crossroads for manage- deposit rates to attract new deposits, but the higher
ment is reached when a bank experiences losses. cost of funds eventually compounds the problems.
Strong supervision or a good board of directors would * Fraud. Fraudulent behavior sometimes causes the
ensure that the losses are reported and corrective mea- initial losses, but once iliquidity appears inevitable,
sures taken. Without these, bankers may engage in fraud becomes common. As the end approaches, bank-
"cosmetic" mismanagement and try to hide past and ers are tempted to grant themselves loans that they are
current losses. There are many ways to do this. To unlikely to repay. Another common fraud is the
avoid alerting shareholders to the difficulties, bankers "swinging ownership" of companies partly owned by
often keep dividends constant despite poorer earnings. the bank or banker: if a company is profitable, the
And to keep dividends up, bankers may retain a banker will arrange to buy it from the bank at a low
smaller share of income for provisions against loss, price, and if the company is unprofitable, the banker
thereby sacrificing capial adequacy. If a dividend tar- will sell it to the bank at a high price.
get exceeds profts, bankers may resort to accounting

several developing counties that hberalized their reluctant to let lenders foreclose. The default rate

financl sectors. among small farmers in Ghana and India, for ex-
The lack of clear legal procedures for dealing ample, has been particularly high.

with insolvent banks has been another obstacle to In sum, poor prudential regulation and supervi-
prompt action. In Argentina, for example, the sion, together with inadequate legal systems, let
Central Banking Act did not empower the central lenders and borrowers in many countries behave
bank to take over banks, replace managers and in ways that have added to banks' losses.
drectors, or order owners to provide new capital.
As a result, intervention led to numerous lawsuits. Lessons of financial restructuring

The difficulty of foreclosing on defaulting bor-
rowers has caused losses for many banks. In some As the 1980s proceeded, the distress of financial
countries willful default is encouraged by the fact institutions in some countries precipitated crises
that bankruptcy and foreclosure procedures are and so forced the authorities to take action. As Box
slow and cumbersome. In Egypt, Pakistan, Portu- 5.1 indicates, intervention ranged from the closing
gal, and Turkey, for example, loan recovery pro- of a few intermediaries with a small fraction of
ceedings frequently drag on for several years (see total assets, as in Malaysia, to the closing and re-
Box 6.4 in Chapter 6). In others, willful default has placement of nearly every bank, as in Guinea.
a more political cause: borrowers in priority sectors During the next few years many more countries-
such as agriculture realize that governments are especially those contemplating broader programs
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Box 5.4 The U.S. savings and loan crisis: the lessons of moral hazard

More than 500 of the 3,000 savings and loan associa- FSLIC. This gave thern strong incentives to take greater
tions in the United States were insolvent at the begin- risks, since they would enjoy all the gains but suffer
ring of 1989. The cost to the Federal Savings and Loan only some of the losses. In addition, deposit insurance
Insurance Corporation (FSUC) of restructuring the preriiums were levied at a flat rate per dollar of de-
S&L industry through liquidations, consolidations, posit, so the premium structure did not discourage risk
and assisted mergers was, as of early 1989, estimated to taking. Insurance experts and economists use the term
be roughly $80 billion in terms of present value. Be- "moral hazard" to describe this situation of distorted
cause its own assets were insufficient to meet the po- incentives.
tential obligations, FSUC had been unable to close or Although only a munority of S&Ls fell prey to rnoral
otherwise dispose of many insolvent institutions, and hazard, they did so with gusto. Their losses were com-
so lossm-making S&Ls were allowed to remain in opera- pounded by changes in the tax law that made real es-
tion. In early 1989 the U. S. government announced its tate (in whidc many of these S&Ls had invested) a less
intention to cover the FSlIC shortfall through a combi- attractive investment; by a severe economic downtum
nation of government funding and higher deposit in- in oil-producing areas, particularly Texas; by delays in
surance premums to be paid by S&Ls. the imposition of remedial prudential regulations; by

The difficulties of the S&L industry began in the late delays in the dosure of insolvent S&Ls; and by an ac-
1970s. S&Ls had traditionally lent funds on twenty-to- counting system that used histoncal cost-based values
thirty-year mortgages at fixed rates and funded them- rather than current market values to determine income
selves with short-term deposits. Higher inflation rates and solvency.
in the late 1970s and early 1980s and the correspond- Valuable (albeit costly) lessons have been learned
ingly higher interest rates that S&Ls had to pay on from this exqerience. Appropriate prudential regula-
deposits sharply depressed earnings. tion must accompany the economic deregulation of

The response of the U.S. Congress and several state deposit-taklng institutions that are explicitly or implic-
legislatures was to authorize S&Ls to take on a wider itly insured by the govermnent. Adequate capital lev-
range of lending and borrowing. Ceilings on deposit els, preferably related to risks undertaken, are vital.
rates were phased out, and the maximum size of an Risk-related insurance premniums can help. Strong su-
insured deposit went up from $40,000 to $100,000. Un- pervisory and examination powers, enforced by well-
fortunately, lawmakers paid less attention to strength- trained and well-paid personnel, are important. Mar-
ening the system of prudential regulation and supervi- ket value accounting systems are indispensable.
sion. Increased lending and borrowing powers gave Fmally, if an institution falters toward insolvency, early
S&Ls new opportunities for loss as well as profit. They regulatory intervention is necessary to prevent small
were required to risk little of their own capital; any problems fron exploding into costly horrors.
losses beyond those amounts would be absorbed by

of structural reform-will face difficult choices con- zations of their financial institutions. In most cases
ceming the restructuring of their domestic finan- financial cnses had occurred or were imminent,
cial institutions and the reshaping of their financial and governments could not stand aside. Other
systems. Even some countries that have already countries, such as Pakistan and Sri Lanka, have
taken steps may find further intervention neces- not experienced crises but have nonetheless taken
sary because many institutions still in operation steps to strengthen their financial systems. Several
are insolvent. of the centrally planned economiues have decided

Restructuring a financial system is both a chal- to reorganize their financial systems to make them
lenge and an opportunity. Not all institutions are more efficient and competitive. Many govern-
worth recapitalizing; some need to be dosed or ments, however, have been reluctant to take
merged with healthier ones. Restructuring gives action, and their delay has led to continued losses
countries a chance to build financial systems that at the institutional level and slower recovery at the
can better provide the services their changing macroeconomic level.
economies need. The authorities in some countries may be un-

aware of the seriousness of the situation, since a
Rationale for intervention bank's poor health is not always apparent from its

audited financial statements. Even when govemn-
During the 1980s more than twenty-five develop- ments understand the problem, they are often un-
ing countries have undertaken extensive reorgani- willing to act. Some may hope that intervention
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will not be necessary because defaulting borrowers ing implicit or explicit deposit guarantees and by
will start to repay or because banks will make ade- regularly granting assistance to troubled banks
quate provisions for their bad loans. But, as Box and firms, governments have suppressed the mar-
5.5 argues, the likelihood of spontaneous recovery ket forces that otherwise would have eliminated or
is low. Other considerations-the budgetary costs reorganized unprofitable firms and allocated the
of restructuring, issues of fairness in allocating the associated losses. Until governments take the fur-
losses, the embarrassment of bad loans made to ther step of performing the market's loss-
public enterprises or politcal allies, or fear of bank allocating function, losses wil continue. As losses
runs-also lead governments to ignore the prob- mount, so do the costs of supporting the loss-
lem as long as they can. making institutions. The continuing costs of pen-

If there is no crisis, should governments inter- odic support will eventually outweigh the one-
vene merely to relieve financial distress? One rea- time cost of restructuring.
son most may have to is that earlier interventions Goverunents can either take the next step, by
have made a market solution unlikely. By provid- performing the market's loss-allocating function,

Box 5.5 Can banks "muddle through"?

Governments have often refrained from intervening in A "wait and see" approach is likely to prove costly.
the financial sector in the hope that ailing banks will To recapitalize themselves, banks with large losses
recover spontaneously. Rather than obliging the banks (losses greater than their capital) must increase earn-
to make provisions for their losses (which might force ings substantially. If efforts to increase earnings lead
those with losses larger than capital into banklrptcy), bankers to engage in overly risky behavior, however,
many governments have permitted them to operate new losses will make spontaneous recovery even less
with impaired capital positions. For banks to recover feasible.
unaided, at least one of two things must happen:
enough defaulting borrowers must resume servicing
their debts or banks must earn enough to restore capi-
tal adequacy. Box figure 5.5 Lending margins needed to recover

Simply waiting for economic upturn is risky. In the ins five years from given levels of loss
meantime, only banks whose remaining good assets
can generate more than enough income to cover costs
wiU be able to begin recapitalizing themselves. In re- Percent
cent years the eariings of many large U.S. banks, for i-
example, have been sufficient to enable them to make
substantial provisions against nonpeforming interna-
tional loans. The larger a bank's nonperforning loans, 40
however, the smaller its income and the longer it will
need to recapitalize itself. If a bank is losing money, i_0

spontaneous recovery is impossible. Le,ding
To increase income, banks may increase the spread i Lending rate

between deposit and loan rates. Box figure 5.5 shows 20
the spread necessary for a "typical" bank (as defined
in the note to the figure) to recapitalize itself through
retained earnings over a period of five years. A bank 10 di rat
with initial losses equaling 20 percent of assets, for ex- e
ample, would need a spread of 7.1 percent to recapital- ___

ize itself in five years. In practice, competition will linit ;
the amount by which spreads can be ernarged. Banks ° ° 20 30 40 S0 60 70
that set lending rates too high or deposit rates too low Lost assets as a percentage of total assets

eventually lose business to competitors. Similarly, gov-
emrnment efforts to assist the entire financial sector by Nofe: This example assuymes adrainistration costs of 2 percent of

mandating larger spreads are liely to aggravate banks' assets, a required capital-to-assets ratio of 5 percent, a reserve re-

diffculiias to lage a gap between deposit aind loain ciefauits among new borrowers.difficulties: too lag aqa ewe epstadla utrement of 10 percent of assets, a deposit rate of 5 percent, and no

rates causes lenders and borrowers alike to seek
cheaper intermediation. ____________________________________ 6
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or take a step in the other direction, by withdraw- need restructuring, not just financial assistance.
ing deposit guarantees and ending financi assis- Restructuning is feasible ordy as part of a case-by-
tance to unprofitable intermediaries, so that the case approach.
problems have to be resolved by the private sector.
Once losses have become substantial, a market- INFORMATION FLows. Most countries have dis-
imposed solution is likely to be costlier than gov- covered that the information needed to judge the
emmnent action because it could lead to bank runs intermediaries' financial condition is either un-
and the loss of foreign credit lines. Events in Ar- available or unreliable. In only a few developing
gentina, Chile, Colombia, Thailand, and Turkey il- countries is bank supervision sophisticated
lustrate the difficulty. After initially allowing credi- enough to indicate the quality of an institution's
tors of failed institutions to lose money, the earnings and portfolios. Even banks' audited state-
authorities in each country were forced to extend ments are often misleading: interest is accrued
assistance to prevent widespread bank runs. whether it is received or not, nonperforming loans
Prompt government action is thus the less costly are rolled over, and new loans are provided to
route, in terms of both the economic costs of con- cover unpaid interest. Even banks with very few
tinued resource misallocation and the accumulated performing loans may report profits and pay taxes
financial losses that the government is likely to end and dividends. One large state-owned bank in
up bearing. Latin America, for example, showed positive earn-

ings for 1987, but three months after publishing its
Aspets of intervention accounts its managers admitted that 60 percent of

all loans were nonperforming. Insolvent, iliquid,
The central aim of intervention to relieve financial and unprofitable, the bank lost approximately $100
distress has not been to protect the interests of million during 1987 alone.
bank managers or bank owners or even to preserve Despite the poor quality of financial statements,
particular banks as institutions but rather to keep in countries with serious financial distress there
the financial system as a whole in operation. Reha- were usually warning signals. Some institutions
bilitating insolvent financl institutions has been offered deposit rates higher than those offered by
the first step in that process. Most governnents other intermediaries, a sign that they were short of
chose to close only smal banks; larger ones, partic- cash. At the macroeconomic level, real interest
ularly those that were critical elements of the finan- rates well above the average return on investment
cial system, were merged or recapitalized. suggested that many firms were short of funds and

Intervention has consisted of across-the-board were borrowing to remain in business. In some
relief, case-by-case restructuring, or a combination countries the failure of smaller institons such as
of the two. Case-by-case restructuring requires finance companies and new banks provided fur-
manpower, skill, and time, as the authorities must ther evidence of widespread distress. Normally,
make management-level decisions concerning the governments tax banks through various mecha-
fate of individual institutions. If, in addition, the nisms, including reserve requirements. Where
costs of information and of bargaining with credi- loan portfolios deteriorated, however, the authori-
tors are high, an across-the-board approach may ties were forced to cut the rate of taxation. As the
look attractive. It seems faster, and it maybe politi- amount of assistance to troubled banks increased,
cally more palatable because it is less obvious who central bank profits declined, and some central
pins and who loses. banks even sustained large losses.

One across-the-board solution is to generate in- In short, acute distress has generated signals
flation deliberately to reduce real debt burdens. ranging from high real interest rates, widerung in-
This happened in Argentina between 1981 and terest rate spreads, a decline in the ability of banks
1983. Another is for the authorities to absorb the to satisfy reserve requirements, and complaints
banks' foreign exchange losses, as in Costa Rica, from established borrowers about the scarcity of
the Domiiican Republic, Ecuador, and Yugoslavia. credit to the more obvious sign of failures among
Across-the-board intervention, however, has usu- smaller intermediaries. Even if a central bank lacks
ally proved wasteful. Since financial distress has the precise information that a good system of su-
seldom been evenly distibuted among lenders or pervision would provide, it can hardly be unaware
borrowers, much of the relief has gone to firms of widespread distress.
and intermediaries that did not need it. More im- Better information about banks' portfolios gives
portant, troubled borrowers and banks usually the authorities a clearer idea of the intervention
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that may be necessary. The authorities in several Most governments have decided to replace man-
countries, among them Bolivia and Ghana, com- agement as well, in the hope that new managers,
missioned external auditors to conduct indepen- distanced from the mistakes of the past, will be
dent audits of domestic banks. But lack of precise able to make the changes necessary to restore the
information is not a reason to refrain from taking banks to profitability. In addition to loan foredo-
action. The govermnent of the Philippines relied sure and recapitalization, measures to lower oper-
upon the management of the two largest banks ating costs and improve profitability were
(the Development Bank of the Philippines and the needed-for example, closing branches and reduc-
Philippine National Bank, which are publicly ing staffing levels, establishing new interest rate
owned and together hold about half of the banking structures, and eliminating loss-making activities.
system's assets) to identify nonperforming assets. The Development Bank of the Philippines cut its
It then assumed responsibility for all nonperform- staff by 50 percent, dosed thirteen of its seventy
ing loans above a certain value, along with a cor- branches, and plans to privatize all but thirteen of
responding amount of liabilities. its remaining branches. In Guinea the number of

At the heart of any review of a bank's financial people employed in the financial sector fell from
condition is the issue of accrual of unpaid interest 2,350 to 530, and lending to the public sector (in-
and the provisioning of loans. Because loan roll- cluding state-owned enterprises) has virtually
overs and interest capitalization have been com- ceased.
mon, the quality of loan portfolios can be judged Failure to hold bank owners and managers re-
only if loans are classified by the probability of sponsible for past problems may encourage exces-
their being serviced rather than simply by whether sive risk taking in the future and thereby cause
they are current or in arrears. In practice, adjusting further financial instability. In large markets such
for accrued but unpaid interest has been the single as the United States, finding new owners and
largest corection to banks' accounts following in- managers wiling to take over weak institutions is
tervention. This underlines the importance of forc- usually straightforward, but in smaller markets
ig banks to stop accruing interest and to make there may be few potential buyers and few man-
provisions for bad loans as soon as debt service is agers with the necessary expertise. Moreover, ar-
interrupted, ranging the transfer to new management may take

some time. So governments have sometimes
ALLOCATiNG LOSSES. Once governments inter- found themnselves responsible for the institutions

vened, they had to decide how to allocate losses in in which they intervened. Both the Spanish and
excess of capital and provisions. Regardless of for- Chilean govenmments, for example, became the
mal obligation, most governments protected de- owners and operators of several restructured
positors against loss to avoid bark runs. Foreign banks until suitable buyers were found.
creditors were also protected, even where they
had lent to domestic banks without the benefit of COST CONSIDERATIONS. At the time of interven-
governmenit guarantees, as in Chile. Taxpayers tion the economic costs of financial distress have
had to absorb the losses instead. already been incurred in the form of poor past in-

Most govermments have decided that the private vestments and slower growth in output. Restruc-
owners of insolvent institutions should be re- turing has no economic cost. On the contrary, it
placed or at least have their ownership diluted. brings an economic gain in that the economy may
The techniques for doing this vary. In the United once again enjoy the benefits of a well-functioning
States the courts appoint the deposit insurance financil system. The budgetary cost of restruc-
agency as receiver, and that agency arranges for turing consists of the goverunent's cash outlays,
the sale of institutions. In Colombia and Spain the which are a transfer from taxpayers to the creditors
law allows the government to write off the value of of insolvent banks.
shares and to issue new shares to other than This cost has depended on the extent to whicrh
former shareholders. In Thailand eisting share- the banks' losses exceeded their capital. In the
holders were allowed to keep their shares, but the United States, for example, the expected cost of
issuance of many new shares greatly reduced their dealing with the remaining insolvent S&Ls is
value. After restructuring insolvent banks, the equivalent to approximately 2 percent of GNP, and
Chilean govemment provided cheap aedit and in Spain the estimated losses of banks were equiv-
generous tax incentives to those willing to buy alent to 16.8 percent of GNP. In some developing
shares in the two biggest banks. countries banks' losses as a percentage of GNP
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have been even larger. The cost of paying off de- stitutions to handle these tasks. In the United
positors has been one reason most governments States they are carried out by the deposit insurance
have chosen to dose small banks and rehabilitate agencies, which collect premiums to cover the
the bigger ones. losses of insolvent intermediaries. In keeping with

To make insolvent intermediaries solvent again, their obligation to cover those losses, the insurance
governments took over bad assets. In some cases agencies have the power to inspect insured banks.
they acquired bank liabilities at the same time; in The advantage of an insurance arrangement is
others they replaced the bad assets with good that, in principle, it shifts the cost of monitoring
ones. The authorities in the Philippines chose the intermediaries and covering their losses from the
first approach; they drastically shrank the balance government to the financial system and codifies
sheets of the two largest banks by assuming 76 the procedure for dealing with troubled institu-
percent of their assets and a corresponding share tions. This is likely to produce quicker action than
of their liabilities. The second solution was more the ad hoc approach of most developing countries.
common, however; governments bought bad as-
sets in exchange for long-term government securi- RESTRUCTLURNG BORROWERS. The portfolio prob-
ties, and the interest on the securities was then lems of financial institutions reflect the difficulties
used by banks to pay interest on deposits. This of their clients. If loss-making firms are not restruc-
method was used, for example, in Chile. Buying tured, the newly recapitalized banks that lend to
the bad assets for cash would have been too large a them will eventually become insolvent again. Re-
fiscal outlay and might have added to inflation by structuring indebted borrowers is harder than re-
expanding the money supply. structuring financial institutions. Bank restruc-

Over time, restructuring costs are bearable, even turing may involve closing branches and laying off
for a country in which the bad assets acquired by personnel, but it mostly entails rewriting paper
the authorities amount to as much as 20 percent of daims. Restructuring companies raises the same
GNP. In such a case, if the real interest rate paid on difficult issues of management, ownership, and
government bonds is 5 percent, the annual real fairness thal: have to be addressed in the case of
cost to taxpayers will be 1 percent of GNP. And banks, but it also calls for decisions about the
that figure may exaggerate the additional cost to viability of firms, the restructuring of physical
the taxpayer. In most cases the government has assets, and the disposition of large numbers of
already been paying some form of subsidy to help employees.
banks cover their losses. Furthermore, it may be Because recapitalized banks are in a new posi-
able to realize something on the nonperfornung tion of strength with regard to their former clients,
assets. they can refuse to lend money to those they think

Once the authorities have acquired the bad as- nonviable. Thus, in principle, restructured finan-
sets, they must decide what to do with them. A cial institutions have an important role to play in
mechanism is needed to pursue bad debtors and the restructuring of loss-making firms. But if the
dispose of physical assets taken over in foreclosure private sector's restructuring skils are undevel-
proceedings. Central banks have generally proved oped, if the borrowers in need of restructuring are
ineffective at recovery and liquidation. One possi- large, or if the legal system is weak, governments
bility is to commission the banks that made the may have to play a more active role, perhaps with
original loans to handle them on behalf of the cen- the help of outside experts. Box 5.6 provides an
tral bank, but this has worked only when the example of the complexities that can be involved in
banks were under new management and freed restructuring a large, overindebted firm.
from the obligations of previous relationships. An-
other course, followed by the Philippines, is to es- Reforming the financial system
tablish an independent recovery agency with its
own funding and staff. The present fTailty of financial institutions in many

Over the longer run, many countries have de- developing countries is the visible expression of a
cided that their central banks should not be re- complex set of problems. Financial distress in
sponsible for intervening in banks, ordering recap- many cases was precipitated by the macroeco-
italization, changing management and directors, nomic shocks of the 1980s, but its roots lie in the
or handling the disposition of nonperforming development strategies followed since the 1960s.
loans and the liquidation or merger of insolvent Banks in many countries were directed to provide
banks. Some countries have set up specialized in- subsidized credit to priority sectors and public en-
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Box 5.6 Restructuring a large corporation: a Mexican example

'The Valores Industriales S.A. (VISA) group, an inte- (including exchange of VISA debt for sovereign debt),
grated beverage and consumer goods conglomerate and debt-to-equity conversions. The array of options
with more than 40,000 employees, is one of Mexico's made it easier for VISA to meet the needs of its sixty-
largest industrial concerns. During the late 1970s VISA seven creditors, who held varying views of VISA's fu-
borrowed heavily to finance ambitious expansion and ture profitability, had different liquidity preferences,
diversification plans, but by 1987 it could no longer and faced different accounting and loss provision re-
service its debt. Like other Mexican companies that had gimes. Creditors were also perniitted to trade claims
borrowed abroad, VISA was hurt by devaluation, high among themselves. Some creditors chose to receive
interest rates, and the recession that began in 1982. As cash for their claims, at a substantial discount from face
debt service began to consume most of its severely de- value. Others rescheduled $153 million at floating mar-
pressed cash flow, investment plans had to be post- ket rates and $75 million at lower fixed rates and also
poned and basic mnaintenance expenditure reduced to a received an equity stake in the restructured company.
minimum. The consequent decline in efficiency and To finance its restructuring and debt reduction pro-
productivity made matters worse, and in early 1987 gram, VISA raised $334 million in cash from new and
VISA engaged the International Finance Corporation existing shareholders and investors. Of this, $135 mil-
(IC) to help it formulate a restructuring proposal that lion came from new long-term loans, $36 million from
would restore the conglomerate's viability and reduce bond sales to the Mexican public, and $5 million from
its $1.7 billion debt to a sustainable level. public share offerings in the Mexico City Stock Ex-

Eighteen months of negotiations among the existing change; the sale of assets (including automotive parts
shareholders and creditors, Mexican government agen- firms and hotels) brought $108 million, and a foreign
cies, and new investors and creditors produced a com- institutional investor bought a $50 million equity stake.
plex restructuring agreement. VISA was to merge two The restructuring restored VISA's competitiveness
large companies-fully integrating their manufacturing and reduced its debt from $1.7 billion to $0.4 billion,
facilities-redeploy some of its other installations, and leaving it a viable concern. The success of its negotiated
reorganize its administration. In addition, several non- debt reduction program was based on the sharing of
core businesses would be sold. losses between lenders and shareholders. Many more

VISA offered its creditors a variety of options, includ- firms in developing countries will have to go through
ing debt buybacks at a discount, debt-for-debt swaps similar reorganizations to become viable.

terprises and often were not permitted to foreclose Overly expansionary fiscal policies led govern-
on defaulting borrowers; occasionally the process merits to borrow heavily at home and abroad. Fi-
was more political than developmental, with loans nancial distress has been most serious in countries
being made to fnends of the government. Many with large external debts. Domestic borrowing in
loans went to industries in which countries had no those same countries crowded out private sector
comparative advantage and which were profitable borrowing and produced inflation. In countries
only as long as they were protected. By the 1980s with greater macroeconomic stability, financial dis-
many firms became unable to service their debts. tress tends to be chronic rather than acute.
This is not to suggest that all directed loans were Economic recovery requires the restructuring of
mistakes; many were successful. Financial institu- financial intermediaries and insolvent firms. It also
tions are highly leveraged, however, and so can be requires a policy environment in which finance can
bankrupted if even a small fraction of their loans become less a tool for inplementing intervention-
go bad. The inadequacy of prudential regulation ist development strategies and more a voluntary
and supervision meant that most institutions were market process for mobilizing and allocating re-
not made to talce adequate provisions or write off sources. The success of that transition depends
bad loans, and their books gradually became a cat- partly on increasing lenders' confidence that fu-
alogue of past mistakes. ture financial contracts will be honored, which in

Problems at the rmicroeconormic level were exac- turn calls for an improvement in the ability of
erbated by macroeconomic policy in many coun- lenders to assess risk and to enforce contracts. This
tries. Interest rate ceilings hindered the growth of is the subject of the next chapter.
financial systems and encouraged capital flight.
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6 Foundations offinancial systems

If financial systems are to be efficient and robust, waste or misuse the funds or simply refuse to
they must be set within a suitable legal and regula- repay.
tory framework. The difficulties of financial institu- Under early Roman law, if the debtor did not
tions in developing countries, discussed in Chap- pay within a specified time after judgment had
ters 4 and 5, have much to do with weak legal been passed, creditors were at liberty to dispose of
systems, a lack of reliable financial information, the matter by selling him into slavery or executing
and inadequate prudential regulation. A system of him. Later Roman law viewed this as rather harsh
laws and regulations is needed to promote the use and introduced a procedure whereby the whole of
of contracts that are clear about the rights and obli- the debtor's property could be seized and sold, but
gations of contracting parties, to encourage disci- the debtor was still not d:ischarged from his liabili-
pline and the timely enforcement of contracts, and ties. Eventually, voluntary bankruptcy proceed-
to foster responsible and prudent behavior on both ings with full discharge were introduced for the
sides of the financial transaction. Prudent and effi- unfortunate borrower who could prove that his
cient financial intermediation calls for reliable in- embarrassment was due to forces beyond his
formation on borrowers, so adequate accounting control.
standards and auditing arrangements are essen- By the fourteenth century, after the rediscovery
tial. Governments must also ensure that financial of the Justinian codes of Roman law, debt recovery
institutions (especially if they take deposits from in Italy and Spain was based on Roman proceed-
the general public) are acting honestly. These are ings. These later influenced most of the countries
the objectives. This chapter examines the mea- of continental Europe. Under English common
sures that can help to achieve them. law, remedies were harsher. Defaulting debtors

were usually imprisoned during the Middle Ages,
Firancial contracts and debt recovery and no distmction was made between honest but

unfortunate debtors and dishonest ones. More le-
Since ancient times, lenders have insisted upon nient treatment of honest debtors was first intro-
appropriate assurances of repayment. Their diffi- duced by statutory law in the sixteenth century.
culty has been that although they have considera- Debtor prisons remained common almost every-
ble bargairning power before they enter into a loan where well into the nineteenth century, but have
agreement, the borrower is in the stronger position since been abolished (or at least used only in cases
once the money is handed over. The borrower may of fraud).
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Industrial countries introduced far more com- ers with strong financial resources, irrespective of
plex bankruptcy statutes dunng the nineteenth their economic function" (Banking Laws Commit-
century to deal with a larger number of different tee 1978, p. 77). This approach overlooks the fact
creditors. And in the twentieth century, with the that credit decisions are rarely the best way to deal
emergence of large corporations, reorganization with social inequities.
rather than liquidation became an important objec-
tive of bankruptcy statutes-first in the United Developing the legal foundations
States and more recently in other countries as well.

Apart from these ultimate remedies, creditors The development of dear legal rules concerning
have traditionally made extensive use of collateral the economic rights and obligations of different
(mortgages, floating charges, liens, and so forth) agents should go hand in hand with economic and
and personal guarantees to reduce the probability financial development. In rural societies local sanc-
and cost of default. Consequently, annual loan tions have played an inportant part in limiting dis-
losses of commercial banks in industrial countries honesty by contracting parties (see Chapter 8), but
have typically been less than 1 percent of outstand- urbanization has made local sanctions less effec-
ing balances (which has helped to keep total inter- tive. More complex rules and regulations are re-
mediation costs at less than 4 percent). Nonper- quired to govern the impersonal relations of mod-
forming loans in many developing countries are em commercial life. And the emergence of large
now 20 percent of total loans and in some cases corporations has called for a continuously evolving
more. Profitable lending becomes almost impos- set of rules to resolve the shifting conflicts of inter-
sible at these default rates, because few invest- est among shareholders, managers, bondholders,
ments will yield returns high enough to cover the employees, and consumers.
interest that must be charged (see Box 5.5 in Chap- Most developing countries have legal systems
ter 5). Only optimistic speculators or borrowers that were imposed during colonial rule. These
who intend to defraud the lender would be willing were often at odds with local custom. Indonesia's
to borrow large sums at real rates of interest in sophisticated system of customary adat law uses
excess of 10 or 15 percent. legal concepts (for example, with respect to land

The ultimate secunty of the lender is the com- tenure) that are quite different from those m the
mercial success of the borrower. This should be the civil and commercial codes imported by the Dutch.
prnmary basis for the decison to lend. But it is Under the Dutch, adat law applied to Indonesians
often difficult for lenders to assess the probability and Dutch law to Europeans and modem institu-
that a project will succeed. People who write elo- tions such as companies and banks (since adat law
quent loan and project proposals are not necessar- does not cover loan contracts or simflar transac-
ily good managers or entrepreneurs, and vice tions). These parallel systems are stiU in use today.
versa. Bankers have thus traditionally been very Inevitably, they cause conflict and uncertainty, and
conservative in their lendmg decsions and have weak judicial administration has compounded the
relied largely on the track record of loan appli- problems. As a result the legal system has a dimin-
cants. Thlis inevitably meant that people with sub- ished role in the settlement of disputes. Even in
stantial wealth could borrow more than others. countries with only one legal system, the difficul-
Since wealth can be acqured by inheritance as well ties can be severe. A report of the Indian Banking
as by entrepreneurial gifts, the governments of Laws Committee (1978, p. 76) observed that "the
many developing countries viewed lending on the present chaotic state of our credit-security law,
security of personal property as in conflict with particularly of our personal property security law,
their development objectives. For example, the is primarily due to the application of archaic princi-
Tandon study group appointed by the Reserve ples and concepts of Common Law developed a
Bank of India pointed out in the early 1970s that century ago."
"nationalization of the major commercial banks In contrast to other developing countries, Korea
. . . called for a new policy with respect to deposit and Thafland have imported and adapted foreign
mobilization . .. and equitable disbursal of credit. legal systems on their own initiative. Korea en-
The banking system was asked to adopt a new acted new codes based on German law in 1958 and
approach as a credit agency, based on develop- 1962 (see Box 6.1). Thailand adopted a civil and
ment and potential rather than on security only, to commercial code based on the French and German
assist the weaker sections of society . . . the codes in 1923. Japan had done the same in 1898
security-oriented system tended to favor borrow- and 1899. In al three cases local customs and polit-
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(an issue closely related to the assignment and
transferability of property rights), to rationalize

Box 6.1 Civil and commercial law company legislation (especially with regard to dis-
in Korea closure of information and bankruptcy and reor-

Korea is one of the few countries that have intro- ganization proceedings), and to strengthen law en-
duced a comprehensive Westem system of law on forcement. Contract performance can be improved
their own initiative. Like China, Korea was tradi- by making breach of contract more costly. Provi-
tionally a Confucian society in which relations sion of security, such as pledged or mortgaged as-
were structured not according to law but accord- sets and third-party guarantees, is one approach.
ing to ideas of familial hierarchy, with the king or Lenders can ensure repayment in other ways too:
emperor at the top. After a period under Japanese by attaching covenants to the loan contract, by ap-
domination (and Japanese cvil law), the newly
independent Republic of Korea set out to devise pointing a representative to the board of directors,
an entirely new legal framework. New civil and through contingent ownership of assets (by means
commercial codes were enacted in 1958 and 1962. of convertible debt securities, for example), and by
Both were modeled largely on the German civil closely monitoring the borrower.
and commercial codes but contained significant
changes to reflect local customs and traditions, Property rights and collateral
particularly with regard to family law and succes-
sion. The Korean codes introduced some interest- The legal recognition of property rights-that is,
ing innovations. For example, Korean law permits
the use of mortgages on real property to secure rights of exclusive use and control over particular
future advances under a line of credit-a useful resources-gives owners incentives to use re-
device that is not usually allowed by civil law. sources efficiently. Without the right to exclude

Like most other civil codes, modem Korean law others from their land, farmers do not have an
distinguishes between ordinary people and mer- incentive to plow, sow, weed, and harvest. With-
chants; the commercial code apples only to the out land tenure, they have no incentive to invest in
latter. Contractual obligations are more clearly de-
fined than in most other developing countries, irrigation or other improvements that would repay
and enforcement is swift. Reorganization and the investment, over time. Efficiency can be further
bankruptcy are modeled on the U.S. bankruptcy served by making property rights transferable. A
code, which emphasizes the rehabilitation of a farmer might then sell his land to a more produc-
corporate debtor rather than the distrbution of its tive farmer arid take up another occupation for
assets to creditors. which he is better suited. Together, these rights to

use, benefit from, and freely7dispose of an asset
constitute ownership.

China's rural economic reforms consisted mainly
of restoring land tenure to households. Farmers in

ical conditions when the new codes were intro- China do not Dwn their land, but tenure is now
duced were quite different from those prevailing in fairy long terrn; it amounts to the leasehold con-
the countries whose legal systems were used as cept of common law. Farmers can use this lease-
models. But the need to furnish their economies hold as collateral. The success of the reforms dra-
with a legal infrastructure that would facilitate ex- matically illustrates the benefits that can spring
change and financial intermediation was pressing. from changes in an economy's legal infrastructure.
All three goveniments adapted the foreign codes Property rights are not usually absolute. The
to local customs (particularly with respect to family state claims a share of the benefits from the use of
law) and to economic circurmstances. resources in taxes-to pay for, among other things,

In some countries inherited legal systems have the protection of property rights from external and
not been updated to meet the changing needs of internal threats. Societies recognize many other re-
the economy. In addition, commercial laws may be strictions on property rights for the common good,
weakly enforced because of cumbersome proce- including the right of eminent domain to build
dures or because inadequate resources are devoted roads, harbors, poweT lines, and other infrastruc-
to the task. But just as too few rules can create ture. Property rights may also be limited in time-
uncertainty, so can too many-especially if they for example, through leasehold of land rather than
keep changing. absolute ownership or (less directly) through in-

To make their legal systems more effective, gov- heritance taxes applied to a broad range of assets.
ernunents need to provide for acceptable collateral Changes in the value of resources as a result of
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economic development may require an expansion because the security is invoked only in the case of
and redefinition of property rights from time to default and may deteriorate or disappear if too
time, especially since conflicts between rights over much time elapses before he can take possession.
different resources cannot be fully avoided. As re- Mortgages over land and other real estate are
sources become scarcer and more valuable, prop- therefore one of the best forms of collateral. In
erty rights become more inportant. Gradually, most countries real estate accounts for between
they have been extended to formerly "free" goods half and three-quarters of national wealth. If own-
such as pastures, water, coastal fishing zones, ership is widely dispersed, tenure is secure, and
broadcast frequencies, geostationary satellite or- title transfer is easy, real estate can be good collat-
bits, technical inventions, and other intellectual eral for nearly any type of lending (see Box 6.2).
property. Property rights are becoming universal. Unfortunately, these conditions are not always

met in developing countries. Land distribution is
MORrGAGES. The assignment and transferability often skewed, tenure (if any) insecure, and title

of property rights promote economic efficiency di- transfer cumbersome. One key to a smoothly func-
rectly by aeating new incentives, but also indi- tioning system of land tenure is land registers sup-
rectly by making financial intermediation possible. ported by cadastral surveys. In many developing
They do this by allowing borrowers to offer secu- countries these are still woefully inadequate or
rity in the form of mortgages over real estate or missing altogether.
other collateral. Some assets are better collateral Often, a loan secured with real estate will finance
than others. Immobile, general purpose assets, not the acquisition of real estate but something en-
such as real estate, have very desirable properties: tirely different, perhaps a new entrepreneurial
they cannot be easily misappropriated, and they venture. The risk for the lender remains low be-
can be quickly resold for an amount close to the cause the borrower is bearing the entrepreneurial
purchase price. A copper smelter, in contrast, re- risk. But if the entrepreneur has no suitable collat-
tains its value only if it can compete with other eral, the risks to the lender increase dramatically.
plants and the pnce of copper does not fall. Exten- The lender will then need far more information
sive debt financing of copper smelters is therefore and perhaps a share in the proceeds if the venture
rsky. proves a success. Venture capital, equity participa-

When taking collateral, the lender is mainly in- tion (with or without parallel loans), debt securi-
terested in the efficient transfer of property rights, ties convertible into equity, and profit sharing ac-

Box 6.2 Financial and economic effects of land tenure in Thailand

Thailand has a relatively efficient system of land ten- ited to borrowing on the basis of personal or group
ure, title tansfer, and use of collateral. In 1901 the gov- guarantees or from moneylenders. (Moneylenders
emmnent inmoduced the Torrens system in which land charge interest rates of 40-50 percent, compared with
titles are based on cadastral land surveys and regis- about 15 percent for loans from financal institutions.)
tered with central land record offices. The use of land In a sample study of matched groups of titled and unti-
as collateral increased significantly, but land registra- tled farmers, titled farmers were able to borrow on av-
tion was concentrated in the more heavily populated erage three times more per acre of land. Secure land
areas. In the early 1960s half of the land area of Thai- title not only affected the ability to obtain mortgage
land was designated as national forest reserve, includ- credit (which accounted for half of aul credit among
ing land that was already being farmed. Most farmers titled farmers) but also doubled access to unsecured
in the forest reserve have no transferable title to their credit.
land, but the goverrnment has enforced the forest re- Thanks to easier access to credit, titled farmers made
serve policy flexibly and has not evicted farmers. significantly more land improvements and used signifi-
About one-fifth of the farmed land does not have se- cantly more machinery and other inputs. As a result
cure and transferable title. they enjoyed 12-20 percent higher farm revenues and

Although uncertainty about continued possession 12-27 percent higher productivity than untitled
does not seem to worry untitled farmers, lack of titled farmers in similar regions. The government has re-
ownerslp affects their access to institutional credit. cently taken steps to improve land tenure for untitled
Untitled farmers cannot provide collateral and are lim- farmers.
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several centuries. The spread of such facilities in
various countries has increased the use of invento-

Box 6.3 Islamic banking ries as collateral.
For goods in transit, the bill of lading can serve

Several slamic countnes have recently introduced as security. Documentary export-import credit is
banking on Islamic princples. They indude Iran, an importarit application of this sort of collateral.
Malaysia, Pakistan, and Saudi Arabia. Islamic Korea and some other countries have further de-
prnciples permit profit but do not allow fixed in-
terest on deposits or loans. Nevertheless, Islamic veloped thi idea by creating a domestic letter of
banldng can be made to work quite wel and pro- aedit based on an irrevocable export letter of
vides an interesting contrast to commercial bank- credit. In this way the primary exporter can extend
ing practices elsewhere. In countries such as Paki- his creditworffiiness to suppliers of intermediate
stan the introduction of Islamic banking has inputs.
imnproved the functioning of the financial system
in some respects-for example, by making returns DEBT RECOVERY. Legal systems in developing
to financial instruments more market-driven. countries often favor the borrower by making it

Islamic banks offer savers risky open-ended mu-
tual fund certfificates instead of fixed-interest de- hard for the lender to foreclose on collateral. Origi-
posits. (lhis is not unlike cooperative banks and nally, such provisions were intended to protect
mutuals in the West, where deposits earn variable small borrowers against unscrupulous moneylend-
interest and double as equity.) Difficulties arise on ers, but today they may adversely affect the ability
the lending side. Arrangements to share profits of state-owned commercial banks to collect on
and losses lead to considerable problems of moni- loans. This raises the costs of intermediation and
toring and control, especially in lending to sronnahsrisstecotlfinemdatoln
busin. In prai, eproit sharingo under weakens banks' portfolios; as a result the ability ofbusinesses. In practice, profit sharing ulnder
mushazkah agreements is often based on prior es- lenders to extend loans to new and creditworthy
timates of profit. Another way to avoid explicit borrowers is undermined. Creditors often have to
interest dcges is to combine comrnmercial and fi- sue the defaulting debtor for payment, which in
nancial contracts-for example, through hire- many countries in South Asia, for example, may
purchase arrangements or advance purchase by take several years. Once a judgment has been ob-
banks of inputs which are then resold at a tained, the creditor may then have to sue for exe-
markup. tie,teceio a hnhv osefree

Another difficulty has been to devise suitable cution of his daim. Five to eight years may pass
government securities. A rather liberal interpreta- from the date of nonpayment to the final recovery
tion of Islamic prnciples would pernit discounted of the collateral. Pakistan is among the countries
securities. Other possibilities include linking re- that have recently taken legal and procedural steps
turns to nominal GDP growth or to the return on to speed this process (see Box 6.4).
certain revenue-earning public projects. Cumbersome recovery procedures have led to

new lending arrangements that redress the bal-
ance in favor of the creditor. Hire purchase and
leasing may have become popular partly because
the lender retains title to the asset being financed

cording to Islanic principles (see Box 6.3) are all and can take possession without any legal formahi-
examples of such arrangements. ties if the borrower is late in paying. Leasing also

In some countries other assets can serve as col- owes its populanrty to its role in circumventing in-
lateral. Inventonres and other movable goods are terest rate controls and taxes. It has often restored
inherently poor collateral because they have com- access to financing that excessive bank regulation
paratively little value, are destructible, and can be and weak legal systems had blocked.
sold privately and informally. They are difficult to
use as collateral when left in the possession of the Company law
borrower. A partial solution is to make some goods
legally "immovable" by creating special title regis- Large enterprises have become an important part
ters. This is feasible only for a few large and high- of modern economic activity in most industrial and
value movables, such as ships, aircraft, motor ve- developing countries. Today, the largest 100 corpo-
hides, or industrial machines. Another solution is rations typically account for between 30 and 50
to store commuodities of a standardized quality in percent of total manufacturing production in in-
certfied warehouses and issue warrants. Rice dustrial countries. Industrial concentration is often
warehouse warrants have been used in Japan for even more pronounced in developing countries.
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were needed too, so that creditors could take con-
trol if the company ran into difficulty. And most

Box 6.4 Commercial law enforcement countries have enacted labor laws to offer employ-
in Pakistan ees some protection against unscrupulous owners

and mnanagers.
Pakistan's financial institutions have suffered
badly from excessive arrears. Matters did not im- State or private ownership-does it matter?
prove when the major cormercial banks were na-
tionalized in the 1970s. Enforcement of loan con-
tracts in default was too slow to have much An alternative to the joint-stock structure for man-
discplinary effect on borrowers. Often it took five aging large enterprises is state ownership. Some of
years or longer before the bank could foreclose on the first big industrial enterprises and financial in-
mortgaged property. stitutions were publicly owned. State ownership is

Recognizing the problem, the government es- the predominant form of industial orgaanization in
tablished a system of specal banking courts in centrally planned econonies, and state-owned en-
1979. In 1984 a corresponcng system was estab-
ished to deal with loan recovery for the newly terprises account for a substantial part of the econ-

introduced Islamic financing instruments. Prob- omy in many other countries. In a sample of nine-
lems remain, however. Debtors can still challenge teen developing countries in 1984 and 1985, state
court rulings at every step, and five-year delays enterprises accounted for an average of 13 percent
carn still occur. More spedal courts are to be estab- of GNP and 31 percent of domestic investment;
lished over the next two years, and their juisdic- they were concentrated in capital-intensive heavy
tion will be narrowed to exclude very small industry and utilities such as steel, chemnicals, elec-
claims. Once a bank has obtained judgment from
a special court, it wil no longer have to apply tricity, oil, and gas. Intermeaiv te fom a s of "owner-
separately for execution of the decree. ship" such as cooperatives, mutuals, foundations,

and franchises have also become common. State
enterprises in some countries are legally consti-
tuted as joint-stock corporations; some of these
(but not all) seem to operate like private enter-
prises.

An institutional innovation of the nineteenth Successful public enterprises such as British
century rnade this possible: the general incorpora- Steel, Renault (before its recent difficulties), and
tion of joint-stock companies with limited liability. Brazil's Empresa Brasileira de Aeronautica (EM-
Until the 1850s free incorporation and limited lia- BRAER) are often cited as p'roof that public enter-
bility were viewed with considerable skepticism. prises can be as efficient and innovative as private
General incorporation was prompted by the large enterprises. Indeed, it is often argued that owner-
capital requirements of railway construction, ship does not matter as much as the independence
which could not be met by the small private bank- and accountability of management and the extent
ing houses. of competition.

The new companies caUed for rules and regula- In practice, however, the form of ownership goes
tions to protect the interests of shareholders, credi- a long way to determine the environment within
tors, and other interested parties, including em- which mnanagement operates. Lines of authority
ployees. The resulting structure of control features and responsibility are often blurred in state enter-
agents (directors or independent auditors) who prises. Their chief executives usually take orders
monitor management on behalf of the owners; from various govermnent agencies, their freedom
elaborate accounting, information, and disclosure to reward and discipline employees is circum-
procedures; disciplinary systems that align the in- scribed by rules of seniority and guaranteed em-
terests of managers and owners; and a clear as- ployment, and their own compensation is rarely
signment of responsibilities. With hundreds and linked directly to profits. Understanding these
sometimes milions of shareholders, limited liabil- drawbacks, some govermnents have tried to create
ity became essential. Individual shareholders had a self-regulating regime for their state enterprises.
little influence over the affairs of the company. But the boundary between the govermment's do-
They had become "investors," in some ways cred- main and the market's is ambiguous. Econormies of
itors more than owner-managers. Limited liability scale, externalities, and scarcity of information
shifted more of the risk to other creditors. As a cause complications that may prompt govern-
result better bankruptcy and reorganization rules ments to intervene.
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Bankruptcy and reorganization monitoring techniques are necessary, both for in-
ternal use to monitor the performance of subunits

For centuries bankruptcy procedures have enabled and for use by outsiders with a legitimate interest
creditors to recover their resources from debtors in the performance of the corporation. These tech-
who defaulted. The emergence of large corpora- niques are management accounting and financial
tions, however, called for a new approach. When a accounting, respectively.
company is having difficulty in servicing its debt, Standardized accounting concepts and princi-
reorganrzing the enterprise might yield higher re- ples were developed only after the financial crises
turns to its creditors than closing it down and sell- of the 1920s and 1930s. Before then, there was no
ing its assets. Reorganization might mean resche- urgent need! to standardize the conventions of
dulincg its interest and principal payments, management accounting: owners and managers
reducing its interest charges, downgrading the set their own rules. But with the emergence of
quality of claims against it (for example, by releas- general incorporation and limited liability, stan-
ing mortgage liens or by swapping debt for eq- dardized information became essential-a point
uity), or reducing or canceling its debts. brought hc3ne forcefully during the 1930s, when

Such a far-reaching modification of the rights of many small investors lost their savings because
creditors cannot be taken lightly and can be justi- they trusted inaccurate financial statements.
fied only if it is in their best interests-that is, if it Governments responded by tightening account-
will make them (or society) better off than debt ing and auditing requirements in a number of
recovery through liquidation. Reorganization may ways. In the United States, for example, the Secu-
also weaken the incentives for good performance, rities and Exchange Commission (SEC) was cre-
particularly if the present management is left in ated to regulate securities markets and to make the
place. Reorganization becomes more difficult as financial process more transparent. The SEC
the number of creditors grows. Rules are needed, turned to the professional association of accoun-
for example, to ensure that a few small creditors tants to develop accounting concepts (such as fair
cannot jeopardize a reorganization plan that is in market value, consistency, accrual, going concern)
the interests of the majority. and detailed r ules, or "generally accepted account-

Few developing countries have well-developed ing principles," that became binding on the pro-
laws and procedures for reorganization. Often the fession. A similar approach was adopE:ted in the
task is delayed and takes place only through ad United Kingdom and in many Comnonwealth
hoc government intervention. Indonesia's bank- countries.
ruptcy code, for instance, has rarely been used. Continental Europe and Japan and several other
China and Hungary have recently reintroduced countries adopted a somewhat different approach.
banlauptcy regulations because state enterprises They placed greater emphasis on detailed rules
are becoming more independent and the private laid down in company laws, usually with particu-
and cooperative sectors are expanding. Because lar stress on prudence (historical cost accounting)
many developing countries are now trying to rely as opposed to fair value, and on a larger role for
more on decentralized decisionmaking, market the tax authoities in defining accounting rules. In
forces, the private sector, and financial intermedia- many of these countries, tax accounts and financial
tion, they too will need to introduce procedures for accounts must be drawn up on a fully consistent
corporate restructuring that go beyond liquidation basis.
and bankrptcy. To ensure that such procedures Because of these and other differences in ap-
do not encourage managers to take excessive risks, proach, company accounts cannot be easily com-
governments could devise penalties for reckless- pared across countries. For example, companies in
ness and fraud and for concealing the insolvency Germany, Japan, Korea, and Thailand usually ap-
of a corporation. pear highly leveraged (that is, with high levels of

debt relative to net worth) when compared with
Timely and accurate accounts companies in Argentina, Brazil, Canada, or the

United States. Most of the difference, however, is
Because financial claims cannot be fully secured, due to different accounting conventions. The first
monitoring and information are essential. In infor- group relies more on historical cost accounting,
mal financial markets, information is usually ob- with many assets (especially land) valued at less
tained as a by-product of other activities of the than their market value, whereas the second group
lender-for example, through his trading with the regularly revalues some or all assets. In many
borrower. For larger organizations, more formal countries witk high inflation, full revaluation has
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become the rule because historical cost accounting tion (which decreases the mobilization of resources
becomes virtually meaningless under such condi- and the availability of finance for investment).
tiors. Market valuation can be equally trouble- As financial systems develop, different institu-
some for assets with drastic, cyclical changes in tions evolve to take over some activities formerly
value (for example, some types of securities, raw performed by banks and to provide new services.
materials, and commercial real estate). All these institutions, old and new, are integrated

Efforts have recently been made to harmonize in an increasingly complex financial system. This
acoDunting and auditing practices internationally complexity limits the ability of creditors to exercise
through the Intemational Accounting Standards effective control and calls for prudential regulation
Committee and, in a more far-reaching way, and supervision.
within, the European Commuimty. The result is a
convergence of the Anglo-Saxon and continental Regulation of banks
approaches, with greater standardization of finan-
cial statement formats on the one hand and a Bank supervisors in many developing countries fo-
greater use of the concept of fair market value on cus on compliance with monetary policy regula-
the other. tons, foreign exchange controls, and economnic

In developing countries accounting and auditing policy regulations such as those for allocating
practices are sometimes weak, and financial laws credit. They pay relatively little attention to the
and regulations do not demand accurate and prudential aspects of financial monitoring. For ex-
timely financial reports. Developing an effective ample, in many countries supervisors make no in-
accounting and auditing profession is essential for dependent assessment of the quality of assets and
bu ilding efficient financial markets, and projects to give scant regard to accounting procedures and
do this have recently been introduced in Indonesia management controls. Together with macroeco-
and Madagascar, for example. Training and educa- nomic instability and the lack of adequate leg-
ton are the main requirements, but appropziate islation, this is one of the main causes of bank
regulation and regulatory bodies are also needed. insolvency.

Timely accounts are very important for financial Goverrments in developing countries are preoc-
institutions. Annual or quarterly accounting might cupied with faster economic growth; they see
be sufficient for most nonfinancial firms, but finan- banks as an instrument for promoting the desired
cial iTistitutions can lose their risk capital virtualy investments. Often, however, these investments
overnight if, say, they hold large open positions in are the most risky from a bank's point of view, so
foreign exchange or futures and options contracts. the volume of credit extended to them remains less
Internal and extemal financial reporting therefore than the governments would like. The govem-
needs to be much more frequent, with certain ment reaction is often to force the banks to extend
kinds of information available to management credit to priority sectors. This policy has been pur-
daily, sued without adequate attention to the risks in-

volved. With the benefit of prudential regulation
P'rudential reglation of financial and supervsion, however, governments can ob-
institutions and markets tain information about the consequences of their

policies while there is still time to modify them.
-roLedures for settling private disputes are set The goal of bank supervision, then, is to pro-
forth in most company laws, commercial codes, mote a safe, stable, and efficient financial system.
and special banking acts, but the development of a The main task is to prevent bank failures, but this
sound financial system requires additional mea- does not mean that financial institutions should
sures. Prudential supervision by government au- not be allowed to fail. Bank supervisors must try to
thorities is warranted for banks and some other identify problems at an early stage and intervene
fixnncial institutions and markets. Banks hold an before the situation gets out of hand. For this rea-
umportant part of the money supply, create money, son they have to be organized in such a way that
are the main means of implementing monetary they are constantly aware of developments.
policy, admirister the payments system, and inter-
mediate between savmigs and investments. Prob- ORGANizATioN. In many developing countries
lems in one bank can quicldy spread through the supervision tends to rely predominantly on analy-
entire financial system. Bank failures have mone- sis of bank reports or on bank inspections. Off-site
tary and macroeconominc consequences, disrupt supervision cannot assess risk adequately, and in-
the pavments system, and lead to disintermedia- spections tend to be too infrequent. Effective su-
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Box 6.5 Elements of a bank supervision system

An adequate system of bank supervision should allow the periodic reports to the supervisor and analyze
for both off-site supervision and on-site inspection. those aspects of a bank that cannot be adequately mort-
The task of the off-site supervisors is to analyze reports itored by off-site supervision. Inspections, however,
of the banks, identify possible problems, and propose should not become audits. They should focus on the
remedies. Barks in most countries have to submit bank's mnain activities and on the potential problems
monthly balance sheet information for purposes of that were identffied by off-site supervision. hnspections
monetary control. It would make sense to combine the should assess the quality of assets, management and
two reporting requirements. control procedures, and accounting systems. The in-

After receiving the reports, the off-site supervisors spectors should:
should: * Study the main credit files (and a sample of smaller

* Check their completeness, accuracy, and cornsis- files) to assess the lending procedures and the
tency quality of the loans

* Check their compliance with prudential ratios and * Evaluate lending procedures and review minutes
regulations of meetings of the credit committee and the board

* Analyze the financial situation of the bank and of directors
identify the main changes in financial ratios * Check management information systems and in-

* Identify other risks such as foreign exchange risks, ternal controls, especially with regard to the actrvi-
interest rate risks, and concentration risks ties of branches and subsidiaries

* Prepare a summary for the management of the su- * Evaluate accounting procedures, especally those
pervisory agency and recommend action. for provisioning and interest accrual.

The on-szte inspectors should check the accuracy of

pervision calls for both. Off-site supervisors however, managers and shareholders should be
should analyze reports penrodically submitted by held responsible for past mistakes. If that means
the banks, and on-site inspectors should verify losing market share to leaner and more efficient
their accuracy, obtain detailed information about competitors and, in extreme cases, bankruptcy or
potential problem areas, and review the elements reorganization, so be it. But liberal entry into fi-
that off-site supervisors cannot properly assess. nancial services should not mean unqualified en-
Box 6.5 goes into this in more detail. try. Several countries with easy entry (Egypt,

Thailand, and Turkey, for instance) have experi-
LICENSING. The purpose of licensing should be enced problems with unregulated, undercapital-

to ensure adequate capitalization and sound man- ized, and poorly managed banks and other finan-
agement, not to limit entry or restrict competition. cial institutions.
Bank supervisors should have the authority to
screen potential owners and managers to prevent CAPITAL ADEQUAcy. Banks need capital to absorb
those lacking adequate professional qualifications, unusual losses. The need to maintain an adequate
financial backing, and moral standing from obtain- capital-to-assets ratio exerts discipline on lending.
ing a banking license. In many countries restric- Regulations should set minimum guidelines for
tions on entry into banking are so severe that they capital adequacy that cover both assets and items
cause oligopolistic practices and suppress competi- not listed on the balance sheet (such as guarantees
tion. and lines of credit). Standards of capital adequacy

Sometimes entry restrictions are defended by cit- can take account of different degrees of risk by
ing the poor quality of the existing banks' portfo- requiring, for example, 100 percent capital for
lios. The supervisors fear that these bariks could high-risk items such as industrial shares, 10 per-
not withstand competition from new institutions cent for unsecured loans, 5 percent for secured
with "dean" portfolios. If portfolios are weak be- loans, and so on. The recent agreement among
cause of government lending directives or drastic major industrial countries on standards of capital
adjustment programs, a good case can be made for adequacy uses risk weights and might serve as a
cleaning up the balance sheets of the existing starting point for others. In many countries finan-
banks before Liberalizing entry. More generally, cial institutions were significantly undercapitalized
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even before portfolio and othier losses were recog- table. Supervisors could be empowered to take
nized. Governnent-owned banks, in particular, certain intermediate steps: impose fines for un-
often operate with little capital. When government sound practices, suspend dividends, deny re-
officials and the public at large believe that state quests to expand the number of branches or un-
ownership is a guarantee against failure, the man- dertake new corporate activities, issue cease and
agement is not subject to the discipline that capital desist orders, remove managers or directors, and
adequacy requirements would provide for a pri- hold directors legally accountable for losses in-
vate institution. curred through ilegal actions and willful contra-

ventions of prudential regulations. The lack of
AssET CLASSIFICATION AND PROVISIONING. Banks such powers often causes inaction.

in developing countries rarely make realistic provi-
sions for potential losses or problem assets. Often RESTRUCTuRiNG. Bank supervisors try to mini-
they fail to write off or provide for actual losses or mize losses by intervening at or near the point of a
to suspend interest on nonperforming loans. As a bank's technical insolvency. Poor information, an
result their balance sheets and income statements inadequate legal framework, and lack of political
are misleading. Bank supervisors should be able to will often permit banks to stay open, multiplying
require banks to make appropriate provisions for their losses, even after they have lost their book
loan losses, to write off uncollectible assets, and to capital many times over. In many developing
suspend interest on nonperforming loans. countries banks are subject to the same bankruptcy

and restructuring procedures as nonfinancial cor-
LiQum. In many developing countries banks porations. While bank restructunng is under way,

have to comply with a short-term liquidity ratio. depositors may not have access to their funds. In
This ratio is often used more as a reserve require- addition, shareholders may retain an equity mter-
ment for purposes of monetary policy than as a est which they use to obstruct plans to recapitalize
prudential measure to guard against lack of liquid- and transfer ownership. If supervisors are to dis-
ity. Liquidity risk arises because banks borrow pose of insolvent banks qtuckly, they must be
money at short maturities and lend it at long. The granted authority to close a bank; to replace its
risk is not just that a bank will not be able to repay management and directors; to dissolve existing
depositors' money when called, but also that inter- shareholder interests; to purchase, sell, or transfer
est rates on short-term liabflities will nse faster bad assets; and to merge, restructure, or liquidate
than those on longer-term assets. Ratios therefore as necessary.
need to be set and monitored for long-term as well
as short-term liquidity. AuDrrs. In some developing countries the au-

thorities require no external audits of banks. In
PoRrFouo CONcENTRATION. Limits on lending as others audits are performed, but there are no clear

a percentage of a barik's capital are necessary to guidelines on the standards to be used or on the
prevent the concentration of risk in a single bor- scope, content, and frequency of the audit pro-
rower, a group of related borrowers, or a particular gram. As a result audits are often inadequate and
industry. Some developing countries set no lend- mnisleading. Indeed, it is not uncommon for banks
ing limits at all. In others the limits are set at irn- that are known to be insolvent to be given clean
prudent levels, in some cases exceeding 100 per- audit reports. The prudential framework therefore
cent of bank capital. Ghana's central bank had needs to set mminimum audit standards and to pre-
legal authority to set lending limits but until re- scnbe the form and content of the related financial
cently did not do so. The resulting concentration of disclosures.
risk eventually led to the technical insolvency of
several major banks. PoucY PRIORITIES AND POLMCAL wILL. To be ef-

fective, prudential regulation must be backed by a
ENFORCEMENT POWERS. In many countries super- political commitment to supervision and enforce-

visors can impose fines and penalties for criminal ment. The supervisory body must be given clear
acts and violations of specific banking statutes. policy goals, and it must be independent. Too of-
There may, however, be little they can do to ad- ten in developing countries, supervisors are un-
dress unsafe and unsound banking practices. dercut by political interference. Such interference
Their options are either to cancel the banking li- was blatant in the Philippines in the 1970s and
cense or to do nothing-neither of which is accep- early 1980s, when supervisors feared reprisals if
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they attempted to discipline bank managers; it
happens in a subtler form in many countries. Once
aware of the scale of a banking problem, govern- Box 6.6 Investment funds in Egypt
ments often postpone the day of reckoning. When

theyfinllyactthe cost of putting matters straight The rec,ent expenience of Egypt illustrates the needthey finally act, for adequate regulation and supervision of non-
may be far greater. bank financial intermediaries that take deposits

One sign of political commitment is the amount from the general publc. Investment funds were
of resources given to the supervisory agency. If the organized in the mid-1970s to handle remittances
government means business, it must give the su- from Egyptian workers abroad and the savings of
pervisory agency clearly defined responsibilities small investors. These Lslamc investment compa-
and then support that mandate with adequate nies paid profit-related returns, sometimes as
funds for staffing and training. Bank supervisors high as 30 percent a year. They were not required

to conform to bankmig regulations and did not
must be offered good compensation and career come under the supervision of the centrl bank.
prospects if they are to resist corruption and com- Some of these institutions have faced increasing
mand the respect of the institutions they super- difficulties in the past two years, and their finan-
vise. If the civil service cannot attract personnel of cial condition has deteriorated. Many had made
the required quality, it might be sensible to have large initial profits through trade finance not oth-
banks examined by private auditing firms and to erwise aivailable to importers or through foreign
recover the costs through a general levy on banks exdcange transactions in the parallel market.

Some paid high dividends to earlier depositors
(with due care to avoid conflicts of interest). out of funds paid in by new depositors. When

deposit growth slowed, some could no longer pay
Regulation of otherfinancial institutions the pronmised high retums. To prevent further de-

terioration, the gov=Tnment had to step in.
Many of the principles of bank supervision and A law regulating the investment funds was
regulation also apply to other financial institutions, passed in 1988. It resticts deposit taking to joint-
such as finance companies, insurance companies, stock companies, imposes minimum capital stan-such as companies, insurances,andvess companies,rsiht ithth
pension funds, and mutual funds. A vital test in dpitalrdMarkets Authority.
deciding on the extent of regulation is the number
and type of creditors. Financial institutions that do
not have deposit-like liabilities to the general pub-
lic need not be regulated as closely as those that
do, because their deposits are not part of the pay- ment bonds, portfolio restrictions should require
ments mechanism and their insolvency is not as that risks be adequately diversified. Life insurance
costly to the economy. The general provisions of and other contractual savings schemes would then
commercial and company laws may therefore be be more attractive to savers. Investments in shares
adequate. Conversely, those financial institutions and corporate bonds have often been severely re-
that are like banks in all but name (for example, stricted, eliniinating a potentially important source
some investment funds) should be just as closely of long-term capital.
regulated and supervised (see Box 6.6).

SEcuRInEs MARKs. An appropriate regulatory
INSURANCE. Insurance companies are usually framework for securities is needed to increase in-

heavily regulated in both industrial and develop- vestor confidence. Regulation is unlikely to be sat-
ing countries. These regulations have often been isfactory if left entirely to the market. The experi-
introduced in response to failures or fraud. Regu- ence of many countries shows that some
lations typically provide for compulsory disclosure government guidance is desirable. In Hong Kong,
of information, government supervision with im- for example, the stock market collapsed in 1973
plicit or explicit guarantees of solvency, oversight partly because of insider abuses. A new securities
of contract terms and conditions, controls on en- commission helped to restore confidence. It was
try, restrictions on investment portfolios, and rules able to persuade brokers and underwriters that an
concerning prices or profits. Regulation to pro- orderly market which protected investors was in
mote transparency is desirable, but many of these their own long-term interests.
measures limit competition and efficiency. For ex- The regulations need to provide foT adequate
ample, instead of insisting that a large share of disclosure of information about companies so that
insurance assets be placed in low-interest govem- investors can make informed decisions; they need
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to license securities intermediaries and to curtail issues; nor will they be able to work as market
improper activities in the market, especially the makers (that is, to buy and sell shares for their own
use of privileged information by corporate officers account) and thus provide liquidity for the second-
and directors for their personal gain (insider trad- ary market. Brokerage rates, underwriting fees,
ing). These regulations are usually embodied in and so on must be high enough for firms to attract
the company laws that form the legal framework and train staff and still leave their shareholders
for joint-stock companies. with an adequate return on capital.

If securities firms and the securities narket as a The regulation of companies and securities mar-
whole are to perform efficiently, the firms must be kets is linked to important social issues. Promoting
profitable and well capitalized and have profes- widespread ownership of productive assets may
sionally trained staff. This does not happen auto- be one way to forestall greater concentration of
matically in an emerging securities market. The wealth and economic power. At the same time, it
government has a crucial role. If mrinimum capital can provide an income for the elderly at a time
requirements are set too high in relation to the size when industrialization and urbanization are break-
of the market, new securities firmns wfll not appear. ing down the extended family and the traditional
But if firms have insufficient capital, they will not transfer of income between generations.
be able to take on the rsks of underwriting new
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7 Developing financial systems

What sort of financial systems will the developing third is the rapid changes that have occurred in
countries possess in twenty years? During the past financial technology and banking practice. This
twenty years, intemationalization of markets and a chapter considers the evolution of fbrmal financial
commnon set of forces have pushed the financial institutions and markets in response to these pres-
systems of high-income countries into rough align- sures. Chapter 8 will turn to the informal markets.
ment. The financial systems of developing coun-
tries, however, remain quite heterogeneous. Most Financing investment
developing countries have begun to place greater
emphasis on market signals, but some govern- Certainly in the next decade, and perhaps in the
ments will continue to intervene extensively in next two, the net flow of foreign capital to most
credit allocation and pricng, and some will con- developing countries is likely to be relatively small,
tinue to rely on inflationary financing. As a result regardless of how the present debt crisis is re-
their financia systems wil remain shallow, with solved. This has important implications for finan-
litlle long-term finance. Economic structures will cil sector development. Developing countries will
continue to differ as well, with some countries re- be forced to rely prinarily on domestic saving to
maining primarly agrarian, others industrialized, cover the cost of investment. In the past, most re-
some oriented toward domestic markets and im- Lied heavily on foreign financing, and in many
posing tight controls on capital movements, and countries external debt exceeds domestic debt.
others more oriented toward external markets and Moreover, practically all long-term credit was pro-
having fewer controls. Because of these differences vided by foreign loans. The decline in funding
in developing countries' economic structures and from abroad wil make living with a shallow do-
approaches to development, their financial sys- mestic financial system and little long-term finance
temns are likely to remain quite diverse over the difficult. Unless countries develop their financial
next two decades. systems, would-be investors will have to rely pri-

There are nevertheless pressures that are leadig marily upon retained earnings, and the funding of
most developing countries to rethink the shape of large projects, particularly ones that require
their financial systems. One is the effort to apply longer-term finance, will be difficult.
some of the lessons learned from past intervention Despite considerable differences in level of de-
in financal markets, and another is the need to veloprnent and in investment rates, countries are
adapt to the decline in foreign capital inflows. A quite similar in the composition of their capital
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Box 7.1 The structure of investment and the capital stock

Surprisingly, in relation to national income or GNP, the percent of GNP in Sub-Saharan Africa to well over 30
level and composition of investment (that is, the percent in China. Machinery and equipment typially
change in capital stock) and the capital stock itself are account for two-fifths of gross investment, and hous-
quite similar among both low- and high-income coun- ing, other buildings, and civil works for one-fifth each.
tries. Economies with very high rates of investment Perhaps one-half of the total is thus invested in assets
and rapid growth (such as China, Korea, and Japan) with a life of fifty years or more, with the rest ranging
have similar assets-to-GNP ratios, because rapid mostly between ten and twenty years.
growth of the capital stock is balanced by rapid growth Because of substantial differences in asset life, the
of output. In the centrally planned economies, assets- structure of the capital stock is quite different from the
to-GNP ratios tend to be somewhat higher, owing to pattern of investennt flows: long-lived assets (prilnar-
lower productivity and a large volume of inventories. ily structures) account for about two-thirds of total re-
Box table 7.1 presents capital stock estimates for a few producible fixed assets, medium-lived machinery and
countries for which such data are available. equipment for about one-fifth, and short-lived invento-

On average, gross investment is about 20 percent of ries, livestock, and consumer durables for the remain-
GNP. Among developing countries, however, invest- der. The value of total reproducible assets is typically
ment rates vary considerably, ranging from less than 15 equivalent to 200 to 300 percent of GNP.

Box table 7.1 Estimates of the net capital stock in selected countries
(Per-nage Of GNP)

Federal
Unied Repblic
States, of Ge.nuzy. Mec, Indza, Hnga,

item 1978 1977 1978 2975 1977

Total reproducible assets 295 325 209 239' 405
Housing 87 106 64 67 73
Other stuctnes 93 117 64 58& 135
Machinery and equipment 45 47 43 43 69
Inventories 33 21 20 34 70
Ltvestock 2 2 4 10 8
Consumer durables 35 33 13 27 51

Land 89 108 50 131 150
a. Adjusted ham Goldsmith 1985 to m estimate consistut with tiose for other countes and with national accounts estimates.
Sowun G1dsnmth1965.

stock and of gross investment flows. The repro- tion and distribution facilities are upgraded, and
ducible capital stock is usuaRy equrvalent to two to new plants are built.
four years of gross national product (see Box 7.1).
Long-lived assets, such as housing, commercial Businms finance
buildings, schools, roads, and water supply sy- Many of the financial policies pursued by develop-
tems, account for the bulk of physical wealth in all ing countries during the past several decades were
countnes. The capital stock of the busmess sector intended to redress perceived shortcomings of do-
Ls surprsmgly smal the aggregate. Fixed assets mestic financial markets. Two issues have been of
in Manufacturing and utilities are each equivalent particular concern: first, the supply of equity capi-
to about 40 percent of GNP, fixed assets m com- tal and long-term finance and, second, the lack of
merce are equivalent to 10 to 15 percent of GNP access to finance for certain classes of borrowers.
and inventories are equivalent to 20 to 30 percent In formlating polides to address these two con-
of GNP. In terms of gross investment flows and the atmg countres have paid too con-
demand for financial services the business sector cerns, however, countes have paid too little at-

loom larer tan is shre o thecapial ~tentbon to the balance between risk and reward.looms larger than its share of the caprta stock
night suggest. Its capital stock is constantly being PAT}ERNs OF FINANCE. ln the past, developing
remolded as new machinery replaces old, produc- country govemments relied on directed credit, ad-
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ministered intlerest rates, and foreign borrowing to
Figure 7 Sharsofmedum ndonensure that certain sectors received enough long-

Figre 7.1 Shares of medium- and long-term term financing. As Figure 7.1 indicates, however,
c redit in total credit outstanding in some countries commercial banks and other fi-

from commeriatl banks and other nancial institLutions have begun in recent years to
financial intstitutions in selected
developing countries, 1970 and 1986 extend more medium- and long-term credit. In

other countries, although banks provide little for-
1970 0 96 mal long-term finance, they do offer lines of credit

S 14Q 1976 X ~and short-term loans that they roll over regularly
Perceti as long as the borrower is in good standing. This

Percent type of financing, acceptable to many firms, is
G 10 20 30 4G 50 60 70 used extensively as an alternative to long-term fi-

Portugai nance in high-income as well as developing coun-
Portugal tries. From the viewpoint of some borrowers, how-

ever, short-term credit lines are imperfect
substitutes for longer-term loans. They entail the

Tur.isia E a _ risk of nonrertewal, a risk that may lead investors
_ __- _ Ij to forgo certain projects.

Malaysia Neither in theory nor in practice are there simple
Malaysia norms of corporate financial structure. Financial

theorists have argued that the debt-to-equity ratios
Indonesia of corporations are irrelevant if capital markets are

Indonesia | | l ,l l l perfect (see Box 7.2). More realistic theories, which
take into account the costs of taxation, informa-
tion, and monitoring and control, point to a variety
of tradeoffs between equity and debt. In practice,
no single pattern of corporate finance and control

B~~~~~~~~di ~~~~~has been found to be best.
_____ ____ it is noneLheless useful to distinguish among

firms accordng to the variability of their eanings.
Coiombia Higher leveraging becomes riskier the more earn-

ings fluctuate. The firms that can best afford to be
Morocco highly leveraged are large and capital-intensive

and have highly predictable earnings-utilities, for
example. In fact, modern finance got its start with

Rep. of Korea infrastructure projects such as canals, railways,
and (later) public utilities. Today, much of the capi-
tal for investment by public utilities in industrial

Ca_eroon countries is provided by retained earnings, be-
cause the basic infrastructure investments have al-
ready been made. Thanks to the stability of their

C6te d'Ivoire income and the long life of their assets, public utili-
ties are usualy able to raise what external financ-
ing they do need by issuing bonds or other long-

Nigeria term debt.
l___________________________________ In most developing countries, utilities and large

Not: Data are end-of-year shares. Data for CaMer0on, Cokms- transport comrnpanies have borrowed heavily from
bWaI Korea, Malaysia, Nigeria, and thi Phiippines reifer to domestic banks and from abroad and are now
mercal banks ondy. "Credit for equipment" has beenused as
proxy for redium- and long-term creditin KoreaDatafor7 among the borrowers that are unable to service
refer to 1974 for Cameroonf, aerage of montihy their debts. Tlis does not necessarily mean that
ria, and 1975 for Portugall; dais for 1986 refer to195framr
oon and Moroco, 1987 for Indonesia, and Juune they overborrowed, however. Most such compa-
Data were not available for -Idonesia and the Philppnes o nies are publicly owned, and their products are
1970.
Source: Centrabank bullet-ins aneWorld Bank' dait frequently priced too low to yield an adequate re-

_ __-.0t turn on their huge investments. If prices were set
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Box 7.2 Corporate finance in theory and practice

Much attention has been paid in academic circles to ble dividends, firms help to signal their confidence
identifying the factors that influence corporate financal about future prospects. This may explain why firms
structure and dividend policies. The seminal article by continue to pay dividends even if they need additional
Modigliani and Miller in 1958 demonstrated that in a external finance or if taxes on capital gains are lower
world with perfect capital markets a corporation's than those on dividend income.
debt-to-equity ratio is irrelevant to the firm's market Furthermore, since the interests of managers may
value. In such a world the value of the firm is deter- differ from those of creditors and shareholders, the lat-
mined entirely by its investment decisions, which can ter group must incur costs in trying to monitor and
therefore be completely separated from financing deci- affect the way the company is run. Decisions on capital
sions. But markets are never perfect, and in practice structure will be influenced by the ability of creditors
financing decisions are not irrelevant. Subsequent de- and shareholders to get the information they need in
velopments in corporate finance theory relaxed some order to exercise control over managers.
of the explicit or implicit conditions underpinning the Recent theories have provided some plausible expla-
assumption of perfect capital markets, nations for the differences in corporate financing pat-

Corporate taxes and the worldwide practice of tax terms between the bank-based systems of Germany
deductibility of interest payments provide an incentive and Japan, on the one hand, and the market-based
for debt finance. This incentive is weakened, however, systems of the United States and United Kingdom, on
by the direct and indirect costs of financial distress and the other. The two bank-based systems involve greater
bankruptcy, which are more likely to be encountered in corporate indebtedness (although the difference is not
a highly leveraged company. Information flows are not as large as suggested by reported accounting data).
perfect, and this has an important influence on financ- This may be explained by the close relations between
ing decisions. In particular, managers have better infor- banks and industry-that is, by the ability of bankers to
mation on a firm's performance and prospects than do ifluence the decisions of managers.
outside creditors and shareholders. By maintairning sta-

to yield a higher return, retained earnings could tries do not once again overinvest and become
provide most of the investment funds required. overindebted when additions to capacity become

Some large, capital-intensive firms-in steel, ce- necessary.
ment, or petrochemicals, for example-have a less To foster sounder corporate financial structures,
predictable income stream. These firms cannot af- governLments need to reconsider the policies that
ford to be as highly leveraged as utilities and gave certain classes of firms an incentive to become
should rely more on equity financing, much of highly leveraged. Low pnces and high costs left
which can come from retained earnings if the firms many state-owned enterprises dependent on ex-
are profitable. If they are private and large enough ternal finance for investment. Subsidized credit,
to be known to the public, these firms can obtain tax biases against equity finance, the limited size of
funding by issuing equities or by finding foreign capital markets, and lax or ineffective bankruptcy
partners. Where a particular industry accounts for laws encouraged firms to finance themselves by
a large part of a country's output, it would be de- borrowing rather than by retaining earnings or is-
sirable for the country to diversify its risk. It could suing equity. In some countries the knowledge
do so by seeling equity funding abroad or by issu- that the government was likely to help troubled
ing debt instruments whose payments are linked firms made it safer to rely on borrowing. In others
to the price of the commodity. Foreign lenders the existence of financial-industial conglomerates
would thus bear some of the risk of pnce fluc- in conjunction with weak supervision and regula-
tuations. tion of banks worked to the same end.

Many industries in this second group borrowed Increasing the supply of long-term finance-both
heavily during the 1970s to finance large invest- debt and equity-remains a pnority, particularly in
ment programs. Too heavily as it tumed out: sub- inflationary countries and in countries that have
stantial overinvestment left many of them unable depended on foreign borrowing for most of their
to service their debts. As a result there has been long-term funding. Macroeconomic stability is es-
little investment in these sectors during the 1980s. sential. Indexation can help to maintain some
Care must be taken that firms in these indus- long-term finance in inflationary economies, but it
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Box 7.3 The finanial history of a Pakistani fgrm

Ajmal Hosiery, a family-owned business in Lahore, its Export Refinance Scheme, which provided cheap
Pakistan, was established by Malik Ahmad Din in 1947. financing to eligible exporters through the comnmercial
He began with an abandoned hosiery mill and two banking system. The firm could not exploit the scheme
obsolete knitting machines. By the late 1950s the firm fully because banks thought its colateral inadequate.
was well-known across the country. Nevertheless, the scheme helped the company to reach

Malik's original scheme was to let his business grow sales of Rs5.0 nillion in 1979, by which time its bank
at a pace that would require no external financing, be- credit line amounted to Rs1.3 milion.
cause he was uncomnfortable with the paperwork in- The firm had always relied solely on internally gener-
volved in getting a loan. Moreover, he feared that infor- ated funds to fnance investment. Consequently, in-
mation given to financial institutions could be used by vestment in plant and equipment had not kept pace
the tax authorities. The company grew modestly dur- with sales. In 1976, however, it obtained a long-term
ing its first twenty years by plowing profits back into loan of Rsl.O millon to expand its capacity; the lender
the business. Sales increased from around 50,000 ru- was the Industrial Development Bank of Pakistan.
pees (Rs) in 1947 to Rsl.3 milion in 1969. The company has grown dramatically during the

The company obtained its first bank financing-an 1980s. It has used the government's enlarged export
Rs50,000 line of credit-in 1969 when it executed its financing scheme and has also obtained term financing
first export order. This venture into the international (in 1980, 1984, and 1988) for modenizing its plant and
market was not successful; it cost the company equipment. Sales grew fivefold between 1980 and 1988.
Rs1O0,000. The company reentered the export market In 1989-90 the firm plans to reach sales of Rs9O.0 mil-
in 1972 but could obtain a line of credit of only lion, a figure three times higher than its 1988 sales of
Rs200,000 from a local bank. Although there was clear Rs3O.0 million and 1,800 times its sales of Rs5O,000 at
potential for exports, the firm needed working capital inception in 1947.
finance. In 1973 the State Bank of Pakistan introduced

is a poor substitute for price stability. Allowing in- mediaries. Bankers everywhere, however, are re-
stitutions to charge interest rates that reflect the luctant to lend to small borrowers. First, they may
higher risks of longer-term lending will increase its find it uneconomrcal to lend the small sums re-
supply, as will improvements in legal and account- quired. Second, it is difficult to judge the risk, par-
ing systems that increase lenders' ability to moni- ticularly when an investment project is a new ven-
tor and control their clients. Relatively risky ture. Small firms often lack a track record and
projects should be financed with equity capital, rarely keep re}iable accounts. Third, small borrow-
where repayment is linked to profits; long-term ers often lack adequate collateral.
loans with fixed returns are unsuitable for such In developing countries, bankers' reluctance to
projects. lend to small firms has been compounded by other

factors. Financial policies have left small firms un-
AccEss To FINANCE. Many govermments have able to compete for credit on the same terms as

sought to improve the access of smaller firms to larger firms. Most directed credit programs have
finance, partly for social reasons and partly be- discriminated against small borrowers. Interest
cause such firms are often thought to be the most rate ceilings have prevented lenders from raising
dynamic part of the economy. Although small- interest rates to compensate for additional risk and
scale manufacturing, service, and commercial higher costs. And small firms have less political
firms are generally less capital-intensive than influence: lenders know that governments are un-
heavy industry or housing and thus have consider- liely to intervene on behalf of a failing small firm.
ably smaller investment needs, they should have In short, the policies that led to overleveraging
access to credit if they can use it more productively by many large firms have also limited access to
than larger borrowers. As Box 7.3 illustrates, credit credit for small borrowers. Changing those policies
can allow a small firm to invest and grow. will improve the flow of finance to small firms. In

Because small firms have little name recognition, addition, measures that improve the links between
they can neither borrow abroad nor issue equity. formal and informal financial markets (discussed
They depend for external funding on trade credits in Chapter 8) would serve the same purpose.
from other firms or on loans from financial inter- Financial innovations that secure loans by means
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other than collateral are of particular benefit to dose ties between industry and finance to work,
small firms. By renting buildings and leasing regulators must prevent banks from lending im-
equipment, small firms can acquire the use of as- prudently to related firms.
sets without borrowing. With the development of
securties markets, venture capital is more likely to Household finance
appear as a source of finance for risky new
projects. In the past, govermnents have relied Demographic trends will affect the financial sys-
upon development finance institutions for venture tems of developing countries. As the share of the
capital, but the risks for them were at least as great population living in urban areas inaeases, and as
as for commercial banks. incomes rise, more people will live apart from the

rest of their family, and more wil live past retire-
MONZTORING AND CONTROL. In their efforts to in- ment age unsupported by their children. These

crease the supply of equity capital and long-term changes wil increase the demand for credit to fi-
finance, governments have paid little attention to nance housing and for certain types of financial
the possibility of reducing risk by enabling lenders assets.
to monitor and control the use of financial re- Housing is a major investment in all countries: it
sources. Monitoring can be done by banks where accounts for between 20 and 30 percent of a coun-
they are the dominant lenders (as in Germany and try's capital stock (Box 7.1). In rural areas much
Japan) or by specialized institutions, such as credit housing is built by the owner out of locally avail-
rating agencies and stockbroking firms, where fi- able materials; the cash expenditure may be rela-
nancial markets are more important (as in the tively small and spread out over a long period. In
United States and the United Kingdom). urban areas and particularly for middle-class hous-

The experience of Germany and Japan suggests ing, the expense of building or buying a house is
that high leverage can be compatible with success- large relative to income and incurred all at once.
ful industialization. For such an approach to be The rapid growth of the urban population of most
effective, lenders must have the confidence of, and developing countries will almost certainly lead to a
a strong commitnent to, their borrowers. This in greater demand for mortgage finance. Most fami-
turn caUs for the banks to maintain long-term rela- lies require a loan to buy or build a mniddle-class
tionships with firms. The banks' involvement may house. The need for mortgage finance in many de-
take different forms, such as holding equity posi- veloping countries is demonstrated by the com-
tions or having seats on boards of directors, but mon sight of abandoned, half-completed struc-
extensive consultations with managers are crucial. tures-a significant waste of resources in view of
Banks must also have the means to take swift cor- the share of housing in total investment.
rective action when necessary-to replace man- Some governments provide concessional finance
agers, restructure operations, or foreclose on loans for housing to preferred borrowers, often civil ser-
if need be. vants, but others discourage mortgage lending in

Caose ties between industry and finance have order to free resources for investment in industry.
worked well in some countnes, but in others, es- As urbanization proceeds, it will be important for
pecially in Latin America, they have not. In several governments to recognize the scale of housmg in-
developing countnes, smaU groups of business- vestment, to improve laws concerning the use of
men have used the funds of banks under their con- housing as collateral, and to integrate housing fi-
trol to create industrial conglomerates. By elimi- nance on a nonpreferential basis with the remain-
nating information and control problems, the der of the financial system (see Box 7.4).
existence of such groups permitted the financing As more of the population will want and be able
of some profitable, although more risky, ventures. to make provision for retirement, there will be an
However, groups have used their control of fi- opportumity to develop contractual savings institu-
nance to exclude potential competition. They have tions, such as life insurance companies and pen-
captured economic rents for their owners by pass- sion funds. Individuals with greater wealth will
ing on cheap credits to related firms. And they wish to hold more diversified portfolios. Invest-
have rescued and supported fundamentally unvia- ment in housing and contractual savings both pro-
ble businesses. When speculative ventures back- vide some diversification, but in a stable mnacroeco-
fired or industrial companies suffered losses, nomic environment households are also likely to
group banks continued to provide funding long demand securities with greater yields (and corre-
after the aling firms had become insolvent. For spondingly greater risk) than bank deposits. In
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Box 7.4 Housing finance

The formal financial sector in most developing coun- tries inflation, irnterest rate controls, and the instability
tries finances only a small share of housing investinent. of financial markets have deterred long-term lending of
Mortgage credit from the formal sector was 28 percent any kind. Inadequate legal systems dimuish the value
of all housing investmnent in a sample of eleven devel- of housing as collateral and hence also diminish
oping countries, compared with more than 60 percent lenders' willingness to provide mortgage finance. And

in OECD countries. The difference partly reflects the policymakers have been concerned that increased fi-

shallowness of finandal systems in developing coun- nance for housing might dnve the cost of housing even

tries. Years of financial repression not only have mini- higher.

mized the Tole of the formal sector in housing finance, Shelter is a basic human need. Secure ownership of a

but have raised housing prices because negative real house can raise the welfare of the household that lives

interest rates favored investments in real assets. In in it. Moreover, when a house is purchased through a

another sample of eleven developing countries the mortgage, the buyer becomes, in effect, a contractual

average ratio of house value to annual household in- saver: the buyer is paying the lender for the right to

come was 5.5, compared with 3.0 in five high-income live in the house while saving for its purchase. And

countries. when the title to a house can be easily transferred, the

Several other factors explain the lack of smoothly household gains a relatively riskless form of collateral.

functionmg markets for housing finance in developing Furthermore, a housing loan, which is fungible with

countries. Countries have often given little priority to other household resources, may provide the funds that

housing finance. Because housing is a large invest- would permit the household to undertake a productive

ment, it requires long-term finance, and in many coun- investment.

a growing number of developing countries, sales has since revealed too many errors of the first

to individuals of corporate securities and shares kind-funding low-yielding projects. With time,

in mutual funds have begun to increase. As macro- economies have become more complex, informa-

economic stability is restored in other countries, tion flows have improved, and financial managers

investors' interest in securities will continue to have become more skilled. In most countries both

irow. sorts of error can be minimized by leaving more

decisions to a diverse and competitive financial
Building financial institutions and markets system that responds to market signals. The pri-

mary role of government then shifts to making
In planning for the future it is important to have a market signals more meaningful and, in particular,
clear and consistent objective for finance. The key to preventing; its own actions from distorting
objective of the financial system is the provision of them.
financial services at prices that reflect their cost. On occasion the government may have a role to
The financial system can also be used in modera- play as a promoter of financial institutions and
tion for other objectives. In the past, however, de- matrkets in order to create a diversified and com-
veloping country governments have tried to do too petitive financial system. Many high-income and
much-using the financial system to finance the developing coumtries have used fiscal incentives to
government budget deficit, redistribute income, favor particular institutions and markets. Such in-
and serve as a tool in implementing their develop- centives may be justified to encourage financial di-
ment strategies. Multiple and often conflicting ob- versity, particularly if the existing markets are
jectives have impaired the financial system in dominated by large banks and are uncompetitive.
many developing countries. Fiscal incentives, however, should be used only

Financial markets are never perfect. In allocating mnoderately, should have clear objectives, and
credit they can make two sorts of mistakes: fund- should be withdrawn once those objectives are
ing low-yielding projects and failing to fund high- achieved. In the long term, countnes should opt
yielding ones. In the early stages of development, for regimes that do not favor one type of instru-
developing country govermments, fearing that the ment or institution over others.
costs of failing to fund good projects were likely to Countries must also choose the range of permis-
be high, intervened to direct credit. Perhaps that sible activities for financial institutions. Banks in
assessment was sound at the time, but experience many high-income countries are operating increas-
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ingly as universal banks, engaging in commercial in big product markets, such as wholesale banlking
as well as investment banking activities. Argu- (loans to larger borrowers) and deposit taking in
ments in favor of universal banking indlude sav- cties. This can be done, even when the creation of
ings in overhead costs, better information about another big commercial bank would not be justi-
clients, and greater diversification of risks. The ar- fied, by encouraging the development of special-
guments against are mostly prudential: universal ized intermediaries. A postal savings bank, for in-
banking could lead to undue exposure to risk and a stance, would extend financial services to new
concentration of economic power. As discussed in clients and foster competition for deposits; finance
Chapter 6, however, prudential regulation can deal and leasing companies would spur competition in
with these drawbacks. the market for loans.

To improve competition and efficiency, some
The banking sector small countries have opened their markets to for-

eign banks or have encouraged joint ventures be-
The banking sector in developing countries must tween foreign and domestic institutions. Many
confront several difficult issues. The most pressing small and medium-size countries could buy the
is that many banks are insolvent and must be re- spealized financial services they need (such as
structured. This problem was discussed in Chapter reinsurance, swaps, and forward contracts) from
5. Another is that wide-ranging intervention in the abroad. Small, spedalized institutions and foreign
financial sector must gradually give way to sys- competition can force even big oligopolistic banks
tems that provide services in response to market to behave competitively-although not necessarily
signals. This, in turn, calls for more competition across the full range of financial services.
and better management. As the demand for financial services grows,

countries will need to encourage the development
INCREASING cOMPETmON. Commercial (or de- of nonbank financial intermediaries and securities

posit) banks hold between 50 and 90 percent of the markets in order to broaden the range of services
assets of all financial intermediaries in most devel- and to stimulate competition and efficiency. Some
oping countries and will continue to be at the heart countries have already made considerable prog-
of their financial markets for the foreseeable fu- ress toward more diversified financial systems. In
ture. In many countries these markets are dormi- Malaysia, for example, a wide variety of institu-
natecd by a few large banks. The lack of effective tions and markets are operating in an environment
competition is not so much due to monopolies of macroeconomic stability. Brazil and other Latin
based on economies of scale as to restrictions on American countries have had some success in in-
interest rates, on product innovation, on branch- stitufion building, although high and volatile infla-
ing, and on the entry of new institutions. Greater tion continues to undermine financial develop-
freedom for banks to respond to market signals, to ment. In recent years several developing countries
choose their own customers, to set interest rates, have broadened their money and capital markets
and to determine the location of branches would and created new intermediaries, such as leasing
stimulate greater competition. The creation of new companies and contractual savings institutions.
banks and other institutions should be constrained Most countries, however, are still at an early stage
only by the prudential regulations discussed in of financial development.
Chapter 6. Competition also means allowing failed
institutions to go out of business. Allowing foreign IMPROVING MANAGEMENT. Poor management
institutions to open branches, start joint ventures has contributed to banks' difficulties in mnany
with a local institution, or provide specialized ser- countries. A 1988 study of bank failure in the
vices from abroad can be another source of United States concluded that management weak-
competition. nesses, especially among smaller banks, were an

Although econornies of scale are not great in fi- important factor in 90 percent of the cases ana-
nance, it may not be possible in small economies to lyzed. Improvements must be made in the skills of
ensure a competitive market for every financial management and in the banks' intemal systems,
product. A few commercial banks supplemented particularly if the banks are to survive in the more
by a ptstal savings bank may be all a small econ- competitive markets of the future (see Box 7.5).
omy can support. Even in larger economies, finan- Many management tasks are similar to those of
cial markets are often uncompetitive. In these it bank regulators and supervisors, as discussed in
should at least be possible to promote competition Chapter 6. Indeed, banks with large branch net-
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Box 7.5 Bank modernization: Indonesia's experience

Indonesia began to deregulate its financial sector in The program had an institutional component and a
1983 and enacted a second set of measures in 1988. technology component. The institutional component
These signaled-at least potentially-a fundamental induded an attempt to identify business opportunities
shift from a highly protected state banking oligopoly to following deregulation; a reorganization to refocus the
a broadly competitive financial mnarket. In a competi- bank on its marketplace priorities, reinforce risk man-
tive enviromnent, state banks would need to improve agement, and speed management decisions; man-
service, productivity, product innovation, and market- power management programs to improve the evalua-
ing skills. They would also need to introduce better risk tion, deployment, development, and motivation of
management, because competitive pressures would staff; and a comprehensive revamping of the bank's
narrow lending spreads and increase balance sheet procedures for managing its assets and liabilities. The
volatility, project was accompanied by a massive effort to train

Bank Negara Indonesia 1946 (or BNI) is the largest of staff.
Indonesia's five state commercial banks, which to- The technology component was the full-scale auto-
gether accounted for 71 percent of commercial bank mation of the bank's retail and wholesale functions. In
assets in 1987. BNI's board of managing directors re- preparation for automation, BNI greatly simplified its
acted to the changing environment by adopting an am- procedures. To attract and retain the necessary techni-
bitious modernization program with the support of an cal expertise, it paid higher salaries.
international consulting firm. This program was given It is too soon to judge the overal success of BNI's
top priority from its inception in 1983 to the end of reforms. BNI's competitors have begun or announced
1988. similar progranms of their own.

works internalize a considerable part of the super- cessive concentration of risk is common. Too many
visory function. loans to one borrower, an affiliated group, or bor-

The internal systems of banks in developing rowers in one industry means that the.quality of
countries have some common problems. Many those loans could be jointly damaged by a single
banks are operated without the benefit of a formal factor. Banks in Texas are an example of excessive
planning process. Financial plans and budgets risk concentration. When the price of oil was high,
may not exist, and little is done to control costs. As Texas banks were among the nation's most profit-
a result institutions react to, rather than anticipate, able; when the price fell after 1982, they sustained
changes m the external environ-ment. This makes large losses, and several of the leading banks
them vulnerable to sudden change. failed.

The information available to management is nei- Excessive lending to related firms has proved a
ther timely nor complete. At one bank in Nepal, serious problem in Chile, Kenya, Turkey, and
unreconciled differences in interbranch accounts other developing countries. In Spain, the Rumasa
have existed for years and are equal to the whole of group contained twenty banks and more than 700
the bank's capital. Without good information, it is companies and used the twenty banks to finance
difficult to take corrective action on credit exten- the related firms. When the firms experienced dif-
sions, problem loans, or off-balance-sheet risks. ficulties, the banks became insolvent. In the after-
Conmmercial banks in many countries have lax ac- math of the crisis, it was discovered that 400 of the
counting and auditing procedures and continue to firms were phantom companies created to borrow
accrue income long after loans are nonperforming money, conceal the use of funds, and maintain the
and recovery has become doubtful. Sometimes appearance of financial health.
new lending is used to conceal debt servicing prob- Poor risk selection is the source of many problem
lems; overdraft facilities are particularly vulnerable loans. This includes advancing an excessive pro-
to such abuse. portion of the required capital without demanding

Poor management is most often reflected in im- an adequate infusion of the borrower's own funds.
proper lending. A lack of written lending policies Speculative loans based on the appreciation of as-
makes it more difficult to manage risk; without set prices can also be dangerous. In Malaysia, a fall
written policies, senior managers find it hard to in property prices and a rise in the debt servicing
control the lending of their mniddle managers. Ex- costs in the early 1980s adversely affected loans to
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those speculating in real estate. In Kuwait, a col- evaluate their services. Only the head office or cer-
lapse in the securities markets, together with the tain major subsidiaries qualify to be investment
system of settlement by postdated checks, created centers and thereby have a say in the use of
serious problems for banks that had extended profits. Credit ceilings are used to limit the author-
credit against securities and real estate. ity of branch managers and to prevent undue loan

One of the most important tasks of management concentration on the books of a branch. Large
is to train and motivate staff. The most successful loans require approval at higher levels and are car-
international commercial banks appear to be those ried on the books of the head office. Intermal prices
with the best in-house training programs, where permit the efficient transfer of resources without
top managers train and assess future managers. underminig the profit incentive of each branch.
Commercial banks in developing countries should The profit center approach has much to recom-
draw on the experience of banks in other countries mend it. In practice, however, it is complicated and
in devising training programs for their own staff. requires skill and experience to work well.
Countries such as Guinea, Hungary, and Korea
have established joint venture banks with foreign Ncnbankfinnczial institutons
commercial banks in order to transfer skils more
rapidly (see Box 7.6). In most developing countries, nonbank financial

Accountability is a problem for mnany banks in institutions (finance companies, development fi-
developing countries because organizational struc- nance institutions, investment banks, mutual
tures are overly complicated and responsibilities funds, leasing and factoring companies, insurance
are poorly defined. To improve accountability, companies, pension funds, and so on) are a rela-
commercial banks in high-income countries are tively small part of the financial system. Countries
making greater use of independent profit centers. such as Brazil, India, Jordan, Korea, and Malaysia,
Each branch is managed as a profit center, as are however, do have a large nonbank financial sector.
other units supplying services such as leasing and Sometimes, stringent bank regulation or favorable
consumer credit. Profit centers are judged and re- tax treatment gives nonbank intermediaries a
warded on the basis of the profits they generate. strong competitive edge. In Korea, for example,
Separately managed cost centers (for example, finance companies have grown rapidly since 1982
check processing) have to be judged on the basis of largely because they have greater freedom than
unit costs because there is no way for the market to banks in setting interest rates.

Box 7.6 Banks in Guinea

Like most African countries at independence, Guinea A change of goverrunent and a new development
had a commercial banking sector that was dominated strategy in 1984 gave a larger role to market forces and
by a few foreign banks. In 1960 it established the Bank private sector iritiative. The central bank was strength-
of the Republic of Guinea as a socialist monobanlk. This ened with foreign technical advisers, the specialized
was later divided into four specialized banks, each banks were liquidated, and a currency reform and a
dealing with one function or a single category of cus- large devaluation were implemented. Three new comn-
tomer. The management of the banking system was mercial banks started business, with foreign participa-
centralized, and the four specalized banks were, in tion. Foreign workers now account for about 7 percent
practice, departments of the central bank-that is, the of staff, but their number wil be gradually reduced as
government. Credit was allocated in accordance with nationals firish their training. The total personnel of
five-year plans. (Credit to the private sector was pro- the new system is a quarter of the old. Intermediation
hibited during 1965S79.) The banks confined them- margins have initially been high, because there has
selves to providing working capital for state enter- been little competition among the banks, and the de-
prises, which in most cases meant financing their mand for credit has expanded rapidly as the economy
recurring losses. By 1985, 80 percent of the banks' has recovered. The banks also say that their nonper-
loans were irrecoverable. The banks were grossly over- forming assets are substantial (one-third of their port-
staffed with badly trained employees and managers. folio), so further improvements in the legal framework
Discrepanaes in interbank claims amounted to 10 per- for loan recovery may be needed.
cent of their combined balance sheet.
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DEVELOPMENT FINANCE INSTTUIONS. The most in the ways already outlined for commercial banks.
common type of nonbank intermediary in devel- The DFIs that are to remain in the public sector
oping countries is the development finance institu- need professional boards of directors, trained
tion (DFI). Most are public or quasi-public institu- management, and competitive salaries. Thev also
tions that derive much of their funding from the need to place greater emphasis on loan appraisal
government or from foreign assistance. Originally, and recovery.
they were intended to provide small and medium- To attract more funds from the public, DFIs need
size enterprises with the long-term finance that the to charge market rates on their loans. Borrowing
commercial banks would not supply. During the long-term funds will be feasible only if there is a
1970s that mandate was broadened to indude the market for long-term finance (this is discussed fur-
promotion of priority sectors. Using government ther below). Some DFIs have acquired equity hold-
funds, DFIs extended subsidized credit to activities ings. Selling the shares of firms that have become
judged unprofitable or too risky by other lenders. profitable could free resources to finance new vaen-
In practice, the DFIs found it difficult to finance tures and increase the supply of securities in local
projects with high economic but low financial rates capital markets. To the extent that DFIs continue to
of return and remain financially viable at the same lend foreign resources, better management of for-
time. The DFIs' difficulties have been discussed in eign exchange risk will be necessary. In many
Chaptei 4. Today many of them are insolvent. If countries c-lients of DFIs and, in turn, the institu-
they are to remain in operation, they will have to tions themselves were badly affected by sharp cur-
be restructured. rency devaluations. If foreign exchange risk is to

DFIs face competition from commercial banks, be passed on to borrowers, loans should go only to
leasing comparies, and other sources of long-term those with foreign exchange revenues or hedging
and equity finance. The procedures of other insti- opportunities.
tutions are often speetier and less bureaucratic. Past experience has shown that DFIs cannot
Moreover, commercial banks offer much more achieve aL of their objectives and remain finan-
than just long-term loans. If DFIs were to charge cially viable. If they are to lend for socially attrac-
market rates for their services, many would soon tive but financially dubious purposes, they should
lose their customers. Where other institutions offer do so as agents of the government with no risk to
competing services and the existing DFIs are finan- themselves. In some countries they have used
cally and institutionally weak, the best course is to managed furids to this end.
close the DFIs or merge them with sounder institu-
tions. There is no reason to close DFIs that can LEASING COmPANIES. Smaller and less well-
mobilize their own funds and are profitable at established ienterprises find leasing companies an
market interest rates-although it might be sensi- attractive source of long-term finance. By leasing
ble to merge them with commercial banks, plant and equipment, small firms can avoid the
which thereby would gain expertise in long-term requirements for collateral that often prevent them
financing. from obtaining long-term finance for a direct pur-

Monitoring and control of borrowers has posed chase. Of course, leasing depends on the ability to
particular problems for DFIs. Because they provide repossess leased assets (in fact, as well as in princi-
mostly long-term loans, they do not have the same ple) and on thte existence of markets for used
day-to-day contact with customers as commercial equipment. The share of leasing in capital forma-
banks. And the narrow specialization of DFIs has tion (excluding building and construction) in se-
made it difficult for them to diversify their risks; lected developing countries ranges from 0.5 per-
they have been particularly vulnerable to fluctua- cent in Thailand (1986) to 8 percent in Korea (1985)
tions in the business cycle. Merger with commer- to 14 percent in Malaysia (1985). This compares
cial banks would help to solve both problems. Al- with shares of 8 percent in Germany, 9 percent in
ternatively, DFIs might expand their range of Japan, and 20-28 percent in five other industrial
services within the constraints of their institutional countries.
capabilites and professional skills. Activities po- Goverments can encourage leasing by ensuring
tentially suitable for DFMs indude consulting and that tax systems do not discriminate against this
leasing; the skills involved aie similar to those re- type of finarLcing and by amending laws that are
quired by DFIs' existing activities. unclear or unfavorable (as they are ini Thailand).

The operations of DFIs need to be strengthened The more suaccessful leasing companies in develop-
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ing countries have been joint ventures between na- less demanding listing requirements or an ade-
tional institutions (commercial as well as financial) quate network of business contacts-is essential so
on one side and overseas leasing companies or that investments can be sold.
bank groups with experience in leasing on the
other. CONTRACTUAL SAVINGS INSTMTTONS. Contrac-

iual savings institutions (life insurance companies,
VENTURE CAPITAL COMPANIES. Venture capital is occupational pension schemes, national provident

temporary start-up financing in the form of equity funds, and funded social security systems) have
capital or loans, with returns linked to profits and long-term and generally predictable liabilities.
with some measure of managerial control. Venture They are potentially good sources of finance for
capitalists expect losses on some ventures to be investment in corporate bonds and equities. In
greater than with traditional financing, but they high-income countnes these institutions are the
invest because they think that greater than normal mnam suppliers of long-term finance. They provide
returns on others will more than make up for those savers with opportunities to diversify risk and
losses. Venture capital is ideally suited to projects with the benefits of investing in a portfolio selected
involving uncertainty, poor information, and lack by professional investors.
of collateral. It is therefore an alternative to finance A major impediment to the development of con-
from DFIs. It is dearly not suitable for every coun- tractual savings as a source of long-term corporate
try, however. It requires an entrepreneurial class finance has been the preemptive use of these funds
and an environment conducive to private sector by goverrnment. In many countries-Brazil, Co-
initiatives. A source of long-term investable re- lombia, Ecuador, India, Kenya, and Malaysia, for
sources is also necessary. And an active secondary instance-governments require contractual sav-
market-either a secondary stock exchange with ings institutions to invest a significant part of their

Box 7.7 Pension funds as a source of term finance

Compulsory pension funds have contributed sigrnfi- In the first eight years of the new system, the total
cantly to the supply of long-term investment funds in value of assets grew to about 18 percent of GDP. Two-
Singapore and Chile. In Singapore the Central Provi- thirds of the funds are invested in govenmment securi-
cdent Fund receives exceptionally high mandatory con- ties, one-quarter in mortgage bonds, and the rest in
tributions from employers and employees. Such contri- shares and other investments. Indtially the earnings on
butions rose to 50 percent of salaries in 1984, before assets were very high (owing to high real interest
being temporarily reduced to 35 percent in 1986. Funds rates), but they are now about 4-5 percent in real
are mostly invested in government bonds, but employ- terms.
ees are now allowed to use their provident fund sav- The fraction of the portfolio invested in equity shares
ings to buy housing. At retirement, employees receive was negigible until 1985, because companies that had
either a lump-sum payment equivalent to their contri- a dominant shareholder did not qualify for pension
bations plus the accumulated return on the assets of fund investment. Only with the denationaization of a
the fund or an annuity determined by their life expec- number of large state enterpnses (mainly utilities) and
ancy at retirement. The accumulated resources of the some further relaxation of prudmential standards has it
provident fund are now equivalent to about 65 percent become possible for the pension managers to invest in
of GNP-a substantial amount of very long-term sav- corporate equities. Investment in corporate equities is
ings (with average maturity between twenty-five and likely to remain a small part of assets, not because of
thirty years), which will continue to grow. regulation, but because securities are in short supply.

Chile restructured its pension system in 1981. Contri- Even after the denationalization program, the value of
buiions are compulsory but are prvately managed by all corporate stock is only about 25 percent of GNP; the
competitive firms. Employees can choose among plans value of pension assets will grow to about 100 percent
and switch at their discretion. Thus managers who per- of GNP as the system matures.
form better can expect to gain accounts. Compulsory The main issue for both funted and pay-as-you-go
contributions are set at 10 percent of salaries. Benefits social secunity systems is the rapid increase in life ex-
based on life expectancy are determined at retirement; pectancy. This will require adjustments in the contribu-
the =iiuumum pension is 85 percent of the legal mruu- tion rates, retirement benefits, or the retirement age.
mum wage, or about 40 percent of the average wage.
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resources in govermnent securities or programs ance between safety and real returns and by foster-
with low returns in the social sectors. (Sometimes ing greater competition.
contractual savings institutions hold governnent
securities because they lack alternative investment Securities markets
opportunities.)

Although a government with a deficit needs Well-developed securities markets enlarge the
funds from a source other than the banking sys- range of financial services. Short-term money mar-
tem, it does not necessarily need long-term fi- kets provide competition to the banks in supplying
nance. Furthermore, the government's legitimate credit to larger corporations, and under appropri-
concem with the soundness of the assets in which ate conditions capital markets can provide long-
pension funds invest need not preclude invest- term finance to governnent and large firms.
ment of those funds in the private sector. Gov-
ernments in high-income countries have enacted MoNEY mAwa7s. The development of securities
prudential rules for pension and insurance invest- markets usually starts with trading in a short-term
ments, and these rules allow pension funds to in- money market instrument, often a government se-
vest in private sector activities. Chile and Singa- curity. Other money market instruments are inter-
pore have moved in recent years to allow the bank deposits, bankers' acceptances, certificates of
pension authorities to invest in other than govern- deposit, and commercial paper issued by nonfi-
ment securities (see Box 7.7). nancial corporations. Money markets provide a

Because pension and insurance institutions are noninflationary way to finance government defi-
likely to be relatively large and therefore able to cits. They also allow governments to implement
afford professional management, these managers monetary policy through open market operations
are able to play a role in the monitoring and control and provide a market-based reference point for
of the firms in which they invest. Governments setting other interest rates. Furthermore, money
can encourage the industry to develop by creating markets are a source of funds for commercial
a regulatory framework that seeks a proper bal- banks and other institutions with limited branch

Box 7.8 Capital markets in India

In the 1950s India's capital markets helped to mobiLize bay exchange increased from $11.8 bfflion to $19.4 bil-
financal resources for the corporate sector. The impor- lion between the end of 1980 and 1987; average capitali-
tance of these markets then diminished, because subsi- zation ratios renained roughly equal to 6.5 percent of
dized credits were available from commercial and de- GNP. The number of listed companies on all exchanges
velopment banks, equities had to be issued at a increased from 2,114 in 1981 to 6,017 in 1987. New
discount substantialy below market value, the capital issues of debentures also multiplied. However, there
market lacked liquidity, and investor safeguards were were also abuses, such as the use of misleading pro-
inadequate. spectuses and insider trading. In addition, the process-

A reform of the Foreign Exchange Regulations Act in ing of new issues, which were heavily oversubscibed
the eaxly 1970s limited the expansion of foreign-owned because of their low prices, was plagued by delays in
and foreign-controlled companies. In response, many share allocation.
companies decided to become Indian companies. This In April 1988 the Securities and Exchange Board of
led to the issue of substantial quantities of company India was established to oversee and regulate the mar-
shares at low prices. The market's revival continued in kets. In August 1988 a credit rating agency was estab-
the 1980s, as various measures were introduced to lished to grade capital issues. In January 1989 pro-
stimulate both demand and supply. Incentives for eq- posals were published regarding the appointment of
uity and debenture issues included reducing the corpo- market makers offering bid-and-asked quotatiors, the
rate rate of tax for listed companies and fixing the per- responsibflity of stockbrokers for vetting companies be-
nitted interest rate for debentures above that for fixed fore listing, the opening of stockbroking to banks and
deposits but below that for bank loans. The govern- other financial institutions, and the creation of a sec-
ment also authorized the use of cumulative, convert- ond-tier market for smaller enterprises, with less oner-
ible preference shares and equity-linked debentures ous listing requirements. The measures were mtended
and gave generous fiscal incentives to investors. to improve market liquidity and transparency and to

The growth of the Indian capital markets has been provide adequate protection to investors.
impressive. Equity market capitalization on the Bom-
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Table 7.1 Equity market indicators, 1987

Aerge moret Tumnw rib
Caitaintimn (percentage Number of

(percntage of avege
Country of GNP) caitahlaon) lised

High-income countries
Japan 92 93 1,912
United Kingdom 80 72 2,135
Uruted States 58 93 7,181
Germany, Fed. Rep. of 21 161 507
France 18 56 650

Developing countres
Jordan 60 15 101
Malaysia 58 23 232
Chile 27 11 209
Korea, Rep. of 19 111 389
Portugal 10 44 143
Zimbabwe 10 4 53
Thailand 9 114 125
Mexico 8 159 233
Brazil 7 43 590
Philippines 7 62 138
Venezuela 7 8 110
India 6' 19' 6,017
Greece 5 18 116
Pakisan 5 9 379
Nigeria 4 1 100
Colombia 3 8 96
Turkey 3 6 50
Argentina 2 16 206

a. Average market capitalization is a five-quarter average of the total value of listed stock, based on year-end data, assumiing constant exponential
rowth during the year

b. Turnover ratio is the value of stocks actuaDy traded as a percentage of the average total value of listed stock.
c. Bombay exhange.
Sorc: IFC.

networks, including foreign banks and leasing and and the corporate sector By making long-term im-
factoring companies. By enabling large corpora- vestments liquid, capital markets mediate between
tions to issue short-term securities in the form of the conflicting maturity preferences of lenders and
commercial paper, money markets make the cor- borrowers. Capital markets also facilitate the dis-
porate loan market more competitive and reduce persion of business ownership and the reallocation
the market power of large commercial banks. Mea- of financial resources among corporations and
sures to promote the growth of money markets industries.
have been among the most successful financial re- In mature economies, new share issues have
forms in high-income and developing countries been overshadowed in recent years by the retire-
alike in the 1980s. ment of existing equity. In the United States and

One such measure is to issue government secun- the United Kingdom, as a result of mergers and
ties at market interest rates. The reluctance of fi- takeovers and the spread of share repurchase pro-
nance ministries to pay market rates on their debt grams, net new equity finance has been negative
is usually the biggest obstacle to the development for several years. In earlier periods, however, secu-
of money markets. Govenmments also need to re- rities markets were far more important as a source
move regulatory obstacles, such as the rules that of finance. From 1901 to 1912, for example, new
prevent banks from issuing certificates of deposit stock issues provided 14 percent of corporate fi-
or corporations from issuing commercial paper. nancing in the United States. In several develop-
The pubLication of clear rules of conduct for market ing countries, including India and Korea, the secu-
participants is essential. rities markets have raised impressive amounts of

new equity and bond finance in recent years (see
CAPITAL MARKETS. Capital markets provide long- Box 7.8).

term debt and equity finance for the government Several developing countries have made great
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strides in recent years in establishing and invigo- requires all limited liability companies of a certain
rating equity markets. Such markets now exist in size to make the same financial disdosures as pub-
more than forty countries. Indeed, the market cap- licly listed fins. In the past, demand for securities
italization of stock exchanges (that is, the total has been inhibited by the lack of investor confi-
value of listed shares) is a greater proportion of dence. In the future, much of the demand is likely
GNP in Jordan and Malaysia than in France and to come fronm institutional investors.
Germany, and India's stock exchanges list more A primary reason for the underdeveloped state
companies than the stock markets of any other of capital markets in many developing countries is
country except the United States (see Table 7.1). In the absence of an appropriate legal, regulatory,
mnany countries, however, equity markets remain and tax framework. In some countries new shares
small. Only a few countries have active corporate have to be issued at par value, which makes them
bond markets; they include Canada, India, Korea, unattractive to companies if the market value of
and the Urnted States. their shares has appreciated significantly. In other

The supply of equities has been limited by the countries the tax-free status of time deposits or
reluctance of owners of private companies to dilute government and public enterprise bonds lessens
their ownership and control by issuing stock or to the appeal of private corporate instruments. Far
comply with requirements to disclose information more importamt in developing countries, however,
about their operations. The availability of less ex- is lax enforcement of corporate income taxes. This
pensive debt finance has also discouraged equity makes it possible for closely held corporations to
issues. Some countries-for example, Korea-have avoid taxes by showing very low accounting
provided considerable tax incentives to encourage profits; publicly traded corporations cannot hide
corporations to go public. In Jordan, any firm seek- their profits without hurting investor confidence.
ing limited liability must offer a substantial per- A common problem in securities markets, espe-
centage of its shares to the general public. Chile cially early in their development, is the danger of a

speculative boom followed by a sharp decline.
Such crises have affected markets in Brazil, Hong
Kong, Korea, Mexico, the Philippines, Singapore,
and Thailand. Large inaeases and declines in

Figure 7.2 Stock indexes in selected developing prices also affect securities markets in high-income
countries and the United States, 1987 and 1988 countries, but they can be much more pronounced

in young markets. The Wall Street collapse of Oc-
Index (December 1986 t100) ober 1987 was far less abrupt than the collapse of

many smaller markets (see Figure 7.2).
- C-ountries wiith a relatively large business sector

700 and middle class should encourage the develop-

600 Portugal Tu:Key ment of securities markets. Fiscal policies that dis-
cri_inate against equities should be changed.

500 Governments also need to define the operational
-W 77 ' scope of underwriters, brokers, dealers, merchant

banks, and muxtual funds and to encourage the es-
300 _ _ \ tablishment of credit rating agencies. Privatization
200 -9 ~j- Mexico of state-owned enterprises can be another stimulus

to securities markets. Privatization has been one of
100 , , the forces revitalizing Chile's equity market in re-

0 Philippines United States cent years. In France, 167 state enterprises and
subsidiaries were divested from late 1986 through

M arch September March Septernber early 1988, and. their shares were taken up by more
Decemnber June December June December than 13 million individuals. As a result the capitali-

1986 1987 1988 zation of the ]'aris stock market increased by an
amount equivalent to 6 percent of GDP.

Note: For the derelopinsg cnSdt .S 115s for the Unsted Stite is t is Encouraging foreign portfolio investment is an-
the Standard and loor's 500 r other way to raise demand for securities in devel-
Source: IFC 1988 and i989. oping :ountries. The increasing role of institu-

tional nvestors means that foreign portfolio
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investment might grow substantially. Prices in sev- Priorities for reform
eral emerging markets have shown a low or nega-
tive correlation with price movements in the Building a financial system more responsive to the
United States and Japan and thus offer foreign in- needs of lenders and borrowers will require sub-
vestors an opportunity to reduce risk. During stantial improvements in the macroeconomic, le-
1975-87, equity markets in six developing coun- gal, and regulatory environments. Developing
tries outperformed the market in the United countries also need to broaden the range and im-
States, and two of them (Chile and Korea) outper- prove the efficiency of their financial institutions
formed Japan. and markets. Much can be achieved by removing

In capital-exporting countries, regulations on obstacles to the development of different instr-
foreign portfolio investment limit the extent to ments, by adopting a system of regulation by func-
which contractual savings institutions can invest tion rather than by institution, and by strengthen-
abroad. In developing countries, concern over vol- ing the management capabilities of individual
atile flows of money and increasing control by for- institutions.
eigners has prompted a variety of restrictions and To operate efficiently, financial institutions and
disincentives. Foreign portfolio investment is usu- markets have to be guided primarily by market
aly passive, but the concerns of developing coun- forces rather than goverment directives. Compe-
tries can in any case be met by such means as the tition needs to be strengthened by encouraging the
closed-end country fund, whose shares can be entry of new and innovative providers of finan-
traded but not redeemed. More than thirty devel- cial services, by phasing out interest rate controls
oping country funds, most of them closed-end, and high levies on financial transactions, and by
have been floated in emerging markets since 1980. stimulating the development of money and capital
Since issue, the market value of twenty-five of them markets.
has increased by 86 percent (as of August 1988).
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S Issues in infrmal finance

Small-scale producers and enterprises have long tion because many of the costs of advancing a loan
been known to account for a large share of eco- or accepting a deposit are independent of the size
nomic activity in developing countries. Most of of the transaction. Often the cost to formal institu-
these enterprises are noncorporate: small farmers, tions of opening branches in villages and small
producers, tradespeople, and independent trad- towns is not justified by the business that can be
ers. They do not maintain income statements arnd generated. In one African country it was estimated
balance sheets, are not registered with any govern- that an institution serving a largely noncorporate
ment office, and often are not licensed as busi- clientele would require a minimum of 2,500 de-
nesses. Recent studies that have attempted to posit accounts to cover the cost of a single em-
quantify their importance conclude that the non- ployee for a year. Noncorporate borrowers rarely
corporate sector accounts for 30-70 percent of the have collateral acceptable to banks. Their credit-
labor force in some developing countries. worthiness resides in their human capital, which is

Noncorporate businesses differ greatly in their difficult for formal intermediaries to gauge. The
demand for financial services. Street vendors need interest rates that banks are allowed to pay for de-
short-term finance to buy stock, and they need a posits or to charge on loans often fail to reflect
depository for temporary surpluses. Small-scale these factors. All this makes supplying financial
producers need somewhat larger and longer-term services to the informal sector unprofitable for for-
loans to buy equipment or to hire nonfamily labor. mal institutions.
Small farmers need to cope with an uncertain and The popular view of informal finance is of pow-
fluctuating income stream, which they do by accu- erful moneylenders who exploit the poor through
mulating liquid assets and sometimes rolling loans usurious interest and unfair seizure of collateral. In
over to subsequent cropping seasons. As farming fact, informal finance is both extensive and di-
becomes more capital-intensive, farmers may also verse. The informal sector accounts for most of the
demand longer-term credit to buy equipment. This financial services provided to the noncorporate
chapter examines the ability of informal and formal sector. In addition to family and friends, who pro-
institutions to satisfy the financial needs of house- vide a large percentage of the loans, informal fi-
holds, agriculture, and noncorporate enterprises. nance consists of professional moneylenders,

Formal financial arrangements are often not well pawnbrokers, tradespeople, and associations of
suited to the needs of the noncorporate sector. The acquaintances. In separate studies of five Asian
sums involved can be too small for a formal institu- countries, professional moneylenders provided
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less than 20 percent of informal rural credit; on Short-tenn credit
average they accounted for ordy 6 percent.

Informal financial arrangements reduce transac- Noncorporate enterprises commonly require small
tion costs and risk in ways denied to formal institu- amounts of short-term funds to cover immediate
tions. Moneylenders, for example, can operate out expenditures, such as a business opportunity, a
of their own homes or on the street, maintain only social obligation, or an emergency. Such funding
the simplest accounts, and mix finance with other might come from moneylenders or pawnbrokers
business. The services they provide are outside the but is more likely to be borrowed from relatives or
review and control of the monetary authorities. friends. The choice of arrangement will depend on
The remaining costs can be fully reflected in im- cost and convenience.
plicit or explicit interest rates. But informal short-term credit may entail hidden

Freedom from regulation allows informal agents costs. For instance, lending between friends and
greater flexibility. But it also denies them many of relatives often carries low interest or no explicit
the legal sanctions available to formal intermedi- interest charge. In societies with strong traditions
aries. In place of formal legal mechanisms, infor- of mutual assistance and reciprocity, individuals
mal agents rely on their knowledge of one another who need funds can call on friends and relatives
and on local sanction to reduce the risk of lending. for help. Acceptance of such help obligates the
Social standing and the ability to obtain future fi- borrower to reciprocate by providing nonfinancial
nancial services are often at stake in the market for services or by supplying funds in turn when the
informal financial services. These sanctions are ef- lender needs to borrow. These traditional obliga-
fective. That is why informal financial arrange- tions of mutual support can be a problem for those
ments are so widespread (see Box 8.1). who wish to accumulate capital. The desire to pro-

tect personal savings from family and friends cre-
Lrtfor.al financial arrangements ates a strong demand for less accessible savings

instruments when these become available.
Without trying to be exhaustive, this section offers Market vendors and other small businesses often
examples of informal financial arrangements. The turn to moneylenders for their short-term credit
examples cover three main sorts of transactions: needs. The so-called five-six arrangement under
short-term finance for daily stocks or emergencies; which the borrower receives $5 in the morrung and
finance to smooth a fluctuating income stream; repays $6 to the lender in the evening is common.
and finance for larger, long-term investments. The The interest rate of 20 percent a day seems ex-
limitations of informal arrangements are then tremely usurious. But the moneylender does not
examined. perform the transaction every day of the year, and

Box 8.1 Informal finance in Niger

A sample of 398 village households in rural Niger in The total size of all fifty-six tontines, as measured by
1986 indicated that informal credit accounted for 84 member contributions per meeting, was the equivalent
percent of total loans and was equal to 17 percent of of $72,000. This suggests a promising base for deposit
agricultural incomne. hnformal tontines (rotatfng savings mobilization in rural Niger.
and credit associations), money guards, and merchant Many of the money guards are traders who have
finance predominate. The first two supply a variety of storage faclhties, offer deposit and pawnbroking ser-
services in the local market, and merchant finance vices, and market goods in other regions. Fifty-six
bridges formal and informal markets. Large whole- money guards were surveyed in 1986 in the twenty-
salers borrow from formal banks, purchase a range of two villages in the tontine sample. Their deposit base
consumer goods, and then consign these goods ranged from several depositors to as many as 150,
through a network of small village retailers. These re- and (in the immediate postharvest season) from
tailers, in turn, may sell the items to villagers on credit. CFAF10,000 ($30) to CFAF5 million ($13,000). They nei-

Out of a sample of fifty-six tontines in twenty-two ther paid interest on their deposits nor charged fees for
villages, some had ordy four members, others more safekeeping. Money guards also provided loans, the
than forty. The average member contribution ranged average size of which was CFAF55,000 ($144).
from 100 CFA hancs (25 cents) to CFAF2S,000 ($70).
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Box 8.2 Rotating savings and credit associations

Rotating savings and credit associations (ROSCAs) are bids, a practice common in China, India, Thailand, and
a popular form of informal finance. They have various some parts of West Africa. The winner is the person
aliases: tanda in Mexico, pasanaku in BoEvia, san in the willing to accept the largest reduction in share payment
Dominican Republic, syndicate in Belize, gmnaiyah in from other paticipants in return for receiving the next
Egypt, isusu in Nigeria, susu in Ghana, tontine in Niger fund. All participants in a commission ROSCA, except
(see Box 8.1), hagfad in Somalia, xique in Mozam- the leader, pay for the right to participate and receive
bique, ansan in Indonesia, paluwagan in the Phil- back less than they contnbute.
pines, chit fund in India and Sri Lanka, pia huey in Thai- Recent reseazrh in Bolivia showed that one-third to
land, hui in China, kye in Korea, and ko in Japan. one-half of all adults living in urban areas often partici-

ROSCAs intermediate in the most basic way. A small pated in ROSCAs and that their ROSCA payments
number of individuals, typically six to forty, form a amounted, on average, to about one-sixth of their sala-
group and select a leader who periodicaly collects a ries. These associations were even found among em-
given amount (a share) from each member. The money ployees of formal financial intermediaries. Despite hy-
collected (the fund) is then given in rotation to each perinflation and poor loan recovery by formal lenders,
member of the group. In some countries, such as India Bolvians reported few problems in their ROSCAs.
and Cameroon, ROSCAs have evolved into formal Studies show that a relatively high proportion of those
banks. with steady incomes in Cameroon, India, and Sri

Three types of ROSCAs are found in many countries. Lanka often participate in ROSCAs. These associations
In common ROSCAs, the leader receives no special have also been reported among employees of the cen-
consideratlon (other than possibly getting the first tral banks of Be3ize, Bolvia, the Dominican Republic,
fund). Comnission ROSCAs pay their leaders, who in and the Philippines.
return may assume liability for defaults. Promotional The popularity of ROSCAs among low- and middle-
ROSCAs are used by merchants to sell goods, espe- incorne groups shows that people like to save, even
acily consumer durables. under trying csrcumstances. The Bolivian research
Loans are interest free in most common and pro- showed that more than 90 percent of the people inter-

motional ROSCAs; the amount received is equal to viewed joined ROSCAs primarily because they wanted
the total paid in by the member. More sophisticated to save more and felt that membership forced them to
ROSCAs may allocate funds on the basis of discount do so.

loan losses and transaction costs reduce the real- credit may also borrow from moneylenders if for-
ized rate of return. To keep collection rates high mal lenders take too long to process an applica-
and transaction costs low and to minimize the cost tion. Two to tUree weeks is quick for many formal
of idle funds, the moneylender maintains relations intermediaries, and two to three months is not un-
with the same borrowers. Conversely, borrowers common. Oft:en, loans from moneylenders are
are paying not only for that day's loan but also for used to make a transaction at short notice, and
continuing access to immediate credit. funds from formal lenders are used to repay the

Loans from moneylenders are typically short- moneylenders.
term and are extended to clients of long standing; Borrowers who own marketable assets may turn
they are rarely tied to collateral. Most moneylend- to pawnbrokers for short-term credit. Pawnbro-
ers use their own funds for lending. Interest rates kers take possession of assets for a fixed term and
are high. Where entry is restricted and alternatrve lend against them at an agreed rate of interest.
financial services are lacking, high interest rates During the term of the loan the borrower is free to
may be partly a result of imbalances in economic repay and thereby to redeem his asset. Once the
and social power, but the cost and risk of small term expires, the pawnbroker can sell the asset
loans are also high. To meet the demand for timely and keep the proceeds. Because the loan has collat-
and convenient loans, the moneylender must eral, the pawnbroker needs no further information
maintain adequate liquidity, some of which will be about risk. But the pawnbroker must know the
idle dunng slack periods. The opportunity cost of resale market well if he is to sell such assets
this reserve is part of the moneylender's costs. profitably-especially since the borrower has the
Many noncorporate agents with access to formal option of avoiding the pawnbroker altogether by
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selling and then repurchasing the asset on his iion by saving. Formal intermediaries have been
own. slow to develop deposit services for this sector, but

Pawnbroking is an example of how collateral is a variety of informal arrangements allow farmers,
used in some informal arrangements to reduce risk small businesses, and households to pool their
and fill the gaps in information that characterize savings. The simplest such arrangement is the use
the noncorporate sector. Other, slightly more so- of money guards-local people who safeguard
phisticated solutions include sale and repurchase cash for those who have no secure means of doing
arrangements (in which the borrower retains phys- so. Most such deposits eam no interest and are
ical possession of the asset while the moneylender secured only by the word of the money guard. The
has legal title) and the use of overdraft checks for guards maintain enough liquidity to return de-
loan surety. In these cases conmmercial law mnakes posits at short notice. Some deposits may be used
repayment enforceable, and recourse to banking by the guards for business transactions or for lend-
law continues to be avoided. ing, but if so the practice is seldom made public.

Informal deposit services are also provided by
Seasonal credit and short-term savings group savings associations. Deposits can be made

at regular or irregular intervals. Funds are some-
Another cormmon need is to smooth fluctuations in times lent temporarily and then returned to the
income. This can be done with liquid savings or depositor at the end of an agreed period, or they
seasonal credit. In rural areas marketing interme- can be applied to the cost of providing a public
diaries are often an inportant source of credit for good. A popular arrangement is the rotating sav-
farmers. In urban areas retailers may offer credit ings and credit association (ROSCA), which is de-
for the goods they sell. Marketing agents often scribed in detail in Box 8.2. Members pool money
provide lines of credit to farmers in return for a by making periodic payments into a fund, which
comnmitment to sell produce through the agents. then rotates among members as a lump-sum pay-
The farmer may be charged explicit interest, or he out. This allows at least some members to finance
may pay indirectly through the price received for large expenditures sooner than if they had relied
his crop. The agent knows the farmer, and this on their own savings. Some ROSCAs even meet
reduces his nsk and transaction costs. the demand for the larger and longer-term loans

It is sometimes difficult for analysts to determine that are needed to finance the cost of housing.
the implicit interest charges when loans or repay- The popularity of such arrangements shows the
ments are made in kind. In the Sudan, for exam- potential for pooling individual savings among
ple, a merchant nught provide a farmer with two small farmers or microentrepreneurs. In England
sacks of rnillet in return for three sacks at harvest- and elsewhere building societies-which later be-
time two months later. The apparent monthly in- came an important part of the formal financial
terest rate is 25 percent. But the true rate is much system-often began as ROSCAs.
lower because the price of millet is typically higher
between harvests than at harvesttime. Long-term finance

Philippmne corn traders provide credit to many
farmers. Transaction costs are low for lender and Because informal lenders and their customers are
borrower alike, and interest rates range from 2 to 3 small and isolated, the risks of long-term lending
percent a month. (Interest rates on bank loans to are greater. Not much term finance is provided by
corn traders are 1.5-2.0 percent a month.) The the informal sector, but some informal arrange-
terms of the loans are flexible-most range from ments have developed, mainly for housing fi-
four to five months-but because borrowers are nance. One example is key money, as in Bolivia
vulnerable to the climate, it is common for traders and Korea. A home buyer can lease his house in
to carry loans over to a second or even a third exchange for a large cash payment. After an
harvest. Although the interest costs of trader credit agreed perod the house and the money are reex-
are higher than for loans from formal institutions, changed. The interest that could have been earned
transaction costs are lower, and so the total cost of on the money is the rental value of the house. The
borrowing is roughly the same. The difference is recipient of key money may use it to finance a busi-
that formal, targeted credit is simply not available ness venture or the purchase of the house, thus
to most corn producers when it is needed. circumventing the lack of conventional mortgage

Noncorporate agents can smooth their consump- finance. He must then save enough to return the
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original amount to the renter by the end of the govemment programs of directed, low-cost lend-
rental period. ing have experienced serious difficulties. Two

types of lending arrangements, which fall in the
Limitations of informal finacial arrangements gray area between informal and formal finance, of-

fer some promise. These are group lending
Despite their success in providing financial ser- schemes and cooperative financial institutions,
vices to small businesses that would otherwise lack which can be found the world over.
them, informal financial arrangements do not meet
al the needs of the sector. For example, such ar- Group lending schemes
rangements do not allow savings to be collected
from more than a small group of individuals well The funds for group lending schemes can come
known to one another, and they do not move from a commercial bank, a government develop-
funds over large distances. Especially in rural areas ment bank, or private institutions. The role of the
local markets may be segmented from national group varies.. In some cases the funds are lent to
markets, which limits the supply of credit. Most the group as a whole, which then allocates them
loans are from family and friends or group associa- among members. Or loans may be made directly to
tions and are at low interest rates. The higher rates individual members of the group. In either case
that moneylenders and pawnbrokers charge are in the group provides a guarantee; it is answerable to
large part due to the higher costs and risks associ- the outside lender for the repayment of loans.
ated with informal loans. But some loans from The idea is that by joining together, small bor-
moneylenders are at very high interest rates be- rowers can reduce the costs of borrowing and im-
cause of the power imnbalance that exists between prove their access to credit. The outside lender's
borrower and lender. In fact, much of the tradi- costs are reduced because lending to a group
tional citicism of moneylenders has derived from lowers the risk of dealing with small businesses
the high interest charges and intimidating prac- and circumvents the problems involved in select-
tices of loan sharks-lenders who often finance iUe- ing borrowers. The groups themselves must be se-
gal activities. Except in housing finance, informal lective in accepting new members. In this way,
arrangements generally do not provide term fi- groups act as a substitute for information about
nance. These shortcomnings may inhibit the long- borrowers and thereby reduce the costs of process-
term planning and investment that are necessary if ing loans. Group members encourage each other
productivity is to rise. to repay on tine so that the rest can qualify for

The limitations of informal financial arrange- loans in the future. This directly reduces the
ments do not call for completely new institutions. lender's comrnercial risks.
Indeed, formal intermediaries have often failed The two rmost common means of providing
where informal arrangements have prospered. group accountability are (a) joint and several liabil-
Formal institutions, and the policymakers who set ity and (b) limited liability. Joint and several lia-
their rules, night learn much about these markets bility encourages extremely careful selection of
by studying informal arrangements more closely, members because any member can be held liable
Their essential features are these. Transactions are for the defaults of others. It may, however, deter
undertaken by mutual consent, so the arrange- the comparatrvely wealthy from joining the group,
ments must meet the needs of both the buyer and since they have more to lose. In rural Zimbabwe,
the seller of the service. Transaction costs are kept schemes based on joint and several liability
to a minimum. And lenders are able to reduce the worked well in times of average production but
risk of default by using knowledge that they have fared worse than other schemes in the same area in
already gathered from other social or business times of drought and low production. The threat of
dealings. Sometimes informal arrangements pro- default led farmers to withhold repayment and
vide a basis for establishing links with formal insti- hope for a general amnesty, since they would be,
tutions so as to provide a fuller range of services. in any event, accountable for other members'

debts.
Semiformal finance Group lending schemes based on limited liability

are more common. In Malawi and Nepal borrow-
Several approaches have been tried to overcome ers are required to put part of their loans in a fund
the limitations of informal finance for the noncor- that would be forfeited if any member defaulted. If
porate sector. As discussed in Chapter 4, many all members repay their loans, these deposits are
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Box 8.3 The Grameen Bank: an alternative approach to noncorporate finance
in Bangladesh

While the government struggled to create a viable rural disbursed, of which almost Tkl.2 biDion had been re-
banking system in Bangladesh, a small private iuitia- covered. Outstanding loans were thus about Tk300
tive was started in 1976 to help the landless without mnilion, with almost 70 percent held by women bor-
normal bank collateral to obtain credit. This program rowers.
has become the Grameen (Rural) Bank. The unique In sharp contrast to the Bangladesh commercial
operating procedures of the Grameen Bank grew out of banking system, the Grameen Bank has experienced
several earlier attempts to reach the rural poor and excellent loan recovery. As of February 1987 about 97
were a sharp departure from traditional banking. The percent of loans had been recovered within one year
bank's customers, who are resticted to the very poor, after disbursement and almost 99 percent within two
are organized into five-person groups, and each group years. This good performance is reportedly attibutable
member must establish a regular pattern of weekly sav- to a combination of factors: dose supervision of field
ing before seeking a loan. The first two borrowers m a operations, dedicated service by bank staff, borrowing
group must make several regular weekly payments on for purposes that generate regular imcome, solidarity
their loans before other group members can borrow. within groups, and repayment in weekly installments.
Most loans are to finance trading and the purchase of Another factor which encourages repayment is the bor-
livestock. rower's knowledge that the availability of future loans

By February 1987 the Grameen Bank was operating depends on the repayment of borrowed funds.
300 branches covering 5,400 viLages. Nearly 250,000 Bank staff meet weekly with groups to disburse
persons were participating, among them an increasing loans, coDect savings deposits and loan payments, and
number of women, who accounted for about 75 per- provide training in financial responsibility. This means
cent of the total. The membership included about 13 high operating costs. The ratio of expenses to loans
percent of households with less than half an acre of rose from 9 percent in 1984 to 18 percent in 1986. These
land in the areas m which the bank was operating. high costs have been partally offset by low-cost funds
Loans are small-on average, about 3,000 taka ($100) in from international agencies.
1985. By the end of 1986 about Tk13 biSlion had been

returned. This practice has resulted in a good on extemal funds. Few collect deposits, partly be-
record of repayment. In Malawi, where 10 percent cause the supply of cheap external funds reduces
of loans was held as security, 97 percent of sea- the intermediary's incentive to provide this ser-
sonal credit disbursed between 1969 and 1985 was vice, but also because deposit taking is viewed as
recovered. In Nepal's Small Farmer Development too complex a task for unpaid group leaders. De-
Program, which required security deposits of 5 spite these drawbacks, some group lenders, such
percent, the repayment rate in 1984 was 88 per- as the Grameen Bank of Bangladesh, have an im-
cent. These repayment rates compare favorably pressive record (see Box 8.3).
with other small-borrower credit programs. An-
other way of imposing limited liability is to link Cooperative finance
continued access to credit with prompt repayment
of existing loans (as is done in Ghana, Malawi, and In group lending, borrowers and intermediaries
Zimbabwe). are separate entities. In a cooperative arrange-

Group lending schemes have improved access to ment, borrowers and depositors own the interme-
credit in many countries, but they too have draw- diary. In some countries such cooperatives fall out-
backs. Groups have often been created at the ini- side the regulations that govern banks and similar
tiative of governaments or private development institutions. This can give financial cooperatives
agencies. This top-down approach means that a flexibility, but it can also cut them off from the
scheme can be extended rapidly, but it may under- rediscounting and other facilities that are generally
cut the force of local sanction. In one Latin Ameri- available to other institutions.
can scheme, bank employees formed groups from In many developing countries cooperatives oper-
lines of borrowers at their windows. Such arbitrary ate under a govemrnment department that supports
selection is unlikely to achieve group accountabil- them with funds, technical assistance, and policy
ity. A second shortcoming is that the schemes rely guidance. Government support is attractive to the
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cooperatives' managers because it allows lending interest rates, dividends on shares, and lending
to expand quickly, but it weakens the incentive of policies. The credit unions are federated, and they
cooperative members to provide their own fi- jointly manage a central fund, invest in low-risk
nance. When loans are made according to govem- financial instruments, and mediate transfers be-
ment directive, lenders may find it difficult to col- tween member unions with surplus funds and
lect. Such loans are often seen as grants and hence those with deficits. Loans from the central fund to
as resources that can be spent on consumption. unions lacking liquidity amounted to only 13 per-
Often, cooperatives have been promoted as a cent of its assets; deposits with financial institu-
counter to usurious moneylenders and marketing tions accounted for 81 percent. Togo's credit
agents. This has sometimes led the advocates of unions, like informal suppliers of financial ser-
cooperatives and credit unions to think that finan- vices, live or die in the marketplace. But unike
cial services can be supplied to small producers for informal intermediaries, they have access to
less dan the real cost. broader financial markets through their federated

Moreover, the goals of govermnent and coopera- structure. As a result, they can intermediate be-
tives can differ greatly: governments often view tween regions and diversify their assets.
cooperatives as instruments for the conduct of
broader policy. In Africa, for example, a ministry Improving finance for the noncorporate sector
wished to use the cooperative credit system to
channel low-interest funds from foreign donors to Although informal financial arrangements do
targeted programs. When the ministry's plan was serve the needs of the noncorporate sector, they
presented to the cooperative, the director declined cannot be regarded as adequate. Many of the at-
because he felt that the funds would never be re- tempts by governments and international donors
couped by his institution. The director was told to to increase the supply of finance to the noncor-
reconsider or resign. The plan went into effect, re- porate sector have focused on providing access to
payment rates were extremely low, and other co- affordable acedit. They have foundered because
operative lending programs were undermined. they did not take into account the true costs and
The cooperative managed to refuse liability for risks of lending to the sector. Lowering the costs
nonrepayment, but the defaults affected repay- and risks would help to put the sector within reach
ments of the institution's other loans. of formal irLstitutions. Greater competition be-

Similarly, the support of foreign donors can be a tween formal and informal lenders would improve
mixed blessing. Cooperatives may seem a suitable the allocation of resources.
channel for development funds, but they often
end up with heavy liabilties and a bad collection Improving the legal environment
record. This mirrors the experience of develop-
ment banks discussed in Chapter 4. Cooperatives Legal reforms could make it easier for small enter-
that lend internally generated funds with an eye prises with relatively large financia needs to use
on the rate of return do better than those that are formal services. Such reforms include better defini-
told what to do by outsiders. Even those loans that tion and enforcement of property rights. Squatters
involve no liabilty for the cooperative incur staff and small farmers with clear land titles would then
costs which may overburden a small institution. have an acceptable form of collateral. Property

Despite the difficulties, cooperatives are a good laws that limit inheritance by women or prohibit
way of increasing access to financial services. Their maried women from holding property in their
costs are often low because they use volunteer la- own names limit their access to credit. In many
bor and because they can reduce risk through countries banking laws require women to obtain
group accountability and local sanction. Where permission from their husbands or fathers to bor-
govenments have been more concemed with the row. In much of Africa such laws reduce agricul-
viability of cooperatives than with social objec- tural investment by placing an economically irrele-
tives-and where interest rate restrictions have vant barrier xetween the farmer and her source of
been relatively modest-cooperatives have flour- finance.
ished and the supply of financial services has Laws meant to protect borrowers have often
broadened. In Togo, for example, savings in the made loan contracts harder to enforce and have
credit union system grew by 25 percent a year and thereby raised the risk of lending. Licensing and
loans by 33 percent a year during 1977486. Mem- registration formalities and taxation of businesses
bers elect a board of directors, which decides on need to be kept in check. Small businesses in Peru,
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for example, are forced to operate clandestinely which reduced their incentive to collect deposits
because legal status costs too much. So regulation and undercut their independence. Many coopera-
fails even in its narrow objective. Meanwhile, the tive members, seeing that this new source of fi-
econornic welfare of suppliers and customers is re- nance was risky, continued to rely on the informal
duced because businesses would have better ac- arrangements. If the advantages of formality are
cess to formal credit if they were properly regis- visible and worthwhile, clients will participate and
tered and licensed. the institution will prosper. If not, they will return

to the informal arrangements.
Links between informal and formal finance

Formal intermediation for the noncorporate sector
Improvements in the provision of finandal ser-
vices might be gained by upgrading informal Govenuments in many developing countries have
arrangements and linking them to formal insti- encouraged formal institutions to serve the non-
tutions. This implies building upon, not sup- corporate sector. The means have included low-
planting, the existing arrangements. The linicing of cost rediscount facilities for targeted lending
informal arrangements with cooperatives is be- through commercial banks, mandatory lending
coming increasingly common in Africa. In Kinkala, targets, and state-supported lending institutions.
a small rural town in the People's Republic of the As Chapter 4 pointed out, these policies have cre-
Congo, a savings and credit cooperative, Coopera- ated weak institutions and have thereby retarded
tive d'Epargne et de Cridit (COOPEC), has 268 the development of an efficient financial sector.
members. Informal arrangements operate in the They have been particularly damaging to the farm
local market. Among them is a ROSCA with sector. These failures have come to be widely rec-
twenty-four members. Each member contributes ognized, and a search for better solutions is under
2,000 CFA francs a month (about $4.50 in 1985) and way.
receives the total collection of CFAF48,000 every Goverrunent-supported credit programs for the
two years. This scheme has been linked with noncorporate sector can work. This is shown by
COOPEC so that ROSCA members (who are also the Badan Kredit Kecamatan (BKK) program in In-
enrolled in the cooperative) make their monthly donesia (see Box 8.4). The program prqvides loans
contribution to the COOPEC manager, who de- to rural enterprises and other small borrowers. Its
posits the total CFAF48,000 in a savings account. viability has been maintained through interest
ROSCA members are considered a good nsk; their rates that reflect lending costs and through the use
loan applications are looked upon favorably by the of local sanction to enforce repayment. Shared
COOPEC loan committee. In this way, COOPEC profits encourage careful lending by BKK staff.
has mobilized funds from its members and has sat- Funds for the program have come from a govern-
isfied credit demand. ment-mandated rediscounting facility, but the

An example of an apparently successful conver- scheme was designed to maintain its indepen-
sion of borrowing groups into a cooperative bank dence.
is the Working Women's Forum of Madras. In 1978 Most of the successful formal institutions that
thirty women engaged in petty trade orgarnzed as serve the noncorporate sector, however, take de-
a group to borrow from a commercial bank. De- posits. Some institutions have greatly improved
spite the success of this and other affiliated groups their position by doing so. The Banco Agricola in
of Indian women, dissatisfaction with delays and the Dominican Republic began to offer passbook
inflexible disbursement and repayment schedules savings services in 1984 because it was in serious
led them to form and staff their own bank in 1981. financal difficulty and urgently needed funds. By

An example of upgrading that produced mxn-ed 1987 deposits had increased more than twentyfold.
results is the conversion of indigenous savings and Although 60 percent of the depositors were pre-
credit associations (isusu) into cooperatives in east- vious borrowers from the institution, the rest were
em Nigeria. Cooperatives based on isusu per- a new clientele who demanded only a safe and
formed better in most respects than the rest. Mem- convenient store for liquidity.
bers of these cooperatives, however, not only Mobilization of voluntary deposits is desirable
remained members of indigenous savings and for several reasons. First, resource allocation can
credit associations but also held most of their sav- be improved if noncorporate agents have good de-
ings there. This was partly because the govern- posit opportunities with positive real rates of inter-
ment gave the cooperatives easy access to funds, est and low transaction costs. Second, the flow of
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Box 8.4 The Badan Kredit Kecamatan: finanial innovation
for the noncorporate sector in Indonesia

A government project in central Java, the Badan Kredit through the organization of retired military officers
Kecamatan (BKK), lends tiny sums without collateral, cost 47.5 percent a month. The BKK's effective
largely to niddle-aged peasant woren. The BKK takes monthly rate is about 7.5 percent. A maxinum of one
no longer than a week to process the one-page loan week elapses between loan application and disburse-
application form and does not supervise the loans. ment or rejection. If the first loan is repaid on time,

It sounds like a recipe for disaster, yet the BKI is one new loans may be disbursed on the same day as the
of the most successful banking operations of its kind in application. To get a loan, borrowers must fill out a
the world. More than 35 percent of central Java's 8,500 simple one-page form and receive the approval of their
villages are serviced by almost 500 subdistict BKK vilage leader. No collateral is required. The system re-
units and 3,000 village posts. As of December 31, 1987, lies upon character references from local officials and
the BKK had 516,000 outstanding loans, 90 percent of peer pressure to encourage repayment.
which were for less than $60. The BKK earned 1.A The BICK reduces risk by making initial, short-term
million in profits in 1987-a 14 percent return on the klans of about $5. The administrative costs would seem
consolidated average outstanding portfolio for that prohibitive. But these loans introduce villagers to the
year. Altiough the delinquency rate appears to be financial system and enable them to graduate to larger
high-about 20 percent of outstanding loans-a closer loans. Most clients agreed that the greatest incentive
look reveals that about three-quarters of arrears are for repaying on time was the expectation of getting
several years old and should be writen off. If these another loan.
loans were subtracted, the actual repayment rate Each local B}KK is an independent unit, not a bank
would be around 95 percent. (The BKK resists writing branch. The staff of the regional development bank
off bad debts because it feels that this sends the wrong supervises the local units carefully. Salaries of BKK
message to borrowers.) staff are low, but motivation to expand the portfolio

Starting in 1970, at the initiative of the governor of and maintain a good collection rate is high, since 10
central Java, a BSK unit was created in each of the percent of a BICK's profits are divided among its staff. If
subdistricts (k1=matan) with an initia loan of 1 million a BICK goes banraupt, staff members are no longer
zupian. The loan was provided by the provincial gov- paid.
emment through the regional development bank at The main source of BXK funds has been loans from
1 percent interest per month. Additional funds are bor- the regional development bank. Each loan to borrow-
rowed from the regional development bank, also at ers, however, has a mandatory savings component that
1 percent interest per month. To bypass restrictions earns interest and can be withdrawn when the loan is
and paperwork, these BSCK units were classified as fully repaid. Recently the BSIK began a voluntary sav-
nonbanks. This enabled the B}K to chage inderest ings program in nine units. More than $30,000 was
rates high enough to cover its costs, to avoid credit raised within seven months, with an average savings
allocation, and to ignore traditional collater require account of only $9. Most of these voluntary savers were
ments. not BKK borrowers. The program will be duplcated at

BKK loans are relatively cheap. Dafly credit from 400 of the healthiest units in 1988-89.
moneylenders costs 20 percent a day. Monthly loans

resources is typically from snall savers to high- are to provide sustainable financial services to the
yield activities m the corporate sectoT. Inadequate noncorporate sector This means better manage-
deposit faciities can block the most important ment and improved incentives for employees. In-
channel for this flow. Third, financial institutions novation wil be needed to contain the added risks
require the independence and discipline that only of providing finance to the noncorporate sector.
voluntary deposits can provide. Institutions gain Group lending is one example. Another is the ratch-
from extra information on potential borrowers, eting of loans-making small loans initially and big-
from the relationships that bind intermediary and geronesaftertheborrowerhasprovedcreditworthy.
cient, and from the borrowers' knowledge that This has been the practice of many group schemes
loans come from neighbors and not distant gov- and of both the Grameen Bank and the WKK.
emmnent or international agencies. Formal institutions could extend more of their

A strengthening of formal financial institutions services to the noncorporate sector if it was profit-
(as discussed in Chapter 7) will be needed if they able to do so. This means improving the ability of
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banks to reduce loan losses and establishing clear Governments, in their efforts to overcome these
property rights for borrowers. Above all, profit- shortcomings, have underestimated the difficulties
ability requires reducing directed credit programs of supplying services to the sector. Govermnent
with interest rate restrictions, since these fail to programs have benefited the few people fortunate
reflect the costs and risks involved in lending to enough to receive cheap credit, but in general they
the noncorporate sector. have failed to reduce costs or to facilitate the trans-

Most of the financial needs of the noncorporate fer of resources from those with surplus funds to
sector are met quite well by a wide variety of infor- those who can make use of them or to promote
mal arrangements. Providers of informal services viable financial institutions. Financial services to
rely on their knowledge of their customers and on rural areas and to the urban poor would benefit
local sanction to contain credit risk. But some in- from better legal systems, more clearly defined
formal financial arrangements are costly, and they property rights, and better links between informal
offer limited alternatives in instruments and' and formal financial institutions.
suppliers.
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9 Toward more liberal
and open financial systems

A number of countries, both developed and devel- and breadth of financial reform varied among
oping, have taken steps to liberalize their financial countries, and it is difficult to disentangle the ef-
systems during the past decade. Interest rates fects of financial reform from those of other re-
have been liberalized in Argentina, Australia, forms that were taking place at the sarme time.
Chile, France, Ghana, Indonesia, Japan, the Re- Overall, though, it seemns clear that financial liber-
public of Korea, Malaysia, New Zealand, Nigeria, alization has helped to mobilize resources through
the Philippines, Sri Lanka, Turkey, the United the formal financial system and to improve the effi-
States, and Uruguay. In other countries, such as ciency with which they are used.
Thailand and Yugoslavia, interest ceilings have The task of reform is not straightforward. This
been managed more flexibly than before. Several chapter discusses the pitfalls to be avoided in the
countries,- such as Chile and Korea, privatized transition from a regulated financial sector to one
their commercial banks. Argentina, Chile, Paki- that is more market-oriented. It also discusses the
stan, and Turkey reduced their directed credit pro- issues raised by the integration of a country's fi-
grams, and interest rate subsidies were reduced or nancial systeim with international financial mar-
abolished in Korea and the Philippines. kets.

Several factors prompted these shifts in policy.
During the past decade many developing coun- Recent experiences with financial reform
tries began to place greater emphasis on the pri-
vate sector and on market-determined pricing. In The pace and scope of reform have differed sub-
higher-income countries, the inflationary shocks of stantially from country to country. Financial sec-
the 1970s and early 1980s underscored the limita- tors in most of the high-income countries were al-
tions of regulations on interest rates and credit. ready maturie and market-based, and reform
Rapid advances in telecommunications and infor- focused on eliminating controls and thereby pro-
mation processing have spurred the development moting competition. In some developing coun-
of new financial instruments and have promoted tries, however, financial systems were heavily re-
greater financial integration both domestically and pressed before reform. Three countries in Latin
internationally. This has made it harder for govern- America-Argentina, Chile, and Uruguay-shifted
ments to control financial markets. within a few years from highly controlled to

The lessons of reform are obscured by difficulties largely uncontrolled finance. The Philippines and
in interpretation. The starting point and the pace Turkey also eliminated most of their interest rate
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controls within a very short period, but they did volatile. As it surged from time to time, real mter-
not undertake major financial reforms in other ar- est rates fell, but even so they were often very high
eas. Elsewhere, reforms were even more lirnited in both countries.
and were introduced more gradually. Some devel- All three governments tried to change deep-
opmg countries-Malaysia, for instance-already seated inflationary expectations by publishing a
had market-oriented systems, but in others, such schedule of preannounced changes in the ex-
as China, the overall economy remained con- change rate. These schedules (tablita) allowed for a
trolled. The process of reform was frequently inter- slowing rate of devaluation and were intended to
rupted when political resistance or deteriorating convince the public that the domestic rate of infla-
economic conditions forced governments to slow tion would gradually converge with the interna-
or even to reverse liberalization. tional rate. Similarly, the countries liberalized their

With few exceptions developing countries intro- capital accounts to bring domestic and foreign in-
duced financial reforms in periods of economic terest rates into line. It was hoped that these mea-
stress as part of stabilization and structural adjust- sures would hasten the return to low inflation and
ment programs. But the degree of stress also var- at the same time bring down the counties' high
ied among countries. For example, Argentina, domestic interest rates. Inflation, however, stayed
Chile, Turkey, and Uruguay had large fiscal deficits higher than the rate implied by the tablita, and as a
and suffered from inflation of between 50 and 200 result the real exchange rate appreciated consider-
percent in the five years before financial reform. In ably and exports and output suffered. The wide
contrast, Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia, and New differentials between high domestic and lower for-
Zealand had relatively low levels of inflation both eign interest rates, together with preannounced
before and after financial reform. Although these changes in exchange rates, promnised very high re-
countries were also attempting to stabilize their turns and attracted large inflows of capital. These
economies and restructure their trade and indus- in turn caused,rapid monetary expansion and
tial sectors, their reforms were quite different be- made it difficult to control domestic demand. The
cause they were conducted against a more stable lack of effective regulation and supervision al-
background. lowed speculation and recldess lending to go un-

checked.
Southern Cone countries To restore external balance in the early 1980s, all

three countries had to devalue their currencies
Three of the most dramatic and far-reaching pro- substantially. These and other measures were nec-
grams of financial reform were carried out by Ar- essary, but, together with persistently high inter-
gentina, Chile, and Uruguay in the mid-1970s. The est rates, they added to the financial distress of the
measures included the lifting of controls on inter- corporate sector, and many financial institutions
est rates and capital movements (local banks were failed. By one estimate, the nonperforming assets
allowed to offer dollar-denominated loans and de- of Chile's banks amounted to 79 percent of capital
posits), the elimination of directed credit pro- and reserves in 1982 and to more than 150 percent
grams, the privatization of nationalized banks, and in 1983. The monetary authorities in all three coun-
the lowering of barriers to entry for both domestic tries were forced to rescue failing banks. Monetary
and foreign banks. These reforms were inple- expansion, partly caused by these efforts to assist
mented relatively quicldy, during periods of high the banks, undermined the governments' broader
and volatile inflation, and as part of broader pro- adjustment programs and jeopardized financial
grams of stabilization and liberalization. Each pro- liberalization. Argentina and Chile were both
gram encountered serious difficulties, partly be- forced to reintroduce direct controls on their finan-
cause of the way in which financial deregulation cial sectors. But after nationalizing its failed banks,
was handled and partly because of problems in the Chile resumed its liberal polices. It began a long-
real sector. term program to rehabilitate and reprivatize the

Following the reforms in Chile, inflation de- banks and to put in place a sound system of pru-
clined from 600 percent in 1974 to 20 percent in dential regulation and supervision. Argentina,
1981. In the face of decelerating inflation, the real too, has been gradually hiberalizing since it reim-
interest rate rose to extremely high levels: lending posed direct controls.
rates were more than 30 percent in real terms in The financial crses m the Southern Cone coun-
the years between 1975 and 1982. In Argentina and tries were caused by macro- and microeconomic
Uruguay, m contrast, inflation remamed high and problems at home and shocks from abroad. Within



a brief period firms faced rapid changes in relative radically reorganized. Between 1980 and 1986 the
prices, a fall in domestic sales, sharp increases in banking system's assets shrank 44 percent in real
interest rates, a major devaluation of the currency, terms.
and a sudden termination of external credit. The Until 1980 the Turkish government maintained
biggest problems began in the real sectors of the strict control of nominal interest rates. Inflation
economy, but efforts to liberalize the financial sec- was high, and real interest rates were negative. In
tor undoubtedly contributed to the resulting insta- 1980 the government removed the controls and al-
bility. lowed banks to issue negotiable certificates of de-

posit (CDs). At the same time it embarked upon a
The Phizppines and Turkey stabilization and structural adjustment program.

The financial reforms were short-lived, however.
The Philippines and Turkey have also reformed Two years later, after financial difficulties, the cen-
their financial systems, which were once heavily tral bank reimposed ceilings on deposit interest
repressed. Their reforms, however, centered on rates.
freeing interest rates. In the early 1980s the Philip- Turkey's ihberalization program differs from the
pines liberalized interest rates and aDowed com- others in several respects. The government's bud-
mercial banks to provide a much broader range of get deficit declined between 1980 and 1982, which
financial services. In the first years after the re- took some pressure off the financial markets. The
forms, interest rates rose to about 10 percent in real government did not liberalize capital flows be-
terms, and the financial sector grew rapidly. But tween 1980 and 1982 and thus avoided some of the
when the country suffered serious macroeconomic complications that plagued the Southern Cone
instability during 1983-85, a widespread financial countries. The annual inflation rate, as measured
crisis developed. by changes in the wholesale price index, declined

Beginning in the late 1970s the Philippines pur- from more than 100 percent in 1980 to 25 percent in
sued expansionary policies to sustain high eco- 1982. Real interest rates increased sharply dunng
nomic growth despite a world recession. The fiscal the stabilization period. The domestic currency de-
deficit increased from 0.2 percent of GNP in 1978 preciated in real terms, GNP growth became posi-
to 4 percent in 1982, and the current account deficit tive after two years of contraction, and the compo-
rose from 5 percent of GNP to 8 percent over the sition of demand shifted from domestic absorption
same period. Political uncertainty reinforced a toward exports. Turkey appeared to be on the right
gradual loss of confidence in the domestic econ- path.
omy; capital began to flow abroad just as the sup- These macroeconomic changes, however, hit
ply of foreign finance began to dry up. A smaller corporate profits and left businesses struggling to
external deficit in later years was made possible adjust. Financial problems in the corporate sector
only by sharp cuts in imports and domestic ab- then caused distress in the banking system. Non-
sorption. The peso devaluation of 1983-84 and the performing loans, especally among smaller banks,
large fiscal deficit caused inflation to rise to 50 per- prompted intense competition for financial re-
cent in 1984. In that year the government imple- sources. Banks that needed liquidity increased
mented a stringent stabilization program that in- their deposit rates. Bigger banks tried to limit this
cluded the sale of new high-yield ishuments by competition with a gentlemen's agreement on in-
the central bank, with the aim of slowing monetary terest rates, but they failed and the competition
growth. To keep their deposit base in the face of continued. Banks also issued large volumes of CDs
this new competiton, banks and financial compa- through brokerage houses (which offered higher
nies also increased their mterest rates, which at interest rates), even though this practice was pro-
times rose to more than 20 percent in real terms. hibited after 1981. Additional financial resources
The highly leveraged corporate sector thus faced were used to meet immediate obligations and to
mounting financial strain. refinance nonperforming loans: in other words,

Financial distress in the corporate sector, bad many insolvent borrowers continued to borrow.
management in the banks, political corruption, Indicators of financial depth improved during this
and inadequate regulation and supervision all led period, but a large part of the additional intermedi-
to a rapid deterioration in the balance sheets of ation went to finance interest payments on non-
financial institutions. Eventually the crisis forced performing loans.
the government to intervene. A number of smaller The .govermnent finally intervened in mid-1982.
banks were taken into the public sector, and the It found that some banks had failed to meet their
two largest banks, both government-owned, were reserve requirements because of liquidity prob-
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Box 9.1 Finanial liberalition in New Zealand

New Zealand is an example of a developed country rate, introduced market-based tenders for sales of gov-
that has made the transition from a heavily regulated einrent securities, and established a new system of
financial system to one more reliant on mnarket forces. monetary control. To promote competition amnong fi-
By 1984 government intervention in finance had be- nancial institutions, the govermment encouraged the
come widespread. Most intermediaries were subject to entry of new banks irrespective of domicile and ex-
interest rate controls, credit was directed toward pre- tended the right to deal in foreign exchange to institu-
ferred sectors such as housing and farming, and inter- tions outside the banking sector. External capital con-
mediaries were obliged to buy government securities at trols were removed to deepen the foreign exchange
below-market interest rates. Although these policies market. Liberalization was accompanied by strength-
stimulated investment in housing and agriculture and ened supervisory capabilities. Prudential regulation
provided the govenument with a cheap source of deficit emphasized the prevention of system-wide failure
financing, they contributed to slow growth by reducing rather than failures of individual institutions, and the
the credit available for other, potentially more profit- govermment chose not to introduce a deposit insurance
able activities. They also ui v - .. -. _ _

and the effectiveness of r _ _ _ -_ _ _ .

intermediation shifted to ft _ -

tion and to institutionsl.. _ .

standards.
FoLowing the 1984 dec. |

duced a new market-orie e _ .

hensive package of stru
growth and to redressexte _ .

the role of market forces. _ l

were trade lberalization, _ . _ i _ I

sures to restore fiscal,ds 
owned enterprises (inlud * _ .

nancal sector the gove _- _ -_ .

rate controls and credit dir

lems. The government merged five insolvent on the services that could be offered by different
banks with bigger ones, imposed ceilings on de- institutions were also reduced or eliminated. Fi-
posit interest rates, and increased its monitoring. nancial systems in these countries were already
In the meantime several brokerage houses, includ- market-oriented, and the reforms were designed
ingsome of the largest, went bankrupt. to stimulate further competition and efficiency.

While Turkey reregulated interest rates, the With modestly rising inflation in the 1970s and
Philippines-after substantially restructuring its fi- early 1980s, interest rate controls on deposits pre-
nancial intermediaries-continued its liberal pol- vented institutions from competing effectively
icy. The financial problems of both countries re- with unregulated suppliers in the securities mar-
flected past economic policies and bad bank kets and Euromarkets. Although the reforms gen-
management. External shocks, structural adjust- erally improved the efficiency of financial systems,
ment, and abnormally high interest rates turned they caused stress for certain institutions such as
these problems into a financial crisis. The hiberali- the savings and loan system in the United States
zation of interest rates left the corporate sector vul- and finance companies in Malaysia. Interest rates
nerable to macroeconomic shocks. In both coun- in general were affected more by macroeconomic
tries weak prudential regulation and supervision developments than by the financial reforms. Bank
allowed the capitalization of interest and a rapid deposit and loan rates rose modestly in real terms.
deterioration of bank portfolios. Financial depth increased substantially. Interest

rate spreads and the dispersion of rates in different
Rfoims in other countries market segments narrowed-all signs of greater

competition and efficiency.
Australia, Japan, Malaysia, New Zealand (see Box Other countries that had more repressed sys-
9.1), and the United States have all liberalized their tems have also undertaken financial reforms. The
interest rates during the past decade. Restrictions scope and pace of reforms, however, have been
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Box 9.2 Financial reform in Korea

Korea's heavily regulated financial system was a key terest rates rose, and growing numbers of highly in-
instrument in the government's industrial policy of the debted firms found it difficult to service their debts.
1960s and 1970s. Interest rates were controUed and The goverrunent swiftly reduced norninal interest
were kept low during most of this period. A substantial rates, but because inflation declined, real lending rates
proportion of bank credit-well above one-third-was stayed between 5 and 10 percent throughout the 1980s.
directed by the government to designated sectors. By By the rnid-1980s Korea had established macroeco-
the late 1970s, however, a growing consensus had noniic stability: the annual inflation rate fell to 2-3 per-
emerged that this approach was retarding the growth cent, and the fiscal and current account deficits were
of the financial sector and preventing the efficient allo- eliminated. Industry undertook a major restructuing.
cation of resources. Confronted with a significant mac- The financial sector has grown rapidly in the 1980s,
roeconornic imbalance and slower economic growth, largely owing to the explosive expansion of nonbank
the governrnent changed directions. institutions and securities rnarkets and, to a lesser ex-

Stabilization, structural adjustment, and financial re- tent, to growth in the banking sector. The ratio of M3 to
form programns were all introduced in the early 1980s. GNP almost doubled between 1980 and 1987 (see Box
The goveriunent adopted several measures to encour- table 9.2). Building on this progress, the goverTnment
age competition in the financial market. Nonbank insti- began the full liberalization of bank interest rates in late
tutions, which were relatively new and lightly regu- 1988. Most lending rates were freed at that time, al-
lated, were further deregulated, and barriers to entry though deposit rates are stil controlled. The govern-
were greatly relaxed. Additional foreign financial insti- ment also announced plans to open Korea's financial
tutions, including banks and life insurance compames, narkets to furthier foreign participation.
were allowed to open branches. Commercial banks,
most of which had been owned by the government,
were privatized. The goverstnent eliminated its prefer- Box table 9.2 Korea's financial sector, 1980,1984,
ential lending rates and did not introduce any new and 1987
directed credit programs. At the same time, the author- (potagec f GNP)
ities fostered greater competition among different sorts Sndkator 1980 1984 1987
of financial institutions by allowing them to offer a M2 34.2 37.2 41.3
wider range of services. M3 48.6 68.1 94.4

The loans of conmmercial banks, even after privatiza- Cporate bonds 4.5 8.0 10.2
tion, continued to be closely monitored and super- Stock market capalization 6.9 7.8 26.8
vised. The authorities continued to regulate the inter- Nolte M2 is cu=rncy in ciculwion plus demand, time, and savings
est rates of banrks and nonbank institutions, but they deposits and residents' foren curency deposits at the centzI bank
parially deregulated interest rates in the money and and deposit money banks. M3 is the sum of MZ deposits at non-

batik finandcal bisbtutions. debenture, comimerda bilLs. and certffi-securities markets. Controls on capital flows were atesofdeposit.
maintained. When inflation started to decline, real in- Sowa. Bank of Korea and MNistry of Fnwnce, Repubi of Korea.

limited and gradual. In Indonesia the major banks Latin American countries, other than those of
are still publicly owned, but the government has the Southern Cone, have proceeded much more
liberalized the credit ceilngs and interest rates of cautiously. Several countries, particularly Brazil
public banks and shifted control to the banks' and Mexico, were more successful in building bal-
managements. Certain categories of deposit and anced and diversified institutional structures. But
loan rates, however, remain controlled. Korea also financial reform there and elsewhere in Latin
changed its financial policy in the 1980s, moving America was hindered by the failure to reduce in-
away from heavy regulation to a more market- flation.
oriented approach. These reforms have led to In Sub-Saharan Africa financial reforms are in
rapid growth in the financial sector (see Box 9.2). place or under way in several countries, including
Financial reforms in Greece, Morocco, Portugal, Cote d'Ivoire, Ghana, Guinea, Madagascar, Mo-
and Tunisia have included a substantial reduction zambique, Nigeria, and Tanzania. The objectives
in directed credit programs, an extensive- are to restructure institutions, improve regulatory
although far from complete-liberalization of inter- procedures, and prepare the way for a greater reli-
est rates, and efforts to develop money and capital ance on markets. The centrally planned economies
markets. have also undertaken some financial reforms that
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mnvolve higher interest rates and somewhat greater key. In freeing the financial system from heavy
competition in the provision of services. economic regulation, these countries failed to

establish an adequate system of prudential reg-
Lessons of reform ulation. In Chile, for example, privatizing banks

without an adequate framework of prudential reg-
These attempts at financial sector reform point to ulation allowed them to be acquired by industral
certam pitfalls, although the longer-term benefits groups, which used them to make excessive loans
are considerable. The clearest lesson is that re- to group firms. Effective regulation and supervi-
forms carried out against an unstable macroeco- sion by barnk management, by market forces, and
noric background can make that instability worse. by public authorities are all necessary to reduce
Complete liberalization of interest rates in coun- recklessness and fraud.
tries with high and unstable rates of inflation can Financial liberalization, like other reforms, in-
lead to high real interest rates and wide spreads volves transfers of wealth and income. Creditors
between lending and deposit rates. Furthermore, gain from higher interest rates, and debtors lose.
it did not prove possible in unstable economies to Financial institutions with long-term loans and
prevent the real exchange rate from appreciating short-term deposits can be adversely affected by
or to keep interest rates in line with the productiv- interest rate deregulation that results in higher
ity of the real sector. As a result, the removal of rates. Firms with foreign exchange debt can suffer
capital controls allowed volatile capital flows and huge losses when the currency is devalued. In the
undermined monetary control. long run the change in relative prices is necessary

In contrast, countries with reasonable macroeco- to bring about econonic adjustment; in the short
noruc stability were able to avoid the pitfalls of run the losses can be a political and econormic ob-
ligh real interest rates, fluctuations in the real ex- stacle to needed reforms. So a fourth lesson is that
change rate, and insolvency among firms and the authorities must anticipate how reforms will
banks. Some countries with considerable macro- change relative prices and how these changes will
economic instability chose to liberalize gradually; affect different groups. Considerations of equity
they retained certain controls on interest rates and and political feasibility alike may make it necessary
capital flows while encouraging greater competi- to provide transitional compensation to those most
tion and adjusting interest rates to reflect market adversely affected.
conditions. These countries also avoided serious All this suggests that in the initial stages of re-
disruption and achieved rapid growth in their fi- form many developing countries will be unable to
nancial sectors. liberalize as extensively as some of the high-

A second lesson is that where prices are dis- income countries. Although generalization is haz-
torted owing to protection or price controls, finan- ardous, experience to date suggests the following
cial libealization may not improve the allocation of steps in moving from a regulated to a more liberal
resources, which is one of its key objectives. In financial system. Reform should start by getting
fact, deregulation may make matters worse by the fiscal deficit under control and establishing
causing the financial system to respond more flexi- macroeconomic stability. The govermnent should
bly to bad signals. For example, Chile's overvalued then scale down its directed credit programs and
exchange rate in the early 1980s greatly favored the adjust the level and pattem of interest rates to
nontradables sector, which led to excessive invest- bring them into line with inflation and other mar-
ment in real estate. Financial reform allowed more ket forces. In the initial stage of reform the govern-
resources to flow to that sector. In the subsequent ment should also try to improve the foundations of
crisis, real estate was one of the sectors that were finance-that is, the accounting and legal systems,
hardest hit. Exchange rate realignments and re- procedures for the enforcement of contracts, dis-
forms in trade and public enterprise policy should closure requirements, and the structure of pruden-
precede, or at least happen along with, financial tial regulation and supervision. It should encour-
lberalization. age managerial autonomy in financial institutions.

A third lesson is that direct intervention in fi- If institutional msolvency is widespread, the gov-
nance must be replaced by an adequate, if less in- emmnent may need to restructure some financial
vasive, system of laws and regulations. Failure to institutions in the early stages of reform. Measures
provide adequate prudential regulation and bank- to improve efficiency in the real sector-that is,
ing supervsion contributed to financial insolvency more liberal policies toward trade and industry-
in the Southern Cone, the Philippines, and Tur- also ought to be taken at an early stage.
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In the next stage, financial reform should seek to pending both on economic circumstances and on
promote the development of a greater variety of political possibilities. This section reviews the
markets and institutions and to foster competition. main components of a broadly conceived program
Broader ranges for deposit and lending rates of financial reform.
should be introduced. On the external side, for-
eign entry into domestic fnancial markets should Financng fisal deficits
be encouraged to increase competition and
efficiency-but perhaps with restrictions, until do- Macroeconomic stability depends on reducing
mestic institutions are able to compete fully. Until public deficits to a level that can be financed by
such reforms are well under way, it will probably means other than inflation or other taxes on the
be necessary to maintain controls on the move- financial sector. Central government deficits have
ment of capital. If, however, a country already has in recent years been equivalent to about one-fifth
an open capital account, the government should of total government spending for a large sample of
give priority to maintaining macroeconomic stabil- developing countries. About half of this total was
ity to avoid destabilizing capital flows. After sub- financed by borrowing from central banks. The re-
stantial progress has been made toward reform, sulting monetary expansion caused high inflation
the govern=ient can move to the final stage: full in many countries. Government borrowing from
libealization of interest rates, the elimination of the domestic banking system through high reserve
the remainig directed credit programs, the relaxa- and liquidity requirements is less inflationary than
tion of capital controls, and the removal of restric- borrowing from the central bank, but it reduces
tions on foreign institutions. bank profitability, distorts interest rates, and

In sequencing the removal of exchange controls, crowds out private sector borrowers. To the extent
trade transactions should be liberalized first and that a government finances its deficit domestically,
capital movements later. Latin America's experi- borrowing from a securities market is therefore
ence suggests that liberalizing them simultane- preferable to forced borrowing from financial insti-
ously is undesirable. The speed of adjustment in tutions, which in turn is preferable to borrowing
the capital narket is faster than in the goods mar- from the central bank.
ket. An inflow of capital can lead to an appreciation In most countries it is possible to start a market
of the exchange rate, which undermines trade liber- for government bils, provided the government is
aliation. In the end, internal and extemal lberali- willing to pay the market interest rate. Indeed,
zation will be complementary, but external reform several developing countries, including Indonesia,
should wait until mternal reform and the Tecovery the Philippines, and Sri Lanka, have established
of domestic markets are under way. When macro- short-term government securities markets. This is
econonuc stability has been established and the do- desirable not only because borrowing from such a
mestic financial system has been li>eralized and market is less inflationary than borrowing from
deepened, it wil be safe to allow greater freedom banks but also because a bills market makes it pos-
for foreign institutions and capital flows, to link the sible for the government to engage m open market
domestic and international financial markets. operations. These can be used to manage the mon-

If the reform process as a whole is too quick, etary and credit aggregates without the distortions
firms that entered into contracts and arrangements entailed by direct controls. A government bils
under the old rules and that would otherwise be market is also a first step toward building a broader
viable may face heavy losses. A gradual liberaliza- market for corporate securities. Once market par-
tion wil also impose losses, but it wil allow firms ticipants have become famniliar with owrning and
thme to adjust and financial insttutions time to de- trading government instruments and the infra-
velop the new skills they wIll need. Undue delay, structure of brokers and traders is in place, it is
however, carries the cost of perpetuating the ineffi- relatively easy for the private sector to issue its
dencies of fmiancial repression. The appropriate own securities. And by borrowing from a bills mar-
balance must be judged in each case. Here, at any ket instead of from the insurance and pension sys-
rate, genealization is not helpful. tems, governments free long-term funds for in-

vestment in private sector assets.
Components of financial reform

Interest mte policy
Many countries have taken the first steps toward
reorming their financial systems. The elements Studies suggest that ngid ceilings on interest rates
necessary to take the process further will vary, de- have hindered the growth of financial savings and
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reduced the efficiency of investment. High and rected credit programs and interest rate subsidies.
volatile inflation worsens their impact. In most Many governments are unwilling to eliminate di-
countries this overall rigidity has been com- rected credits entirely but are nonetheless increas-
pounded by a pattern of interest rates that failed to ing the flow of credit to the private sector and re-
discriminate between borrowers on the basis of ducng their own role in credit allocation. Two
loan matuity, risk, or administrative cost. Govern- principles should guide the design of any remain-
ments have often told banks to charge lower inter- ing programs. First, there can be ordy a limited
est rates on loans to small borrowers and on loans number of priority sectors: a wide variety of di-
of longer maturity. Growing recognition of the rected credit programs means that nothing is being
harm that administered interest rates can cause given priority. Second, governments should be
has recently led many governments to give market conscious of how little information they have in
forces a bigger say. Goverrunents in developing relation to the information they would need to
and developed countries alike have deregulated in- price aedit for different sectors appropriately.
terest rates during the past decade. With regard to interest rates, the aim should be

If the initial conditions are wrong, however, hb- to eliminate the difference between the subsidized
eralization may fail to bring about the correct pat- rate and the market rate. The lowest interest rate
tern of interest rates. In countries that have not yet should not be less than the rate charged by the
been restored to macroeconomic stability, govern- commercial banks to prine borrowers. Increasing
ments may need to continue managing interest the availability of aedit to priority sectors should
rates. In such cases the aim should be to adjust be the main focus of the remaining directed credit
interest rates to reflect changes in inflation and ex- programs, since experience has shown that gener-
change rates. Countries with open economies ous subsidies badly distort the allocation of re-
need to pay close attention to the differentials be- sources.
tween domestic and international rates. Beyond Charging nonprime borrowers the prime rate
that, governments should phase out preferential implies a subsidy to the extent of the added risk
interest rates. When good progress has been made and administrative costs. Instead of forcing the
toward establishing macroeconomic stability, liber- banks to cover these costs by charging other bor-
alizing industry, and restructuring the financial rowers more or paying depositors less, the author-
system, the government night then move toward ities would be better advised to bear the costs
a more thoroughgoing liberalization of interest themselves. Directed credit administered through
rates. Some countries began by setting ranges and central bank rediscounts rather than through
allowmg banks to fix ther rates within them. As quantitative allocations forced on the banks pro-
liberalization moved to later stages, the ranges motes voluntary lending. Governments should
were widened and then removed. not, however, let central bank rediscounts become

a significant source of monetary expansion. Sec-
Directed credit tors that require large subsidies should be dealt

with in the budget, not through credit allocation.
In most developing countries government inter- Finldly, it seems more defensible to provide di-
vention in the allocation of credit has been exten- rected credits for certain activities (for example, ex-
sive. Although a degree of intervention may have ports or research and development) or for specific
been useful dunng the early stages of develop- sorts of financing such as long-term loans than to
ment, many countries have come to recognize target specific subsectors such as textles or wheat.
that this policy has had an adverse effect on indus- Targeting specific sectors is too risky in a world of
trial and financial development. The evidence sug- shifting comparative advantage.
gests that directed credit programs have been an
inefficient way of redistributing income and of Institutiona retructuring and deelopment
dealing with inperfections in the goods market.
Some programs that were well designed and Many financial institutions today are insolvent,
narrowly focused, however, have been reasonably and successful financial reform requires that they
successful in dealing with specific imperfections in be restructured. Insolvent institutions allocate new
the financial markets, such as a lack of risk capital. resources inefficiently because their aim is to avoid
In the future, governments should attack the immediate bankruptcy rather than to seek out cus-
conditions that made directed credit appear tomers with the best investment opportunities. Be-
desirable-imperfections in markets or extreme cause financial institutions often become insolvent
inequalities in income-instead of using di- as a result of il-advised policies toward trade and
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industry, policy reforms and the restructuring of Extemnalfinancial policy
industrial companies may also be necessary. Gov-
ernments should not simply recapitalize the insol- Financial reforms have been undertaken in inter-
vent financial institutions but should seize the op- national as well as domestic markets. Many high-
portunity to restructure the financial system in line income countries have eased their capital controls
with the country's future needs. and cut restrictions on the entry of foreign inter-

Liberalzation should not be limited to the re- mediaries. The result has been an increase in cross-
form of the banking system but should seek to border financial flows and in foreign participation
develop a more broadly based financial system in domestic markets. Conversely, the development
that will include money and capital markets and of offshore markets has reinforced the trend to-
nonbank intermediaries. A balanced and competi- ward deregulation in domestic markets. Offshore
tive system of finance contnbutes to macroeco- financial markets have grown much more quicldy
nomic stability by makirng the system more robust than domestic markets in recent years-a sign of
in the face of external and internal shocks. Active the pace at which finance is becoming an mnte-
securities markets increase the supply of equity grated globad industry. International bank lending
capital and long-term credit, which are vital to in- and net issues of international bonds grew two
dustrial investment. Experience in countries such and a half times faster than GNP in the high-
as Malaysia and the Philippines suggests that the income countries during 1976-86.
hlberalization of commercial banking will not add The growing importance of international finance
much by itself to the availability of long-term credit is also reflected in the rise in the share of foreign
and equity capital. In Korea, by contrast, the rapid loans, or of purchases of foreign securities, in
growth of the securities market and the develop- banks' transactions. For example, the ratio of ex-
ment of new nonbank institutions substantially ternal assets to total assets for banks in the high-
improved the supply of long-term credit even income countries rose from 14 percent at the end of
though only limited liberalization of the banking 1975 to 19 percent at the end of 1985. Extemal fi-
system took place. nance went mainly to firms in high-income coun-

In many developing countries today the financial tries, but some of the growth represents commer-
institutions in the most distress are part of the pub- cial bank lending to the now overly. indebted
lic sector. Privatization of government banks is one developing countries. Simflarly, the greater partici-
way of improving their efficiency. But this course pation of forieign financial institutions has been ev-
should be followed only after the quality of bank ident in most major markets. The number of for-
portfolios and the regulatory framework have im- eign banking firms in the high-income countries
proved. In some countries thin capital mnarkets has increased sharply. The ratio of the assets of
mean that selling bank shares to a large number of foreign banks to the assets of all banks increased in
individuals is hardly feasible. Hence privatization Belgium from 8 percent at the end of 1960 to 51
of public banks may simply shift the ownership of percent at the end of June 1985, in France from 7 to
the bank from the government to large industrial 18 percent, in the United Kingdom from 7 to 63
groups. That would increase economic concentra- percent, and in Luxembourg from 8 to 85 percent.
fton and undermine sound banking-as Chile dis- In the United States the ratio increased from 6 per-
covered in the late 1970s. In small countries with cent at the end of 1976 to 12 percent in rnid-1985.
few banks and weak regulation and supervision, Advances in telecommunications and data pro-
greater foreign participation in bank ownership cessing have driven these changes, which are
and management (as in Guinea of late) is well likely to prove irreversible. The greater interna-
worth considering. tional mobility of capital, the globalization of finan-

Where public institutions are not privatized, cial markets, and the development of new financial
other steps should be taken to improve efficiency. instruments have rendered a closed financial pol-
It is important that managers of public banks be icy costly and largely ineffective. To varying de-
professionals with autonomy and accountability; grees, developing countries have participated in
dear procedures will be needed that keep govern- the trend toward more open and integrated finan-
ment interference in individual loan decisions, as- cial markets, partly in response to the growing eco-
set management, and personnel policy to a mni- nomic integration brought about by trade, tour-
mum. It is equally important that public banks not ism, and migrant labor. Some countries have
be shielded from prudential regulation. adopted foreign currency deposit schemes to in-
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duce a greater flow of renittances from migrant banks have not been restructured, foreign partici-
workers. To encourage remittances and to discour- pation may be beneficial, but some restrictions will
age and, if possible, reverse capital flight, coun- remain necessary to prevent excessive disinterme-
tries wil need to make domestic financial assets diation by local banks.
competitive in yield with foreign assets. Achieving
macoeconomic stability with positive real rates of CAPITAL :Lows. The integration of domestic and
interest and a realistic exchange rate will also en- world financial markets requires freer trade not
courage foreign investors to increase direct and only in financial services but also in financial as-
portfolio investmnents. sets. Restrictions on capital flows have been re-

The mrnging of domestic and international fi- laxed in many developing countries, generally as
nance has certain advantages for any country. For- part of broader programs of reform. Capital flows
eign competition forces domestic institutions to be are already quite free in Argentina, Chile, Malay-
more efficient and to broaden the range of services sia, Mexico, the Philippines, Thailand, Uruguay,
they offer. It can also accelerate the transfer of fi- and Francophone Africa. A growing number of de-
nancial technology, which is especially important veloping countries are encouraging foreign partici-
for developmg countries. The countries that suc- pation in their domestic securities markets. Since
ceed in integrating their markets with the rest of 1980 more than thirty dosed-end funds have been
the world will gain greater access to capital and to established as a means for foreigners to invest in
financial services such as swaps, which will permit developing country equities.
them to diversify their risks. But opening financial Capital movements to and from the developing
markets also poses problems. If it is done prema- countries are already substantial. In 1982, for ex-
turely, it can lead to volatile financial flows that can ample, more than a quarter of cross-border bank
magnify domestic instability. Free entry of foreign lending went to developing countries. (In more re-
institutions can lead to the disintermediation of cent years the flows have, of course, been much
high-cost domestic banks. Furthermore, intema- smaller.) The developing countries' stock of out-
tionalization means giving up a large degree of au- standing foreign debt is very large-$1,176 billion
tonomy in domestic monetary and financial policy. at the end of 1988, of which more than half was
Domestic deposit and lending rates can be kept in lent by commercial sources. In 1987 the recorded
hne with world rates only if reserve requirements amount of foreign bank deposits held by residents
and banks' costs of intermediation are in line with of developing countries was $290 billion; this is
those in other countries. undoubtedly an understatement of capital held

abroad. Economnic agents in many developing
ENm OF FOREIGN FINANCIAL INSTrrONS. Atti- countries have been borrowing and depositing

tudes toward licensing foreign banks and other fi- more abroad than in their own banks. This partly
nancial institutions vary widely among developing reflects the natural international diversification of
counties. A few exclude foreign financial institu- portfolios, but to a greater extent it reflects efforts
tions; others permit representative offices but not to avoid the repressed yields of domestic financial
branches. At the other extreme, the Bahamas, Bah- systems.
rain, Hong Kong, Panama, and Singapore view The scale of capital flows to and from developing
exports of financial services as a source of employ- countries does not mean that their financial mar-
ment and foreign exchange. They either allow for- kets have been substantially open. On the con-
eign institutions to operate under the same rules as trary, many developing countries continue to re-
domestic banks or provide Liberal rules for offshore strict outward capital flows in an attempt to direct
financial institutions. more domestic funds to domestic investment. Fur-

Maxmizing the benefits of foreign entry requires thermore, fears that foreigners would gain control
the deregulation of domestic financial institutions of domestic corporations have led to restrictions on
and the establishment of a competitive environ- inward portfolio investment in new ventures.
ment. Artificially low interest rates, directed Although the capital market should not be
credit, barriers to entry, and other impediments to opened prematurely, freer capital movements will
competition make it likely that foreign intermedi- promote better alignment of domestic interest
aries will simply capture monopoly rents rather rates with international rates, increase the avail-
than promote competition and efficiency. Where ability of funds from abroad, and provide more
markets are not fully liberalized and domestic opportunities for risk diversification.
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Conclusions of the Report challenges to development. Moreover, change is
certain to encounter political opposition: people

This Report has tried to capture the essentials of benefiting froim the present arrangements will re-
the complex field of finance. In at least two re- sist reform. Olthers-although they stand to benefit
spects it fails to do justice to the subject. First, too in the long run-will be hurt in the short run and
often the developing countries have been dis- may not choose to make the sacrifices demanded
cussed as though they were all alike, when in fact today for uncertain gains in the future. Change
policies and experience vary widely among coun- may be most resisted in the very countries where it
tries. Second, the Report has treated in a perfunc- is most necessary.
tory way the human and political dimensions of Once reform is under way, the response will not
the subject, both in discussing the origins of the be immediate; indeed, it may be painfully slow.
financial problem and in offering prescriptions for After prolonged periods of inflation and many
change. failed attempts to control it, the public will expect

Unlike the problems of industry, those of finance inflation to continue and will behave accordingly.
are not frozen in bricks and mortar, plant and ma- Entrepreneurs unpersuaded of the permanence of
chinery. Financial claims, together with the all- new policy will be slow to change their ways.
inportant "rules of the game," could be rewritten This Report has tried to specify the prerequisites
overnight by government decree. But this is not to for building an efficient financial system capable of
imply that reforming a country's financial system mobilizing and allocating resources on a voluntary
can be accomplished quicldy or easily. iune is basis. Such a system would continue to mnake mnis-
needed for people to acquire the necessary skldls in takes and waste resources. But it would probably
accounting, management, and bank supervision. make fewer mistakes and waste fewer resources
Training staff, building new institutions, and- than the interventionist approach followed in
perhaps hardest of all-getting people to revise many developing countries today.
their expectations have proved among the greatest
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